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There is nothing else

A man and his wife are sleeping in bed -

It’s dark, stone walls, the second story of their home.

He wakes up first, doesn’t move, simply opens his eyes, seeing the back of
his wife’s head, her hair glowing somewhat in the dark light of their home, the
night sky permeating the thick vertical cuts into their walls.

He puts on a black shirt that extends only a few inches past his shoulders,
his arms otherwise exposed, rough tan and loose pants, he ties a thick rope
around the waist, now fastened, no shoes or socks, he calmly walks down the
stairs, along the exterior of their home, also stone, the entire house seemingly
cut from a single block, he hears his wife wake behind him, and also step out of
bed.

He quickly steps out of his home, first the green grass beneath his feet,
walking, staring forwards, he begins to run, faster, then faster, then full pace,
measuring his breath, building a rhythm, he’s past his land, he feels the grass
gradually leave him, into the sand, it begins to rise up from under him -

He climbs it at full pace, gradually lifting him, his feet stamping down on
what appears to be dust, falling below him, that otherwise behaves like stone,
to just above the height of his home, when he leaps out into nothing, his arms
and legs flailing, his legs go out before him, he shouts at the top of his lungs,
in part due to fear, then suddenly hitting an apparent fluid, feet first, his head
below them, the sound goes dark, the night sky around him disrupted by the
oscillations of the fluid upon impact, he sees his arms and legs, almost for the
first time, he orients himself within it, still traveling forwards at a roughly
constant height -

He flails like a baby, cutting through the fluid, visibly pushing it away from
his nose and mouth, appearing to create a space to breath, swimming through it,
up, though nonetheless suspended, about 10 meters up, into the air, he takes an
enormous breath at the top, shaking his head, pushing his way back to upright.

Behind him, thousands are doing the same, as a massive column of sand
rises up behind them, hundreds of meters into the air, electrical activity starts
to pick up within the column, larger charges, dissipating over larger distances,
appearing to learn, navigating a space, causing burning within the column,
smoke dissipating from within it, on all sides, they begin to chant, first quietly,
they all cut their left hand through the fluid, repeatedly, as if playing a simple
instrument, rowing a boat, the syncopation converging over time, forming a
rhythm, the column growing higher, the burning spreading, they see an ocean
of invaders before them, they continue to gradually ascend.
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The column behind them starts to form large shards of glass due to the dissi-
pation of the charges, that appear to be stitched together deliberately, growing
from small pieces, into gigantic, unevenly shaped shards of glass, as the charges
move about the corners, stitching ever more sand into giant, single pieces, again,
appearing to learn, they all see their homeland in the background, glowing in
the faint light remaining under the night sky, lifting higher into the air, obscured
by horrific smoke, smoldering red at the newest joints, the sounds are those of
the belly of a demon, shaking the entirety of the ground below them.

He reaches an extreme height, with the ground now a map, and with that,
he looks back, to see an army behind him, hearing a wave of shouting wash over
him, he turns forward, and shouts at the invaders below, his teeth visible, now
barreling down towards them, he hears a deafening sound, quickly crouching
into the fluid, he sees an incomprehensible rage of burning matter rushing over
all of them, close enough that he can feel the heat as it dissipates over him, a
bolt cracks right over his head, hearing it through the fluid, the blueish light
temporarily blinds him, he scrambles within it, his vision damaged, though
quickly shrugging it o↵, he looks behind him, seeing the abstractions of descent,
he follows their path, along with everyone else, into the unknown before them,
shouting with every ember of his being, their shouting now one with the direction
of the wave, and so there is nothing else -

And so I suggest you not only turn away, but burn this book, like the cowards
before you, unless you have what it takes to see. †
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Unbelievable

I just redid the varnish on my dining room table, now with a light, colorless stain
in the previously unfinished wood, not quite reflective, but with a subtle gloss that
permeated the grain, causing it to be darker in some spots, and brighter in others,
than it was before.

I place my notes into a massive binder, hundreds of handwritten pages, sandboxing
ideas and equations on time-dilation and motion -

But there’s a chance she’ll come over, so I do my best to make it seem like ordinary
work, the laptop nearby suggesting as much.

My jacket is an otherwise tame grey wool blazer, with dark brown suede elbow
patches, but with a wild floral interior, upon a black silk, that is only visible when
open, and even then, only fleeting.

A simple cotton white button down, top two buttons opened, neatly ironed, fresh
out my washer, french cu↵s, tucked into the jeans, light but not quite faded Hugo
Boss, blue, no tearing, a bold, thick brown braided leather Just Cavali belt, with a
gold buckle.

The shoes, freshly polished, marbled brown leather, a pair I picked up from a small
shop in Rome, with a lovely suede lining.

The socks, somewhat visible, as the jeans are tight around the ankles, the cut of
the shoes a bit deep, TV static grey, almost matching the blazer.

I check my reflection in the gold painted baroque framed mirror on the wall above
my dining room table, adjusting my hair a bit, I head back into the bedroom, to have
a look in the full length mirror leaning against the wall, to the right of my cabinet,
liking what I see, I grab my phone and headphones, on the cabinet to my left, placed
atop today’s FT, then heading out the door.

I walk down the corridor of my apartment, having a look at my studio to the right,
on my way out, checking the lights on the gear to make sure everything’s o↵, and it
is, so I go.

I take the elevator down, it’s empty, wave to my doorman, walk down Union
Avenue, towards the Lorimer stop, feeling the uneven streets beneath me once I get
past 10th street, headphones already in, still playing Biggie, on repeat, unable to stop
thinking about light, about time -

Why is it that things slow down the faster you move?

I have a look at the FT while on the platform, to find a short article, regarding
the possibility of the clearing business leaving London, suspicious of this thesis, I give
it a read, to take my mind o↵ of my thoughts. †
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Car to William Vale

I say, “Do you want to get a couple of drinks?”, and she says, “Sure.”, and I quickly
follow up, “Where do you want to get drinks?”, to which she replies, “Brooklyn is fine.”

Car to William Vale.

...

We take the elevator, up to the 22nd floor, as some awful promotional videos, and
advertisements play quietly in the background, on the elevator’s screen -

“I noticed rooftop bars are starting to take o↵ in Stockholm. I went to one at a
hotel there, not far from the Parliament, though I forgot the name.”, to which she
replies, “The Scandic Continental?”, and I say, “Yes, I think that’s right”, as the
elevator door opens, I hear the tail end of what I think is an MF Doom song, as we
walk over to the main bar, and I nudge my way up to the front, eventually ordering
a Hendrix gin with a splash of lime juice, asking the bartender to chill it beforehand,
and Malin orders, shouting a bit over my shoulder, toward the bartender, “a glass of
Cava, or champagne, whichever you think is better”.

We grab a seat outside, and the weather is perfect, with a cool breeze over an oth-
erwise hot night, though small talk nonetheless dominates, as Suzanne Vega, “Tom’s
Diner” medleys over the last track, astonished they’re both in the same key -

“The whole Williamsburg thing seems like it’s huge in Stockholm, in Södermalm
in particular.”, to which she replies,

“I guess that’s fair, Söder does have a lot small places that look a bit like the East
Village, or Williamsburg.

There are definitely a lot of us here -

There’s even a Sockerbit now, in the West Village.”, and I reply,

“Yea, I heard about that, but I haven’t been yet -

Is it any good?”

“It’s OK, but it’s expensive.”, she replies.

Then, “Thinking”, Tanlines starts playing, breaking the mood, though with clips
of the opening a cappella from Tom’s Diner, dropping in and out, again, astonished,
the keys of the two tracks actually work, briefly turning around, looking for a DJ -

Whatever they eventually say about my generation, at least we make you think
about timbre.

I then snap to my senses, and quickly turn to stare right at her -

“Whatever.”, throwing my left hand, palm up from her perspective, I can see she’s
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puzzled, so I slowly lean in to clarify my point, placing my right hand above her left,
she puts her drink down on the table beside her, as we kiss for some time, turning my
head a bit to the right, stopping, gently leaning back, to say,

“You want to get out of here?”, just a few inches from her, I can smell the notes
of the champagne on her breath, mixed in with the scent of her skin and long hair, as
she quickly says,

“That’s not a bad idea.”, immediately grabbing her purse from the table beside
her, placing it in her lap, then standing up, and so I do the same, taking my phone
out to order a car, then suddenly she throws in, that,

“Not sleeping with you.”, looking at me, smiling, so I put down my phone, and
reply,

“Well then we’re walking to my place.”, and so she hits me with her purse, swinging
with both hands, into the side of my left thigh, as the lead guitar line comes in,
providing an otherwise delicate exit. †
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The overnight

I wake and say, “I’m planning to hit the pool this morning -

You’re welcome to join.”

She replies,

“I don’t have a bathing suit -

Do you mind if I come back?”, to which I reply,

“I don’t care if you never leave.”

She’s visibly a bit taken back by the comment, especially realizing that I’m serious,
not breaking my stare at all, and so she pauses.

She then says,

“I’ll come back in a bit.”, and I say,

“That sounds good, take your time -

I’ll get us something to eat for lunch, assuming you’ll be back around 1.”, and she
says,

“That sounds perfect.” †
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The pool scene

The doorman buzzes me at 12:40, as I’m seasoning a piece of tuna that I’ve bought
to grill for lunch, just lime, sea salt, and chili powder, that I plan to throw on some
small soft taco shells, with a bit of chopped cucumbers and cilantro, and a bit more
lime, after the fact -

I’ve got some beers in the fridge, together with a bottle of Wolfer Estate rose that
I’ve just placed in the freezer.

I hit the intercom, to hear, “Malin’s here”, to which I reply, “Please send her up.”

I quickly wash my hands in the guest bathroom, rinse out my mouth, check my
hair, looking good, “Pictures of You”, is about one minute in, I turn it down, just a
bit, and open the door, seeing her come down the hallway, with a bag that seems too
big for a bathing suit -

She’s probably planning to spend the night, and seems to be already wearing her
bathing suit under her sundress.

She gets to the door, holding the door open with my back, I place my right arm
around her, give her a kiss on the cheek, and take her bag with my left, to find it’s
quite heavy, as she walks in ahead of me, and into the living room, the Sun beaming
through the entire apartment, with small glass objects on the white shelves dividing
the sizable floor to ceiling windows, a wooden cutting board on my dining room table,
with grilling tongs and a barbecue lighter laid upon it, and a tall and thin brown paper
bag from the wine shop beside it, with some cutlery, a few limes, and the raw taco
shells within it, I walk into my bedroom, and place her bag on top of my bed, the blue
and white duvet flu↵ed up, just washed and pulled out of my dryer about an hour ago.

On my way back into the living room, she’s standing in front of the Matisse print
hanging above my couch, I walk past her, briefly making eye contact, to see her smile,
she then looks down somewhat awkwardly at her sandals below, still smiling, to see
the clouds patched over the sky, the Sun unobstructed, it’s raining just a bit, though
not enough to spoil our time -

“Do you mind grabbing the bag?”, I say, looking at the paper bag on the table, as
the song continues to play, the chorus comes in, “If only I thought of the right words,”
I feel a pang of regret, that perhaps I could have asked more politely, as she then says,

“Of course not, just let me get my towel.”, as I place the foil with the seasoned
tuna, and another with the chopped cucumbers and cilantro, onto the wooden board
below me, pausing for a moment afterward, staring at the board before I pick it up.

She goes into my bedroom, takes her towel out from her bag, and a small bottle of
what appears to be sunblock, then returning to the living room, picking up the small
bag from the wine shop, heading to the door, which she opens, as I’m about to tap
the power supply to my system with my right foot, to turn it o↵, when again, I feel a
pang of regret, that perhaps I should simply let the song play, as I turn to carefully
walk out, balancing the items on the board before me, I can see a look in Malin’s face
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of what is near suspicion, that I’ve left the music to play, having plainly considered
turning it o↵.

We get out of the elevator on the 2nd floor, walk through the gym, and out to the
pool deck, as one of my neighbors is positively blasting Billy Idol on a boombox, as
he’s leaning back, his legs in the pool, sunglasses down, he gives me the high hand,
“Dancing with Myself”, the scene already plainly a party, despite it being only 1 PM.

We set up at two reclining chairs just beyond the perimeter of the pool, she first
hands me the paper bag, then lays her towel down on top of the long chair, takes
o↵ her sundress, first sitting in its center, then laying down, leaning back against the
tilted back of the chair, folding her left foot above her right, she turns to pull a pair
of black Prada sunglasses out of her purse, which is now resting atop a wooden side
table to her right, placing them on, then applying the sunblock, first to her finger tip,
then her bottom lip, aware of my staring, she pauses -

The uneven, cat-eye shaped frame, despite her age, reminds of Lolita, as she then
looks at me, plainly pleased with the situation, circulating the balm using the motions
of her lips, I then say,

“I’m going to make another run upstairs to get us some drinks.”, laughing some-
what to myself, she smiles in response, aware of something, though presumably unsure
of exactly what it is that’s prompted my reaction.

...

She’s on my shoulders, and a squad of my neighbors are similarly situated, with
another group of three lounging in the belly of an oversized dinosaur floatie, all of us
bouncing a gigantic plastic beach ball about the pool, as I struggle to hold my beer
bottle, attempting to account for her motions.

She asks,

“Do you mind if I invite my friends?”, and I ask,

“How many?”, as she quickly replies,

“Two girls.”, and I say,

“That’s fine, but I have a dinner planned at 9:30 -

Do you guys want to join?”, and she says,

“I’m definitely in for dinner, and they’ll probably be interested as well.”

“OK great, if they want to come, then I can change the reservation, though it’s
obviously fine if only you join -

I don’t need to change the reservation for that.”, and she then takes a swing at
the beach ball heading towards us, sending it across the pool upon contact, to the
left-hand side, and after pausing for a moment, I quickly follow up,
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“Do you need to go back to your place again?”, to which she replies,

“I’ve already brought clothes for tonight.”, tapping me on the right-hand side of
my chest, as if I’ve just completed some petty task, in gym class.

...

Malin’s one friend is dancing in the center of my living room with a few of my
neighbors, my wild floral print chairs behind her, the late afternoon Sun beaming
through the entire space, everyone lit up, sweating, the AC blasting, with the win-
dows nonetheless open, Malin’s other friend dancing alone, singing out loud, bouncing
barefoot on my grey mid-century sofa, both in their bathing suits, seeing the foam and
springs of my couch plainly taking a beating, which would likely normally aggravate
me, though in this case, as Malin dances calmly, with one hand in mine, I’m simply
pleased with the outcome, of a living room filled with people, all visibly intoxicated,
plainly having a magnificent time, as, “Light it Up” plays on my Harmon Kardons,
filling the entire space, and likely the hallway as well, with booming sound.

Other neighbors hear the ruckus, one of them bangs on the door, so I run over to
open it, he’s with a squad, my apartment suddenly filled with people.

I grab Malin’s hand, she stares at me, we walk into my bedroom, and I lock the
door, “Roll the Bass” starts playing, the music so loud, the door barely changes the
noise level -

“Should I kick everyone out?”, she leans up to kiss me,

“That’s not a bad idea.”, and I walk out into the living room, as Major Lazer
continues playing, everyone eventually disappearing, the two of us then sleep until
about 7:30 PM. †
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La lingua d’oro

I get out of the guest shower first, already in bed -

I’m sitting up right against the wall, in blue gingham boxers and a white t-shirt,
above the blanket, holding my phone, reading the news, I see the light from the
bathroom door open up into the bedroom as she opens the door, then walking out,
with some light from the living room windows lighting up the path to the bed, I place
my phone face down, into the bed, though still holding it, to get a better look, steam
still visible in the air above the shower, clouding the bathroom light, I can smell her
soaps from my bed, they’re not mine, light, though nonetheless carried meters away.

The humidity from the shower condenses a bit on the bedroom wall, leaving trails
of water that form stick-like characters, barely visible -

She steps toward me, wearing only a towel, her towel, her blond hair wet, pulled
behind her head, darkened from the water, behind her shoulders, increasingly visible
as she approaches, she stands right in front of the bed, the floor a bit wet under her
feet, unwraps her towel, and hangs it on the open door of the closet behind her.

“Midnight Swim”, is playing:

I feel the low-end in the springs of the bed, the synth pulsating just before the
chorus, she gets into the bed to my left, and crawls over to me, on her knees, gently
takes the phone from my hand, places it on the small iron table to the right of the
bed, starts to pull o↵ my shirt, her hair soaking wet, cold hair falling over, in front of
her chest, landing on my forearms, she kisses the left side of my face, I help her lift it
o↵ as well, she sits on top of me, now sitting upright, her cold wet hair on my chest, I
reach up and place my hand under hers, on the base of the back of her neck, running
my fingers up and under her hair, to the back of her head, as she leans into me. †
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In his arms

“It’s not quite a prank, though it is an inside joke -

Would the kitchen mind writing a small message on one of the deserts?”

The waiter laughs, and asks,

“It’s not obscene, is it?”, to which I reply,

“No, not at all, it’s simply the words, ‘this is desert’.”

The waiter then looks at me, laughing a bit more, and says, “Sure”, and I quickly
reply, that,

“If there’s any additional cost, just put it on my card.”

I point at Malin, saying, “It’s for her.”, and so he looks over and says, “Got it.”,
nodding his head.

I walk back, towards the table, taking my seat, seated across from five in a booth,
with Janne to my left, also seated in a chair.

Caroline’s seated at the edge of the booth, before a bucket of ice, perched atop a
low stand, with what’s left of a bottle of white wine, that the others were drinking
through dinner.

After just a few minutes, the waiter returns, with our deserts, set atop a single
large oval tray, placing Malin’s down last,

“With a special note from the man over there.”, pointing at me,

“You’re ridiculous.”, Malin says, and I shrug my shoulders, not saying anything
at all, as the waiter walks over to hand me the check, then saying quickly,

“There’s no rush at all.”

I nonetheless take out my wallet, and lay down the first card that I see, which
Caroline notices, then taking hold of the leather folio, shu✏ing about, inside of her
purse, till she finds a card, opening the folio to see my card, laid atop the check,

“Dr. Charles Davi”

Caroline bursts into laughter, hugging herself, with both of her arms, and I can
see chills, rushing up to her shoulders -

She’s wearing a sleeveless white top, cut modestly, her shoulders visibly broad,
her arms and fingers quite long, eventually holding the stem of a tall and thin glass,
with a gap in the fingers of her left hand, she tilts it towards me, slightly, causing the
leftover wine to appear to lift up, toward the top of the glass, the glass then returned
upright, as the wine at the top slowly falls down, leaving long trails of its path.
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She suddenly turns to the bottle beside her, her thick blond hair then flowing
thereafter, though I intervene with a gesture, lifting my glass, shaking it gently, tilting
my head, both of which contain prohibitively expensive rose, then causing her to smile
in reply, I turn toward our waiter, making eye contact, again raising my glass, this
time with an additional right hand signal, holding up two fingers, to which he replies
with a nod in acknowledgement.

“Malin told me you’re a pianist, though I assume you’re into pop music as well, as
a Swede?”

“Yes, of course.”, and I follow up,

“Are you into film?”

“Yes, and I quite like music videos, as well.”

“Malin says you play rock music?”, and I say, “Yes.”, as she smiles, then looking
down at her glass, lifting her head up again and saying,

“Have you seen the video for Sweet Disposition? I absolutely love that song.”, to
which I reply,

“Of course, it’s a great song -

The one with the flying guitars?”, to which she replies,

“Yes.”, smiling, “That one.”

“You should check out Explosions in the Sky.”, I say, “They’ve got a great video
you might like, if you’re into that kind of highly kinetic cinematography -

I’ll send it to you.”

She says, “I am, actually, perhaps, because I’m a dancer.”

I say nothing, looking over to Malin, as she quietly eats her labeled desert, listening
to a friend of hers from Östermalm recount a story about an apparent disaster in her
building’s basement.

Caroline sees me, pauses, leaning a bit towards me, into the table, then asks, “Did
you see, Reprise?”, and so I turn back to say,

“Yes, and I absolutely love the opening sequence -

I was in Oslo for Settende Mai, 2015.”

She replies, a bit closer to me, “I’ve been as well, and it was regrettably accurate,
in some respects.”, as she then takes a bite o↵ of her fork, to which I reply,

“That said, my friends were actually quite serious during that part of the day, and
the breakfast we had was somber, with hardly anyone talking, let alone drinking, as
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we watched, what I suppose was o�cial programming, for the day.”

So she then says,

“That’s a fair point -

They don’t really start drinking until after the parade.”

There’s a bit of a lull to the conversation, as the waiter comes by with two glasses
of wine, and so I say, “Did you see Headhunters?”, and so she says,

“Yes, though that was a bit dark for my tastes.”, to which I reply,

“I suppose that’s fair, but I really loved the evolution of the plot, from a basic
caper, to what bordered on an art film.”, and she quickly throws in,

“The scene in ... ”, and I cut in, “... the mirror.”, we both say at the same time,
she briefly pauses, as we both smile, she returns to the back of the booth, with her
then following up,

“That was completely mental.”

“Agreed.”

“Did you see The Tree of Life?”, I ask, and she replies, “Yes, though I thought it
was a bit strange, for a Hollywood film.”

“Agreed, I have no idea how he got that kind of budget -

I think I read years ago that Malick has a kind of brand of sorts, in Hollywood, and
so big name actors are eager to work with him, perhaps as a resume stamp, though I
doubt Brad Pitt and Sean Penn need help.”

She pauses, “I could see that, as it was beautifully filmed, and the scenes of them
at home were really touching.”

“I loved those scenes, and in fact, I love the movie -

I just don’t get the dinosaurs.”

She looks at me, a bit confused, then suddenly remembering, her eyes widening,

“I forgot about that -

That was such a random scene.”, to which I reply,

“I get what he was doing, but I thought it was a rather heavy lift, for an otherwise
obvious topic -

Sure, Nature can be cruel, but do we really need dinosaurs for that?” †
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Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Christopher Wallace, “Unbelievable” (1994).

2. Daniel Dumile, “Doomsday” (1999).

3. Suzanne Vega, “Tom’s Diner” (2006).

4. Tanlines, “Thinking” (2015).
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6. Billie Idol, “Dancing with Myself” (1985).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eNA0RBueoY
https://youtu.be/kHBHDWpK1yo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJNxmMk8zvA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m069onh9Jwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEjRMVPydOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVvfZFNSBOs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AO7Suyq3xJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5kJDWQSBUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXPVstW9FvA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4C8e7nNLZNs
https://vimeo.com/41160389
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In Bloom
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“What the fuck is this?”

I wake up to piss, before sunrise, too dark to really see, but lit up enough to catch
the gist of my reflection, and wow, I look like total shit:

My hair’s a mess, I’m alone, and too tired to put the lights on, because I know,
this will likely blow out my vision, which will annoy me even more -

Only the outlines of all of the e↵orts I’ve put into organizing my life are on display.

I feel a dust bunny between my toes under the sink, the entire bathroom mirror is
visibly smeared, which I can plainly see, even though it’s dark;

I can see the unkempt stubble at the base of my neck, as I haven’t trimmed my
beard in days;

The towel on the floor outside the shower looks disgusting, moist, and I can see
that it’s not fresh at all.

I didn’t even do anything last night -

Why is everything so shitty?

I flush the toilet, and turn to get to back to bed, stepping on a stray paper towel
along my way -

“What the fuck is this?” †
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This is breakfast

I finally wake up, still annoyed at the experience I had just a few hours ago, and
decide to have breakfast on the roof of my building -

The Weekend FT, Scarlatti playing, a champagne topper on top of an otherwise
opened bottle of Pellegrino, and a simple brie cheese and honey baguette from the cafe
down the block.

I lean back in the Sun, kick my feet up, on the grey wooden table before me, and
read, feeling a bit better about myself, though in actually getting through the article,
I am again reminded of my occasional disgust, with the external world -

“What a bunch of losers.” †
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The driving solo

I drive, Nirvana, “In Bloom”, Malin takes the hipster boat with her friends.

When the first hook comes in, I slam on the gas, and start dodging other cars,
both hands on the wheel, screaming along to the vocals.

I look at other people on the road, as I angrily pass them by, in each case as quickly
as possible:

Some of them are eating while driving, one woman holding her phone, despite
having the option of speaker-phone for roughly thirty years, though there is some
redemption in yet another, making better use of technology -

Writing something by hand, her other hand on the wheel, apparently screaming at
someone at the other end of a call through the phone on her dashboard, as her child
sits in the back, strapped into a baby seat.

“Look at that piece of shit.”, I say out loud, remembering that they drive like that,
because they’re lazy pieces of shit;

I drive like this, because I hate them.

Driving solo, a car filled with beach chairs, a red Solo cooler packed with Pelle-
grino, three six packs of Corona, limes, three diced pineapples, a several-pound bag
of grapefruits, a small cutting board, some basic cutlery, and a bottle of Stoli, frozen,
three bottles of champagne, already cold, one in the cooler, the other two in a cooler
bag, a separate bag of ice for drinks, and a massive pack of solo cups tossed into the
back seat -

I have a massive cotton sheet for the group to set up on.

I roll the windows up for Cobain’s solo, cranking it even louder, with my hatred
for these fucking idiots on full display, barreling down the Belt Parkway, the divider
roaring as the Sun beats down upon it, echoing my escape from this unending brigade
of losers -

If I could, I would fire a shot gun out of the sunroof.

I’m wearing a black trucker hat, flat brim, black mesh in the back, raised up a
bit in front, atop my hair that says, “shoe”, singular, lowercase, across the front, in
thick white stitching, with a plain white cotton t-shirt, pale yellow swim trunks, with
a thick blue and white cotton shoelace run through the waistband, visible in front,
brown leather flip-flops, and a two-tone Rolex Submariner, stainless steel and gold. †
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The beach scene

There’s nothing wrong with life -

There is instead something wrong with some of the people that are alive.

This is one of the things I enjoy most about my relationship with Malin -

There’s basically nothing wrong with her.

She’s insanely beautiful, professional, considerate, well-educated, and kind. Sure,
she’s pretentious, superficial, doesn’t like my jokes, hates my stupid hat, probably
wouldn’t date me if I were poor, but the bottom line is, she’s not disruptive to my life
as it stands, and instead only adds to it.

This is how it should be, generally, and those who suggest otherwise are simply
losers -

There’s no excuse, on average, for subtracting from the lives of other people, and
the people that do so regularly are simply worst than worthless.

...

I’ve got nothing going on right now, laying in the Sun, no music playing, the sounds
of a few people chatting, the shore crashing before us, and Malin asleep on my chest -

Again, this is how it should be.

...

“Caroline, jag kan se din vänstra bröstv̊artan.”, and Caroline quickly looks down,
exclaiming, “Fan.”, immediately adjusting her top, to cover herself up, she then looks
around, hoping no one else noticed, Janne laughing, though trying to hide it, for
Caroline’s sake, and it turns out a group of two guys noticed, seated eating lunch in the
main court in Jacob Riis Park, also laughing, as Caroline turns her back to them, out
of embarrassment, Lauren Jauregui, “NADA”, playing quite loud, the space crowded,
giving the scene the sense of an outdoor block party -

The sandy concrete beneath her bare feet, her freckles pronounced on her cheeks
from the Sun, her face a bit damp, its heat still beating down on her skin, her hair still
wet from the sea, brushed back behind her head, but untied, the hip food stands in
kitsch booths, the Italian guy selling beers out of a cooler just beyond the perimeter
of the circular court, Caroline turns in towards Janne, two Swedish girls in the mess
of New York City, both of them smiling at each other, facing the bars behind her, as
Janne dances to herself, and reaches out her right hand for Caroline to join.

Janne then says, “They’re coming over.”, and Caroline says, “Fy fan.”

There’s about a twenty second break till they make it over, as they both continue
dancing somewhat, more or less ignoring them, when one of them introduces himself,
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“I thought I’d say hi, now that we’ve gotten to know each other better.”, both
Janne and Caroline laughing at the brazen nature of the comment.

“I’ll introduce myself to you first, since you opened the door to this conversation.”,
he says to Caroline, who struggles to hide her smile in response, “My name’s Eric,
what’s yours?”, to which she replies,

“Caroline.”, somewhat condescendingly, though still struggling to hide her smile,
as a bit of rain starts to land and paint the studded grey concrete floors of the court,
she reaches out her hand to him, a bit limp, and only partially extended, though he
accepts, and shakes her hand in earnest, gently.

...

Caroline leaves the sounds of the bars and the boardwalk, walking back to our
spot, about an hour after a bit of rain, in a good mood, kicking the sand up as she
walks, she runs for a bit, then turns to look back at the boardwalk, walking backwards,
seeing Janne o↵ in the distance, still with those two guys, then turning to see Malin
and I about ten meters ahead, not visibly moving.

She initially kneels down in the sand beside her towel to find it’s still a bit wet
from the rain, as Malin hears her shu✏ing about and says,

“Hej.”,

“Jod̊a.”, Caroline quickly replies, as she slowly lays down along the far edge of
the sheet, since it’s already dried, about two meters from the two of us, I wake up
and turn to see her inching her way down, placing her shirt and jeans down upon the
sheet, then resting her head above, facing me, burrowing into the sand below, the Sun
so bright, the thin tan sheet lets it through at the points at which it’s raised above
the sand the most, appearing translucent, and so I say,

“Hello.”, and she replies, not yet closing her eyes,

“Hello, Charles.” †
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She’s my Audrey Munson

I turn on Panama Wedding to wake up the crew, everyone sleeping other than me
as we approach the Brooklyn Bridge, the massive American flag waving in the breeze
mounted into the center, the spire of One World Trade to the left, not loud at all, but
loud enough to get everyone up as we’re now only about twenty minutes from Malin’s
place in Chelsea, and I imagine they’d like a bit of time to get themselves together
beforehand, and also given that they’re not from New York, it’s always nice to see the
bridge open up before you cross over, into Manhattan.

Malin wakes up, and places her left hand on my right leg, grabs her heavily battered
water bottle from the drink holder to her left with her right, taking a sip, then placing
it back, then turning toward the window, looking out at the moving iron columns as
we cross the East River -

The thin beams above to the left like a moving curtain, obstructing the city skyline,
eventually giving way to nothing, the Municipal Building appears, the gold colored
Civic Fame statute, glimmering above on the right.

I look back in the rearview mirror to see Caroline, looking back at me, and so I
shout,

“Hej, Caroline!”, as I turn the music up quite loud, and she smiles in response,
but quickly looks away, looking out the back right window, as the road of the bridge
descends below us all. †
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La Vie en Rose

Back in Malin’s apartment, as I’m making rather aggressive drinks for the group
as the rest of them get ready, having already showered and changed first, under the
assumption that I would likely take the least time, since I didn’t want to sit for hours
in sweaty, sandy clothes, Caroline steps into the kitchen -

“You expect us to drink straight vodka?”, and I reply,

“First o↵, it’s frozen, secondly it’s cut with a decent amount of fresh grapefruit
juice.”, and she then leans over the row of glasses on the black spotted marble kitchen
counter, appearing to inspect them.

“You’re trying to get us drunk.”, to which I reply,

“I don’t if know you noticed, but I’m already sleeping with your friend.”

“You are awful, Charles.”, Caroline leans in, and grabs a full glass o↵ the counter,
as Janne then bursts into the kitchen, dancing, wearing a white towel on her head, in
solid black cotton bra and panties, her skin a bit damp, leaving light footprints on the
kitchen floor, the bones of her collar receding and rising as she moves her shoulders,
dancing towards the kitchen counter -

Tall, tan, young, and healthy, the girl from Östermalm, yet soft, I don’t even
bother pretending that she’s not preposterously hot.

“Now why would I need to get any of you drunk, with friends like this?”, I say.

“You can get me drunk.”, Janne then says, thereafter grabbing a glass o↵ the
counter, and she then takes a sip, the ice cubes shifting a bit as she tilts the glass to
her lips, condensation forming from her warm breath, mouthing the word, “Baby”,
“Jag Kommer” playing quite loud from the living room -

“Det er bra.”, Janne then says,

“I think it’s too strong.”, Caroline says, to which I reply,

“You can cut it with champagne, perhaps sparkling water -

If you want to be boring.”

“You are awful, Charles!”, she pushes my shoulder, and I can see Janne, now
behind her, holding her drink, throwing us both a bit of a look:

Janne’s eyebrows shifting, her right shoulder back, and so I grab a glass, and walk
towards Janne, past Caroline, with my back towards her, then looking Janne right in
the eyes, to let Janne know that I know, and that it is news to me as well, as I head
back into the living room.

...
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Caroline gets completely blitzed, repeatedly accompanying me to the kitchen,
which is not lost upon either of Malin or Janne, though both of them realize, there’s
not much I can do, in context -

I’m doing my best to simply be normal.

Janne eventually says, “Caroline, why don’t you get in the shower? There’s no
one in there -

The rest of us are almost ready.”

“Ja, jod̊a, OK.”, as she begins to head to the bath, then pausing, she turns to me,

“Charles, make me one more.”

“Sure.”, I reply, and Malin gives me a bit of a dirty look from the right of the
room, which I don’t acknowledge at all.

“Charles, give me your keys -

I’ll head to the car, and get what’s left of the liquor, since we’re drinking more
than expected.”, and so I walk over to Malin, as I take out the keys from my pocket,
holding them by the beer bottle opener, she grabs the keys below, and gives me a kiss
on the lips, then planting her feet back flat on the ground, she opens her eyes, and
smiles at me.

I head into the kitchen, as Caroline follows along, hearing the door to the apartment
open then close, as Love Fool begins to play -

I first wash my hands in the sink, with a bit of dish soap, then grab a handful of
ice from the freezer, carefully dropping it into two glasses. Then heading back to grab
the vodka, pouring slightly less than a glass into each. Then grab the grapefruit, cut
into segments, crushing them in my right hand, letting the juice run into the glasses,
tinting the vodka and ice a bit pink. I grab a clean spoon from the rack, and use it to
stir both the drinks, first taking a sip of mine, then handing Caroline hers.

She takes a sip as well, then looks at me, a bit too long, lifting her glass, saying,

“Sk̊al, Charles.”, and I tilt my head, and gently hit my glass against hers, though
with a bit of hit, not letting it rest at all,

‘Sk̊al.”

...

Malin’s still gone, since the car is parked a few blocks away, as Caroline walks
out of the bath, wearing only a towel, with no bra, she then stands before the mirror
leaning against the living room wall, staring at her reflection, the skin of her face flush
red, her shoulders and elbows as well, dancing a bit to, “Genghis Khan”, Janne then
says,
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“Charles, come make me a drink -

Caroline -

En till?”

“Ja visst.”, she says, a bit dismissively.

Caroline then sits on the floor, with her legs crossed, moving her hips to the song,
as she dries her wet hair with a towel she was holding, occasionally brushing it in
the mirror, she then reveals a disposable razor, extends her left leg, though still a bit
bent, she starts to shave, as she quietly sings to herself, and Janne and I head into the
kitchen, simply ba✏ed.

Janne again gives me a look, though plainly aware that it’s not my fault, I smile
and shrug my shoulders, and so Janne hits me quite hard in the flesh of my chest, also
laughing, as I make another round of three drinks.

Janne and I reenter the living room, hoping for better, as Caroline walks out of
Janne’s bedroom, holding a bra and panties -

Turning her back to us both, placing the bra down on a chair, she then faces
the mirror again, standing upright, she lifts her left leg, and leans over, sliding it in,
then her right leg, lifting the lace up the length of her plumb but thin legs, already
taught around her, with not much there to begin with, taking the towel up as well,
revealing nearly entirely all of the lower half of her body, she then turns to the side,
still examining her frame in the mirror, with her back turned toward us, lifting them
up in to place.

Janne stares in disbelief, as I quietly leave the room, and simply go back in the
kitchen. †
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Eureka

Caroline says,

“I’m sorry.”, to which I reply,

“I don’t care -

You apologize to Malin, not me.”

“But I can’t help what I see.”

“Oh cut the shit -

You’re fucking hot, you’re bright, what the fuck are you doing?”, she laughs,
looking down,

“You’re such an asshole.”

“No I’m not -

You take that shit, put it in a box, and set it on fire.”

...

Caroline goes up to the roof at Le Bain, alone, and orders a drink from the bar -

There’s nothing there.

“Can I have a drink?”, the bartender replies,

“Of course, but what would you like?”,

“I don’t care, you decide.”

She hands her a bottle of beer, pops o↵ the top, and Caroline is honest, indi↵erent
to what’s inside. †
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Le Bain

People aren’t talking on the dance floor, they’re dancing -

Malin’s dancing on the bench attached to our table, and I’m on the dance floor
below, holding her hand, as she swings back and forth, singing along, The M Machine,
“When it’s Gone”, drops, her hair flailing before the skyline behind her, back and
forth on the downbeat, sometimes double-time, at the end of a line, moving with her
hips, her hand almost stationary, in mine, our lips, open, breathing -

“I asked an old man, what do you see? He told me:”

Most people would have to smoke crack, to feel the way that I do, right now,
simply dancing with her.

“Or close enough.”

She climbs down, and leads out into the center of the dance floor, completely
packed, we make our way, still dancing, with each step, she turns during the bridge,
again,

“I asked an old man, what do you see? He told me:”

I see her smile.

“Confess to Me”, we stop dancing and start making out, I run my left hand down
her naked back, the silk-like fabric hits my finger tips, so I pull my hand away, then
down the side of her leg, pushing my finger tips into her jeans, pulling them back up,
up to her back, under her shirt, pausing, then pulling my hand back out again, placing
it under her hair, kissing the entire time, I stop, and lean into my right, and say,

“You want to get out of here?”, she lightly bites my left ear, then turning towards
the door, she takes my right hand, and we walk out towards the elevator on the left. †
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With just a bit of time

“Du er en hora Caroline.”, Janne says, and Caroline laughs, “Confess to Me” still
playing, she looks down at the bathroom floor, washing her hands in the sink, the
skyline just outside.

“God, I was so drunk. I really can’t explain what I was thinking -

It was normal, but obviously not.”

“Var det normal?”

“No, of course not, but it was as if we were together -

I didn’t think it was wrong.

In my head, we were together -

It just came naturally.” †
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Pictures of you

Caroline goes home alone, to silence, standing just for a moment, with her back
leaning against the door, listening to nothing, as she stares into her empty home.

She puts down her purse on a table nearby, then walks to the couch in the middle
of the room, sits snug in the corner, and takes out her phone from her pocket -

Looking through pictures of earlier in the day, remembering laying just meters
from me, hearing basically nothing, just like now, and so to shake the memory, she
plays a song by Chopin, that brings her to somewhere else, though nonetheless alone
again.

Before a massive panel of windows, looking out into New York City, she undresses
completely, then laying her underwear on top of the couch just beside her.

She’s cold, the windows are closed, the AC’s been on all night -

She grabs the throw from her couch, that looks just like the one in my car.

She wraps herself in it and runs, then leaps into the air, letting it fall, though
holding it tightly with just one hand, then rattling its fringes, as if she’s gently taunting
a bull. She again throws it over her shoulders, starts spinning in place, and as it lifts
up, she then slows down, and so it begins to fall.

Her breathing coming to her as she leaps, landing, crouching, her hand on the floor
of her apartment, along with her left knee -

She looks up at the Flat Iron Building, and a nearly orange crescent Moon, a small
constellation, visible just beyond.

She then stands up, and walks out the room, staring forward, leaving the skyline
behind, unaltered by her grace. †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Domenico Scarlatti, “Sonata in D-Minor, L. 413 No. 9” (1738).

2. Nirvana, “In Bloom” (1991).

3. Panama Wedding, “Feels Like Summer” (2014).

4. Veronica Maggio, “Jag Kommer” (2011).

5. The Cardigans, “Love Fool” (1996).

6. Miike Snow, “Genghis Khan” (2016).

7. The M Machine (Mat Zo Remix), “When It’s Gone” (2015).

8. Disclosure, “Confess To Me” (2013).

9. Frederic Chopin, “Nocturne No. 1 in B-Flat-Minor” (1832). †

https://youtu.be/oCvR3turk-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqF3pc9ECf8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlVE7zKYVWA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcoG8mSfTMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0fHs7THj4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_SlAzsXa7E
https://youtu.be/ZNmLmsSm42A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGXKMUx5DWg
https://youtu.be/xUB-qW3Prc0
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The pro-log

No one wants to admit, though we all know it’s true, that the world would be
better o↵, if certain people never lived.

Now we shouldn’t go and kill people, just because they suck, but we should at
least be honest, about the fact, that certain people, are unsympathetic burdens, on
their environment -

They’re not sick, they’re not sad, they don’t have bad experiences:

They’re just awful people, that not only don’t contribute, but instead subtract,
from the lives of basically everyone -

You don’t have to be a mathematician to work that one out.

This is not about the guy, that steals a slice of pizza, whether due to poverty, or
an instinct for theft -

This is for the guy that steals a hundred million pizza pies, from the comfort of a
desk, somewhere in Manhattan.

Though in the aggregate, a culture of crime adds up, since suddenly, everything’s
not worth as much -

What’s the price of a thing in a market where everyone steals?

Close to nothing, and so everyone’s poor, because everything you own has a price
of roughly zero, and isn’t really yours at all, since it can be taken from you, at any
time.

They don’t want you to think like this, mathematically, because it makes what’s
right and wrong, quite plain, with no room for nonsense, you’re forced to behave -

This is the world they fear most of all:

Where everyone knows for themselves, that there’s no debate -

That they’re just, simply, wrong. †
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The low-rent machine

At times I suspect the single life in New York is a tale, told by Iguana Man
Pat, designed to demoralize young professionals, settling for debauchery, as an inept
substitute for a real life.

Patrick looks like a younger, significantly larger version of that guy with the VHS
camcorder in Lost Highway, who’s with you at a party, but at the same in your
apartment, going through your stu↵, like a total freak.

Pat has a sister, she’s definitely on Tinder, the one that seems to deliberately blow
the date, but then goes home with you anyway, as if designed to take the emotional
content out of the evening, leaving only the sex, and a dull impression of food;

Like some kind of communist plant, designed to just barely fit the mold of cos-
mopolitanism, leaving only the measurable aspects of the evening, so some low-rent
machine can calculate your societal tab;

As if they come from a society ruled by dumb and emotionally flat victims of
Asperger syndrome, unable to process higher-order information, settling instead for a
calculable experience, trapped in a void;

She lays like a log the whole time, then suddenly scratches your back with her
nails as she cums, screaming preposterously loud -

And the whole scene stinks like a latex condom;

You’re so confused by the entire experience, you simply stop, and walk into the
bathroom, still naked, to take a brief accounting of facts, seeing proper cuts along your
back;

You come back into the bedroom, to find that she’s dressed, and plainly about
to head out, not quite smiling, but pleased, as if the entire experience were perfectly
normal, an approximately desired result -

Utility dating, commoditized sex, measurably awful. †
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More than that

Like a boss

My o�ce is on 58th and Madison, working at a hedge fund, doing A.I. stu↵, not
the most challenging work, believe it or not, but it pays really well, and I really like
my life. So sure, I sold out, could have been a mathematician, or something, some
kind of scientist -

Whatever.

It’s Friday, and it’s 5:30 PM, we have denim day here, so I gave five bucks to some
charity, to wear jeans and have a beer at my desk -

Not bad.

The o�ce space is solid, and really quite beautiful -

High floor, partial views of Central Park, though a bit obstructed by the other
giant towers.

Absolutely no privacy, totally transparent, an open trading floor, but I don’t give
a shit -

I’ve got no shame at all.

My work is fucking great, and I know it, so I really just don’t care, though today
I’m really itching to leave, since I’ve got a date with Malin, with Janne and Caroline,
coming along:

We’re going first to my club, to have some snacks and some drinks, which means
I get to dress up, like some kind of dandy, which I like, even though it’s fruity -

I get to wear a real suit, with some cu↵ links, which doesn’t really fit in at a fund,
so it’s nice here and there.

I’ve spent a month, working on this nonsense, modeling trading volumes, in some
OTC swap, and it’s due COB on Monday. So I really need to make sure that it runs
with at least decent accuracy, sometime today. I’d like to get to my club by eight, so
I should be fine, but I really would rather spend my time, in a steam room, not fixing
typos, and debugging code -

Lame.

The code’s already written, based upon my notes, which are excellent, and proofed
repeatedly, though I haven’t run it yet, on the new dataset, since I just finished writing
the last line of code -

I’ve loaded up the dataset, typed up some command line code, and now the survey
says ...
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Loserstan.

It can’t be the code, it simply cannot be -

I’ve spent too much time on this shit, so it must be the new dataset.

I type a few rows of the first column by hand, in a new doc, to see if it’s a fix -

Now we’re on the podium, which generates quite the dilemma:

Do I hunt down an admin to format the dataset, knowing now it’s a formatting
error, which could take hours, in which case, no fun for Charles? Or, do I simply wing
it, get demented all weekend, and assume I can fix it all on Monday, like a boss?

I opt for a third, which is copy / paste the entire thing, into MS Word, to see if
that will add the white space values, I now know are missing -

This is way more data than MS Word is built for, but why not try it?

The full dataset blows the whole program up, so I copy just a few thousand rows -

If the accuracy’s at least 85%, then I’m out;

If not, then no fun for Charles, for at least this weekend.

Sure, I have my professional integrity, but it’s also out of pragmatism -

If I get fired, then there’s no fun for Charles, potentially forever, and so it’s only
sensible, to forgo a bit of fun, for now, in exchange for a lifetime of fun, for later.

And the survey says ...

89%.

So I chug my beer, save my work, and lock up my machine, like a boss -

I’m out.
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Ideological Medusa

My club’s on 32nd Street, so I’ve got a decent walk -

Enough time for Prokofiev, Piano Concerto No. 2, well at least the first movement.

My work is mundane, and much easier than the work I did in college and in grad
school, but it pays extremely well, so and though at times I feel a pang of guilt,
or longing, for real mathematics. I nonetheless enjoy my life, quite a bit, and I’m
confident, I would not keep my current company, if I were instead broke, covered up
in chalk dust, in some college basement -

Perhaps that’s a bit of what’s wrong with our economy.

At the moment of the climax, standing on the corner of 48th and Madison, I look
up and see a satellite -

The orchestra recedes, a delicate, high register line in the piano emerges, as the
clouds move behind the massive white metal dish, I realize that it’s all true:

That the Communists ruin everything they touch, and probably, most of the things
they simply look at, as well -

Ideological Medusa.

How’s Russian music these days?

What did American music sound like, about a century ago?

Gershwin, Billy Holiday, Sinatra, Bernstein.

And what happened to basically everyone that dared to do something original,
since then?

They magically end up dead -

Basquiat, Herring, Hendrix, Buckley, Cobain, Bourdain, and Biggie.

Even a martial artist, Bruce Lee, and his kid, magically disappear.

Seems a bit suspicious, in retrospect, doesn’t it -

As if race is pretext for conflict, so that no one notices, the simple fact, that shit
people, regardless of race, have a common incentive to suppress expression;

That in the context of less, less is more.

The second movement bursts, breaks my introspection -

I see the light has changed, and so I walk forward, crossing the street, taking only
a passing second glance at this strange object, that someone placed atop a giant tower,
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that is just like the city itself:

All done up in concrete, steel, and glass.

This mettlesome, mad, extravagant city, never leaves me alone -

Won’t let me have my fun, without a pang of guilt, or a drop of liquor, for the
people that made it all work.

But now I’m super pissed, and it’s Friday, I’ve got jeans on -

I work hard, and I spent five dollars on this, so I deserve something fun.

But what to do, with all of that said?

I can’t take the life of a philosopher, as I’m much better suited for dinners, with
groups of Scandinavians, and trite conversations, about something beautiful, a beau-
tiful place, while looking at someone beautiful, preferably drunk, as it all alleviates,
my admittedly deep concerns -

“This Charming Man”.

But I’m yet again reminded, my city, my home, I realize, none of it would work, if
we didn’t have art.

If we didn’t have art in the first instance, since these people are so ugly inside,
we wouldn’t have a beautiful world outside, and then there wouldn’t be any reason to
live, but perhaps they already know that.
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Club life

Ordinarily, I’d blast Tool or Mastodon, during a workout, but I’m still a bit
bummed out, by the apparent genocide, against happiness and human awesomeness,
so I decide on something equally full of energy, but nowhere near as barbarous -

“Pyramid Scheme”, Mat Zo, let the playlist run thereafter, it’s all a bunch of fun
and up beat electronic music.

I do a few sets of lifts, and then a bit of stretching, before hitting the treadmill,
which is really what I’m after -

The repetition sheds my thoughts, a healthy high, without a sip of booze, the
clarity of mind, that would typically require an entire liter of vodka.

My feet pounding on the moving rubber mat below, now at a running pace, my
heart rate about 110, not bad, despite my indulgences -

I’ll take it to 1.5 miles, since I’m not in that headspace, it’s denim day, so I hit the
stop button, the pace trails down, and I eventually hop o↵ the treadmill.

I walk into the lounge of the gym, and into my cubby, grab a fresh towel I’ve placed
there to dry up my sweat, then strip down, and wrap a second towel around my waist,
and head into the steam room -

I’ve had the time to think about these things, and I’ve decided the best order is
steam room first, then the dry heat of the sauna, with a copy of the FT to read.

The room’s already roasting, as a friend of mine, James, from the club, appears
though the cloudy space of the room -

“How’s it going?”

“Good, happy Friday.”

“You too -

Did you hear?”

“Yea, but I was working on something all day. Did you get fucked?”

“Yea, we got slammed, but it’s fine, not the worst day, I’m still here. Commercial
RE market is dog shit, a bunch of people in my group got fired.

I’d love to be at a fund like you. My job is stable, but my group is a war zone. It’s
depressing, because I know these jobs are shrinking in number, increasing in instability,
and I hope I’ll be fine, but if we ever have kids, there’s no way they can expect to have
a career at a bank.

Employment is going to be so volatile by then -
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Firms will have so much depth, reaching talent globally.

My family has been doing this for four generations, and I’m the last one, I know
it. It’s insane.”

“These things happen, I’m sorry to hear that, glad you’re OK -

My shop doesn’t have any RE work, but if I hear of anything, I’ll definitely let you
know.”

“Thanks man, I appreciate it -

How are you guys doing?”

“About the same as always, it’s pretty steady, assets not growing much, but I don’t
think it matters to our principals, since they’re clipping huge revenues -

It’s almost all high frequency trading, so it’s not as dependent upon direction.”

“Lucky you.”

“I suppose.”

“You still dating that Swedish girl?”

“Yea, it’s still going well.”

“That’s great, I miss being a bachelor -

I’m old now, it’s boring.”

“That’s not true, you guys are out more than I am.”

“We try to keep active -

How long have you two been together?”

“About six months.”

“Ah, that’s the critical period -

Are you going to pull the trigger?”

“You mean get married?”

“Yea.”

“I don’t know, she’s definitely marriage level, and we never fight -

She’s almost professional about it.”

“That’s great news.”
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“Yea it is.”

“So?”

“You’re right, I should be thinking about it, I’m wasting my time, I’m not that
young either.”

“You got time, I’m actually old, but if it works for you, why not?”

“That’s a fair point.”

“Being married is nice -

You get consistency, companionship, dual incomes, shared responsibilities. It’s a
lot of upside, and the downside is obvious -

You can’t sleep around.

But as you get older, that becomes less interesting, so it’s only rational. Of course,
I love her, and you know that.”, I nod my head, and reply,

“I’ve seen you guys interact, it’s the real thing.”, and he says,

“Yea, but there’s a practical layer, it goes beyond romance, and only helps make
our relationship easier, especially as we get older.”

“I’m not trying to put pressure on you, but I’ve been there, and I know what it’s
like to be worried about commitment -

I’m just saying, it’s actually mostly upside, in my opinion.”

“You’re probably right, I should take her more seriously.”

“Alright, I’m done boring you, I’m taking o↵ -

Maybe I’ll see you upstairs?”

“If you’re around in about an hour, definitely.”

“Awesome, let’s catch up again.”

He stands up, reaches out, shakes my hand, nods his head, and takes o↵, opening
the steam room door, I feel a rush of cold air run in, as I lean against the tiled wall of
the room.

...

I’ve got a paper subscription to the FT, which is not only expensive, for me anyway,
but also arguably not terribly friendly to the environment. Nonetheless, it’s just not
the same -
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Reading on paper is di↵erent, and it’s better.

You can write on it, you can tear out a page, you can fold down a corner -

It’s real, you can touch it.

Sitting in the dry heat of the sauna, I pour some water on the stones, above the
radiator, and the vapor lifts up, up into the air of the room, and quickly disappears.

I’m reading an article about SPV’s in the RE market, the usual stu↵:

What to do if the servicer goes bust? Are the banks ready? Are investors ready?

I know a lot of these reporters, and I know how they think, and I also know that
what they do is important, and so it’s even more important that they stay independent,
far away from guys like me, who would love to tell them what to say, what to think -

I’m not sure that’s the case anymore.

Everyone’s going to be contract work, it’s not reasonable.

How can you have a life?

Imagine what rank and file corporate people deal with -

They’ve got zero stability, no hope of building wealth.

It’s an insane set up, all so we set up shop overseas.

Why?

Is it corruption?

I’ll say that when I’m pissed, because it works.

But you don’t need to go that far, because it could just be short term greed -

It’s cheaper to hire overseas, and the deeper the labor market is, the less you have
to pay people, in general, and the easier it is to fire them.

I usually assume the worst, but sometimes, it’s better to assume the least -

Do you really care what set your house on fire, while you’re trying to put out the
flames?
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Life is just a moment

“One of the investors pulled out two months in, when we did a draw on capital,
and was like, fuck you, sue me, because he knows we won’t, all because they weren’t
meeting projections, which is unreasonable, because it’s only two months in -

You give the team at least one year, which is what we planned.

No one can say no to this guy, and he knows that, so he’s a dick.

What can you do?

Nothing.

So I tried to do the right thing by these guys, but also because I have some money
in their company, and I don’t need them getting sued, so we save the lease, get them
a new space, smaller, but whatever -

At least they have a chance, and now I have a night club.”, and he takes a sip of
his beer.

“We debated buying lighting, but we thought of the projector, and tried it, since
I had one at home, and you get the same e↵ect -

Is it synced to the music? No, but who cares? Plus you get to be creative with
the films you play. An admin at our company makes the playlist every week, she’s a
musician, so sure, if you come twice a week, you might hear the same songs, if you
stay all night, but by definition you love the party.”, and I nod in agreement.

“Each table is meant for about eight people, six tables downstairs, two rooms
upstairs, and each couch can seat four at a time, each flush with the wall, and actually
mounted into the floor, so they don’t shift when you dance on them.

They did not come with the space, and cost about a grand each, obviously used -

We bought them from some restaurant that went bust.

The tables were cheap, one-fifty each, we bought a few extra in case some break -

You can see it’s not the best woodwork in the day light, but they’re actually period
to the building, from some old hotel bar in upstate New York that was redecorating
its main bar, the same place we got the curtains, fifty bucks each.

And that’s basically it, other than the system, which wasn’t cheap, but we can sell
it, or keep it, if we decide to renew the lease, or move to a bigger space, a real club.”

“What do you call it?”, I ask.

“Honestly, we haven’t thought about it yet, since the marketing is only between
friends, we don’t need a name, but at some point, we have to come up with something.”,
and he pauses for a moment,
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“We just call it, The Loft Party.”

“Why don’t you use the name of the architecture firm, Dean & Baker -

It’s on the wall of the place.”

“That’s not a bad idea.”, though he then continues -

“There’s a stack of solo cups, bottled water, ice, and beer taps on the right hand
side of the main floor -

You can have whatever you want, for one-hundred bucks.

We charge one-hundred for ice buckets, at the tables, and it comes out with
sparklers -

You get one free with a table, which holds four bottles.

It’s honor system for the most part, since it’s otherwise BYOB, and, yea, some
people fuck around, but we politely tell them, if you keep it up, you’re not coming
back, and that’s going to be embarrassing to someone you know. We usually keep the
fridge stocked with about a hundred panini every night.”

“It’s a solid deal, I’m guessing you’re at capacity most nights?”

“In general, yeah, though Mondays are typically slow, but still not that bad -

We’ve made money every month, and more than we would have elsewhere, in terms
of returns, so it all worked out.

The landlord doesn’t know about the shots, but come on, we keep it limited to
one per hour, and lock up the liquor -

It’s fine.

He’s come a few nights to make sure we’re not total animals, but the truth is, you
can’t really damage the space -

The walls are brick, the floors are concrete, so the worst you can do is break the
conference room glass, but we’re charging people three-thousand to party in here.”, as
he looks around at a room packed with pointlessly beautiful people, pulling his arms
back, he adds -

“It’s just not realistic, and he knows that.

And we only operate when everyone else is gone, so no one’s complaining about
the noise -

The whole building is commercial, and so’s the neighborhood.

He’s not thrilled, but he’s also not losing a dime, and the commercial market sucks
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right now.”

“Yea, I know, I’ve been following rates and defaults.”, he shakes his head in agree-
ment, and leans over to the table, grabs another beer, leaving his spent beer on the
table with the other hand -

“And again, some broken glass is not a big a deal -

Worst case, he can just take it out of the security deposit.”

“Our biggest risk is getting sued, if someone gets hurt, or something like that,
and so even though people get annoyed with the door and elevator set up, this makes
sure we have contact info for every group that comes in, and that puts a little fear in
people, so if someone starts trouble, we can always put a name to it, and maybe they
take some heat with us.

We have some insurance, too -

The landlord made us get it, but still, I feel better with the setup, because I can
always call someone the next day.

The second floor is closed o↵, and we ask people to not take glass downstairs;

If you have a table downstairs, we ask you not to take glass on the main dance
floor -

Every table has a portion of the dance floor roped o↵, and everyone else uses solo
cups.”

He pauses, looking out at the space below -

“The artists really did a great job -

They bought the glass, which we insisted on, at some construction site, sized the
canvas around that.”

...

“I worked in M&A out of college, then went to HBS”, you throw in.

“I got my PhD at Harvard.”

What did you study?

“Math.”

“Really? You don’t seem like one of these guys downstairs.”

“Thanks, I suppose.”, he laughs, and continues,

“So then I went back to M&A for 8 years, most of my clients were in tech, then
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went in-house at a VC fund, came in fairly senior, with equity, had some good luck, so
three of us started our own shop, and we’ve been there ever since, and that was five
years ago -

Including the guy that pulled out, he was our CEO, now invests out of pocket,
total fucking dick, and an animal, I can’t stand him now.

In the beginning, I thought he was an exciting guy, but I realize now, he’s just a
maniac:

He doesn’t do anything, other than make money, and fuck people, constantly, and
not in a sexual way.”

I laugh, and he says, with an inappropriately serious expression,

“No, I swear, I think he’s actually insane, I’ve known him for ten years -

He must kill cats for fun, and smoke crack, alone on his roof, or something like
that.”, finally smiling at the ridiculousness of his partner.

He takes a sip of his beer -

“He’s a fucking freak, he still hasn’t stopped, he just ditched the day-to-day work,
and drives the people that do it for him insane.

I’m basically just equity there now too, so I don’t have to see him anymore, but
he still has an option on every deal that comes in, and I do as well, so I still deal with
him -

I got some bull shit title, an o�ce, nominal salary, but in reality, the place runs
itself, so I have time to do shit like this.

I’m trying to enjoy my life, I’m out.

But I take it seriously, I don’t invest in every deal, it’s my money -

I read the docs, meet the team, listen in on calls, the whole thing, of course.

But this guy’s possessed, or something -

There’s something wrong with him.

...

Gusto shows up -

“I’m on the balcony.”, over the phone, I wave at him, he sees me from below, and
heads up the stairs, so I put my phone back in my pocket.

“This is sick.”, he says, once he makes it up to the top, looking down at the crowd
below.
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“Yea, it’s impressive -

Come inside.”, and we step into the conference room.

He takes a look around, and I point to the closet door -

“You can hang your coat up in there.”, as we both head into the closet, Johnny,
already smiling, nodding hello to the pretty people along the way.

“This is fucking nuts.”, he replies, looking around at the deep cuts, into the dark
wood of the partitions that line the ostensible closet room, save for the door, un-
painted, the flickering lights of the floor below barely visible through the cutouts of
the partitions.

“Who the fuck is this guy?”

“He’s one of Caroline’s friends, really nice guy, works in tech, threw this together
to save the lease.”

“So it’s not a real club?”

“No, it’s 10 months, pop up, already three months in, but they might do it longer,
or move it to a real venue.”

“How much does it usually cost?”

“Our room is three grand, but general admin is a hundred bucks, unlimited beer,
plus shots.”

“That’s fucking awesome.”

“Yea, they did well -

It’s a hit.”

“Yea, it’s fucking packed downstairs.”, his head bobbing to Bloc Party, smiling.

We both head back into the conference room, and I introduce him to Caroline’s
friends, since he already knows Malin, Janne, and Caroline.

Caroline sees us, and then walks over -

“Hey Johnny!”, as Caroline leans in, and gives him a kiss on the cheek, with the
full of her lips, putting her free hand behind his back, the other holding a champagne
flute -

“Have a drink.”, she says, her arm now around his shoulder, in between the two
of us.

“Do you have gin?”, he asks, and she replies,
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“Of course, do you want to mix it with something?”

“Just a few limes, if you got it.”, and so she pulls her arm back, puts her drink
down with the other, scoops up a cup full of ice, using a glass, pours about a shot of
gin, grabs two lime segments, then drops them into the glass.

“Thanks Caroline, this place is awesome.”

“Of course.”

“Charles?”, she asks, to which I reply,

“Sure, why not.”

Lykki Li blaring, Caroline inches closer to me, as she leans over to the table, again,
sensing the dawn of an inappropriate encounter, I can see the muscles in her back,
below the straps of the back of her top, move, as she grabs another glass, her hip just
touching mine, with her other hand, grabs a few ice cubes, and drops them into the
glass, peers up, at me, then back, then reaching for a bottle, of Stoli, resting, in one
of the buckets, she pauses a bit, as she pours what looks like a full glass, as the verse
ends, all instruments out, her voice now audible to everyone in the room -

“Is that what you’d like, Charles?”, as she hands me the glass, now standing
upright, looking right at me.

“Thanks again, Caroline.”

“Of course, Charles.”, she turns around, her black skirt gently flowing as she slowly
walks away, back towards Derrick, standing on the other side of the table, before the
couches, chatting up the rest of the room -

The beat up gold embroidered curtains line the left wall, with the beam of tube
lighting behind him, above the red leather of the couch, altogether painting a scene
that would have been impossible, but for modern commerce.

Johnny and I step back on the balcony, watching the crowd shu✏e bout, dance,
shed their nerdy inhibitions -

Like some kind of unironic, live edition of Revenge of The Nerds, where a bunch
of emaciated dorks somehow managed to get the interest of women like Caroline, and
guys like Derrick.

“Yo, is Julia, Julia Stiles?”

“Yea man, don’t be weird about it.”

“Nah man, I won’t, but I think she was staring at me.”

“So, go for it.”

“You think?”
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“Of course man, just don’t embarrass me.”

“Where’s your girl?”

“She’s downstairs, dancing with Janne.”
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Free yourself

Some total nerd is losing mind on the dance floor, and everyone loves it;

It looks at first like he’s having a seizure, his glasses barely hanging on, he pushes
them back, back onto his face, but then I look down at his feet, a left-right, two-step,
plainly from the nineties, quite good;

A girl tries to enter the circle, just before the hook, he gestures with a sti↵ arm,
and shakes his head no, doesn’t miss a beat;

He then goes absolutely berserk, during the hook:

His arms flailing, well up in the air, at a wild pace, like a bunch of wet noodles
in the wind, his legs double time, front to back, basically a running man, his blazer
pumping a bellow, the whole house on fire -

It all culminates in a bizarrely professional flying roundhouse kick, and Janne
explodes into laughter, then he lands, crouching, slowly rising, and throws his open
palm up into air, staring into the crowd like a madman, as they cheer.

Afterwards, Janne steps into the circle, and asks,

“What’s your name?”

“Digital Physics.”, he says with indi↵erence, to the outrageously hot girl, who’s
now plainly talking to him, so she smiles, and replies,

“I’m Janne.”

“Nice to meet you Yanni.”, as he wipes the sweat from his head, and walks away,
parting the circle, with the swagger of a UFC champion.
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Unreasonable lows

Caroline throws both of her long arms into the air, catching my attention, she
moves her hip far out to my left, now in my line of sight, then swings it back, “More
Than That” -

The low-end unreasonable, way below what I’m used to, the floors positively rat-
tling, disorienting, already wasted, Caroline looking right at me, behind Malin, dancing
with Derrick, admittedly handsome, clearly successful, she runs her hands through the
hair on the back of his head, starts to kiss him, all while staring, at me, her hair a bit
wet, from her sweat, her arms taught, exposing the tone of her muscles, her forearm
bones visible, even in the darkness of the room -

She’s too much, blurring my mind, my convictions.

She leans into his ear, whispers something, still looking at me, and they disappear,
back into the mess.

...

“Where’s Janne?”, I ask Malin.

“I don’t know, she was with one of Derricks’ friends before.”

“We should probably go find her -

She was fucking wasted.”

“OK.”

We go upstairs, back into the conference room, and Caroline’s putting on her coat,
with Derrick -

“We’re headed out, I’ll talk to you tomorrow, maybe we’ll get brunch, if you guys
aren’t out too late.”, she says to us both.

“Nice meeting you Derrick, let’s hang out soon.”, I say, reaching out to shake his
hand.

“Definitely.”, he replies,

“You’re always welcome here.”

Malin asks, “Have you seen Janne?”

“No.”, he replies, and Caroline agrees, nodding her head, throws the right shoulder
of her coat on, ru✏ing the fur along the collar.

I turn around and see Johnny on the couch, sitting quite close to Julia, both of
them looking up at us -
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“Hey man, we’re taking o↵, you sticking around?”

“Yea man, I think we’re gonna stay for a few more drinks.”

“Sounds good, nice meeting you Julia.”

“You too.”, she replies.

We then head back downstairs, scouring the dance floor, looking for Janne, as she’s
nowhere to be found, so we head to the bar, to find her tending to a panini press, one
already in her hand, she turns round and sees us both -

“Hej”, she shouts, visibly annihilated,

“These are so good.”, she follows up, taking out a bite, then waiving it up into the
air, jumping up and down, terribly excited, holding the panini press lid down, with
her other hand.

“We’re going home, are you coming?”, Malin says, somewhat condescendingly.

“Ja, just let me finish toasting this”, a bit annoyed, she then dances to herself,
eventually smiles -

“It’s chèvre.” †
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A less polite theory

Blue Monday plays in the background at Cafe Mogador:

“Yo guys, I got big news.”, he says,

“Did you finally get your period?”, I throw in.

“Fuck you, no -

I hooked up with Julia Stiles.”

I say, “Get the fuck out of here.”, and he says,

“I swear to God -

She was feeling the vibes, we started making out after you left.”

“Did you give her the soggy rigatoni?”, I ask,

“No way bro, sono sempre al dente.”, he says with a bona fide Roman accent.

Someone else says,

“That’s impressive, not the pasta bit -

I’m pretty sure I saw Antony make out with Dom Deluise a few weeks ago.”

“Regrettably, he was not as attractive.”, Antony replies, and I quickly throw in,

“Tom, why the fuck are you wearing a track suit -

You look like the town rapist.”

“I’m going to the gym after, you dick.”

“You can’t pack a bag? You disrespect brunch with that thing you call an outfit?
This is probably why our waitress is ignoring us.”

“Fuck you, I want to feel comfortable at brunch.”

“Yea, so does every woman in this restaurant.”, as the waitress is walking over,

“I don’t mind the track suit, but I can’t stand soggy rigatoni.”, she eventually says
in reply, before taking our order.

...

The conversation then shifts to OPEC, and I lose my mind:

“What’s the upside of dealing with these fucking people?
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What’s our net position with this insane trade we put on with the rest of the
world?

It seems deeply fucking negative.

America is the world’s number one producer of oil, so what the fuck do they have
to o↵er us?

Nothing.

It’s obviously the product of corruption -

Nixon was a fucking piece of shit iguana that bankrolled the PRC as an ostensible
hedge against Russia.

How’d that work out?

Seems like they both fucked us -

Also seems a bit suspicious that a total piece of shit President kicked o↵ a fifty-year
relationship that turned into a spectacular failure.

Now we run around the Middle East putting out fires started by a never-ending
brigade of dictators, fundamentalists, and weirdos.

Then they get a bunch of fucking nerds who waste their lives studying these bull
shit conflicts, advising as to which genocidal idiot we should pick.

Some of them talk on the Iguana News Network, and bore the shit out of ordinary
Americans with useless facts about countries none of us have ever been to.

How about this:

Fuck everyone.

Who fucking cares what goes on outside of the U.S.?

We should obviously have a good relationship with Europe, and they in turn have
historical relationships elsewhere, but why the fuck are we spending all of this money?

Dropping million dollar bombs on ten dollar problems?

Building factories in Asia for people that will never pay a dollar into our tax system
or pension funds?

What the fuck kind of foreign policy is this?

Are we running a fucking charity for these people?

The labor participation rate has been declining for seventy years in the U.S., which
means our reported unemployment rate is total bull shit;
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Average IQ has actually declined in the U.S., since the Second World War.

They’re slowly wrecking our demographics, because they can’t win a conventional
war -

They’d get fucking demolished.

A bit suspicious, when you look at a map -

Bomb the Middle East, throw basically every black man in jail, give every white
guy’s job to some Chinese guy, and then all of our adversaries turn around and finance
violence on all sides, black, white, and religious extremists, back home in the West
and Middle East -

Why?

Because they can’t compete, and have nothing to o↵er the world, and so it’s easier
for them to make a mess and sell sludge -

They want to destroy what they can’t create for themselves, which is a decent
place to live, so they take a shit in our living room.”

Antony doesn’t miss a beat -

“In related news, I had to scrub feces o↵ of my wall this morning.”

“But seriously,”, I interject, “there are so many things wrong with the U.S. right
now, it’s becoming dangerous to the country as a whole to ignore them.

Our healthcare system is ludicrously expensive, five times per capita what Sweden
spends, and in total, roughly the entire GDP of France.

It’s also roughly five times the entire DoD budget.

How the fuck does that math work out?

I’ll tell you how -

It’s corruption, on an unbelievable scale, in plain sight, and if that’s possible, think
about what else is possible.

Bernie Mado↵ was running a billion dollar Ponzi scheme that any idiot would have
discovered by simply asking for his list of trades, which from what I understand, was
non-existent.

How the fuck is this possible?”

“So what are you suggesting?”, Tom throws in.

“If you put technology in the context of a more generalized Rule 34, you arrive at
an alarming conclusion:
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If it’s possible and it’s profitable, someone’s doing it, and that’s not good news -

Think about what’s possible with A.I. and medical technology.”

Antony then says, “Sure, but how does that relate to my problem?”

“Well, what you did is somehow physically possible, and apparently of some utility
to you, but all jokes aside, it does -

Sex is a risk, and every time you do it, you roll the dice, especially as a gay man.

And the overall quality of health care impacts the probability of something going
wrong, even though you’re personally quite rich.”

Tom then says,

“Don’t be so fucking serious Charles, it’s brunch.”

“Yea, but it’s not -

It’s our country, and we’re letting it slip.”

“Yea, but what can you do about it?”, and I then say,

“You can ask people if they’re OK.”

“Is that why you asked about my track suit?”

“Yes -

As a good friend, and a good American, I can’t let friends wear track suits in
public.”

...

After brunch, I’m reminded of a line from a Zappa song, and so I put it on at
home, while sitting in my oversized floral print chair, reading the Weekend FT, strange
enough that I can ignore it, though nonetheless recall the bits that I had in mind. †
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Why we can’t have nice things

Malin messages me on Facebook -

“What are you doing tonight?”

“Nothing, wasn’t last night enough?”

“I want to see you, I don’t care if we do anything.”

“I know, I’m just being di�cult.”

“Want me to come by?”

“Very much.”

“Dinner?”

“Do you want to cook?”

“Not really.”, she replies.

“Me either -

Let’s just order something, I’m not drinking, but I have plenty of wine if you
want.”

“No.”, she says, and then she adds,

“Let’s just eat and go to bed.”

“That sounds perfect.”, I reply.

...

We’re watching some show on SVT, basically The Bachelor, except the woman
who wins gets to date a Norwegian farmer -

Now, that may not sound like much of a prize, but these aren’t bumpkins, but are
instead guys that are quite rich, that run large industrial farms, that are nonetheless
set in the stunning countrysides of rural, remote Norway.

I unfold the couch in my studio into a bed, light up some tea light candles, using a
massive throw rug that I’ve got, that’s cut like a gigantic knitted sweater, as a blanket,
with some t-shirt print style decorative pillows, with scenes from early issues of Vogue,
thrown about, got a bottle of wine opened up, because I know that we’re both full of
shit -

“Sometimes I wish I lived on a farm.”, she says, and I reply,

“I’m not sure you’ve thought that one through.”
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“Be quiet, Charles, I got an o↵er from a client.”

“Is that why you want to live on a farm? I’m guessing it’s in Stockholm then.”

“Yes.”

“Well that sucks for Charles.”, she laughs,

“Don’t be silly, it’s serious.”

“I know, you work too much, take the job.”

“I know, I wanted to ask you first, before I said yes, so, sorry, if I’ve been weird -

Are you mad at me?”, she asks.

“Of course not, are you retarded?”

“Charles, don’t say that word.”

“Absolutely not, you want me to be sensible, and not o↵ensive?

You only get one.”

“You’re ridiculous, who are you?”

“Not sure, but in all seriousness, I am really happy for you. It’s going to be a
better move for you.”, and she pauses, looking at me, to see if I’m actually mad, and
I can see that she’s actually upset, almost hurt by my sincerity, despite my vulgarity,
though not quite crying -

That this is simply how I talk, that I’m not mad at all, just disappointed.

“Why are you so nice?”, her voice a bit weak, and I smash the moment -

“Because I’m not retarded.”, then take a bite of a slice of pizza, staring right at
her, smiling, stacked with broccoli rabe and spicy sausage, my only consolation, for
losing this pointlessly hot, perfect woman, to some new job.

This fucking life.

“You ruin everything.”, she says, reluctantly laughing, as she leans into me, having
already finished eating -

“Put down the pizza -

I need love.”, she says, and I reply,

“I need love too, which is now limited to the consolation prize of pizza, since you’re
leaving me.” †
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It’s the real thing

I’m planning to meet Caroline at the Nuyorican, as a friend of Derrick’s got us
all invited to an album release party, though I’m a bit late, the album already over,
nonetheless a party -

She meets me outside, wearing a bright and highly reflective baby blue bomber
jacket, with gold buttons, a gold zipper, her flaxen hair down, seemingly wet, though
obviously not, short waisted, with a simple though somewhat revealing white top,
below, black jeans, cut tight about an inch above her ankles, white Adidas Stan Smith
trainers, with gold accents, no socks, shaking my head at her shamelessly scene outfit,
as I walk towards her, I a↵ord myself a closer look, to see that she’s wearing a bra -

I can do this stu↵, now that I’m single, though she catches me, and says,

“Disappointed?”

“Still the worst, nice to see you Caroline, thanks for inviting me.”, “Electric Re-
laxation” playing through the door, as I lean in to give her a sincerely loving kiss on
the cheek, and a hug,

“Of course, Charles.”, she replies, and I can smell whatever product made her hair
look all perfect, driving me nuts.

We make our way, through the floor, to a set up just before the empty stage, on
the left of the space, I see a group of ten people, the only face I know, Derrick’s, so I
lean in for the man love, despite his girlfriend’s weirdness, I really like the guy -

“Good to see you man.”, I reply,

“You too.”, I take a look around, sizing up the scene, notice two attractive girls,
seated up against the wall, talking to each other, one of them plainly noticing me, as
I stand near Caroline, and Derrick, hoping these two tall handsome people stage up
my image, rather than take me down -

Caroline takes my hand,

“Charles, you should meet Sofie.”, the other one, she looks me up and down,

“Sofie, this is my friend, Charles, he also works in finance -

I think you guys would get along.”, and I get it -

Caroline probably feels a bit bad, that perhaps her actions played a non-zero role in
Malin’s disappearance, and because she’s super weird, she can likely set aside whatever
jealousy might spring from this interaction, so I take a seat next to Sofie.

“How do you know Caroline?”, Sofie asks, as Caroline walks away, and I reply,

“She was friends with my ex-girlfriend, we stayed friends.”, and I can see her,
sizing me up,
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“That’s a good sign, you can’t be that bad.”, she says, as I pause for a moment -

“Perhaps not.”, she nods in agreement, then sensing a bit of jest in my tone, looks
back at me, the smile on my face, and I can see her realizing the dual nature of my
reply, she smiles, shaking her head no, so I ask her,

“What do you do?”, and she says,

“I’m a lawyer.”, “Check The Rhime” plays,

“One of my girlfriends went to university, with Caroline, in Stockholm.”, and I
reply,

“A lot of my friends are lawyers, where you do work?”‘

“Midenn.”

“That’s a huge firm, rough place -

Why aren’t you chained to your desk?”

“I’m from Madrid, only here for one year.”

“Ah, OK, I see.”, I reply, and she follows up,

“I don’t have the same work as most people here -

I’m here for one client, an American bank, buying out a firm in Spain, I can’t say
more than that.”, as I lean in to grab a glass, o↵ of the small table before us, grab a
handful of ice cubes from a tin bucket, and pour out some Hendrix, a full cup, because
I’m single -

She notices, and isn’t thrilled.

“It’ll take about eight months to finish up, so they just let me stay for the year.”,
she takes a sip of her drink, which also looks like an otherwise neat drink on ice, so I
feel a bit better.

“There’s plenty to keep me busy.”, she says, “But it’s not bad, not like people
here, it’s just crazy how much you work.”, my confidence returning,

“Yea, I suppose it’s not healthy. But secondments, those are usually good setups -

Some of my friends at firms did a year or two in Europe, and really loved it.”

“It’s not bad.”, she says, “What about you?”

“What do you mean?”, I ask.

“What do you do?”, she says, finally smiling in earnest.
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“Oh, I work at a hedge fund, high frequency trading.”

“Which one?”

“Temp Capital.”

“They’re our client.”, she replies.

“I know.”, I say, and she quickly follows up,

“Don’t worry, I don’t work in funds, I do general corporate, M&A -

My friend covers you guys.”

“What’s their name?”

“Jacob Weisser.”

“Oh God, that’s my guy, now I’m embarrassed, he’s going to tell you I’m a jerk.”

“Why?”, she says, now visibly suspended, between curiosity, and suspicion, I reply,

“No, I’m kidding.”, too many jokes, “I try to be reasonable, but I suppose I’m no
fun, at least when I’m at work.”

She shoots back, “Who is?”, and I reply,

“I guess that’s fair -

I think he sends most of the work to someone else, because it always takes a day
for him to get back, not that I mind, but I try and plan around it.”

“Is it regulatory?”

“Usually.”

“You’re probably right then, I know the other one, but he’s not as presentable -

Don’t repeat that.”

“Yea, he is, he’s really sharp.”, I’m in, so I take a swig, “ I can always make sense
of whatever he says, even if it’s arcane nonsense.”

“He’s a nice guy too, married, got a little girl, keeps to himself.”, she replies.

“I can see that.”, though what I don’t mention, is that I know that she must find
him attractive, and that I’ve been here before, when I was fifteen years old -

That we showed up with an army, from Queens, Bayside, Flushing, and Jamaica,
to see a friend battle in a freestyle contest, and though I don’t remember if he won,
he was quite good, as was everyone else:
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Spontaneous, ruthless comedy, that rhymed, real wit;

The whole place stunk like blunts, packed beyond belief, filled with minors, and
though I don’t think they served alcohol here back then, it didn’t matter, because we
had plenty of it with us, in our pockets, in our backpacks:

40’s of Cobra, and Old English, ten-dollar bottles of Bacardi, crushing quarter-
waters, on the train ride in, all of the stu↵ that makes you go blind, if you drink it
too often -

All of the stu↵ that you need, as a depraved adolescent, ready to see the real thing,
in your home city.

Our conversation politely fades, so she chats up her friend, apparently fromMadrid,
another from her home, that I didn’t notice, Cartagena, as I reminisce, staring o↵
towards the stage -

New York City changed, I’ve changed so much, this place changed, I don’t smoke
weed, and you can’t pack a place with intoxicated teenagers on the island of Manhattan
anymore.

At least tonight, however, so far, the music hasn’t changed much at all -

Though free from precedent, I still hear Dead Presidents, as loud as they ever were.

But it’s no way for kids to live, we were insane:

If we got on a bus, we might trash it, broken windows and seats, the whole thing;

If we got in a cab, we probably weren’t planning to pay;

If someone had a car, it might be stolen;

If we walked in a store, we might steal, right in front of you, with indi↵erence;

And we were actually kids, little kids, and now that I’m older, I see that, and
in particular, with a ton of friends from all over Europe, I realize how much of my
childhood was actually wasted -

That you don’t get the chance to be a kid here, in our cities, it’s just not normal,
and the bottom line is, it’s just not good, it’s not a real life, without a blade of grass
beneath your bare feat, the soft soil below it all.

The floor? The ground?

That’s not where stu↵ comes from.

We need to give everyone a time and a space to be safe, for at least until adoles-
cence, let everyone develop, for there’s no shortage of time in the brutal remainder
thereafter.
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I can see that her attention’s returned to me, though out of politeness, I pretend
to not have seen, that she’s actually smiling a bit, she leans in, makes it plain, either
way -

“Get up, let’s dance.”, she says, as Calláıta begins to play.

She takes my hand, her young skin, just hitting my finger tips, the soft palm of
her hand, I hold it, and I’m blown back twenty years -

I know she has to be old enough to be a lawyer, I can’t help it;

I remember how crazy I was, living in exactly one moment, all of the time, barely
able to form a memory at all, the fire of the moment, incendiary, blinding the future,
burning the past, right after it happens, leaving only the moment itself, lit up in the
unbridled light of youth;

I can feel everything else coming out of focus, as she moves, an elation rising in
my mind, involuntary, a sense of well-being;

I move my left hand behind her back, forgetting the back of her top is little more
than a set of threads, I feel the softness of her skin, above her muscles flexing below
as she moves, almost hypnotized, smiling involuntarily, at my own joy, her beauty -

I remember being fifteen years old at Jones Beach, stoned out of my mind, jumping
into the water, moving forward with the momentum of my dive, a tide coming in the
other way, running through my hair, over my back, my eyes wide open, I lifted my
head up, and spun back round, looked back at the shore, the water falling down my
hairless skin, a little boy, I exploded into laughter, unable to contain my happiness.

It’s not how it’s supposed to be, but it really was fun -

We were wild.

My right hand floats up on its own to her cheek, and she smiles, my fingers gently
brushing through her hair, above her left ear, the positions of my hands winnowing
down our space, we inevitably kiss, her soft tongue and fresh breath, her delicate
motions, pulling me in, and now we’re barely moving. †
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“Are you guys stockbrokers?”

My friend Rolf from Germany has been going totally insane on Tinder, apparently
matching with a woman that let’s just say presents as eager to make new friends, and
so he insists that we go to Motor City Bar on the LES, to meet his new Internet lady,
which I have no problem with, but this is only my second night with Sofie, and so I
was hoping for more of a mainstream double date. I nonetheless agree, as I haven’t
seen Rolf in a while, and I understand the urge to be adventurous while on vacation,
and so I text Sofie to meet us there around 11:00 PM for drinks, to which she replies,

“Sure, that sounds good.”

...

“Dirty Deeds”, AC/DC blasting, as this revolting woman approaches us, her
makeup on the order of Doink the Clown, her tits so enormous, I’m quite certain
Victor Frankenstein himself smoked PCP, just before the surgery that led to the cre-
ation of this monstrosity.

“Are you guys stockbrokers?”, she says, wiping cocaine o↵ of her nose, holding
a foil, which I only assume contains what’s left of the coke, now painting her visibly
red and sore nostrils, the other hand inexplicably holding an extremely small bag of
popcorn.

“I’m not, but I’m pretty sure you can’t open a brokerage account with a bit cocaine
and a bag of popcorn.”, I say, as Rolf quickly looks at me, shocked and nervous, my
rude comment, already spoiling his romance, as she then slowly manages to give me a
dirty look, raising her upper lip a bit on the left, and then grabs Rolf by the tie, leans
into him, and visibly inserts her tongue into his mouth, which he doesn’t resist, and
instead goes right for the gold, grabbing her preposterously large tits -

I slowly stand up, applauding slowly, but loud, the bartender laughing, I shout,
“Three shots of tequila, chilled, with a side of lime and salt, please.”, as I then wait by
the bar, the bartender works, shaking the shots, still laughing as Rolf and this monster
go at it in front of a bar full of strangers -

“Is he on vacation?”, the bartender asks me, presumably noting his poor fit for his
current environment, and I quickly reply,

“Yea, from Germany, though not the part where they do these things regularly.”,
and the bartender laughs,

“I can see that.”

He hands me the shots, and I walk two over to fuel the newly found romance
blooming before us, when I then see Sofie walk in the bar, already laughing, realizing
that this is the German professor, and so I head back to the bar to order one more,
and the bartender quickly pours what’s left in the shaker, which makes up a shot, and
says,

“It’s on me.”, and I nod my head and say,
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“Thanks.”, then walking over to Sofie, still near the door, saying,

“I think it’s clear Rolf is now spoken for, so perhaps we’ll need a bridesmaid.”,
and she gives me a look, though not quite laughing, I hand her the shot, and she says,
“Thanks.”, as we lock eyes, cheers, and slam the shots back. She quickly inhales a bit
afterward, and I then reach into my pocket, pulling out a pack of cigarettes, o↵ering
one -

She says,

“You smoke?”, and I say,

“No, never, but look at this.”, as I point at Rolf, in a depraved state of nature,
Nerds Gone Wild, unfolding for a bar of unsuspecting admirers, and neutral observers,
Sofie then says,

“This is not the Charles I met last week.”

I then wave the cigarette, and she turns back to me and says, “Sure, why not.”,
and so before I light up her cigarette, a bit apprehensive, I signal to the bartender,
holding the cigarette into the air, and he plainly indicates he doesn’t care, pointing at
Rolf, still enveloped in his darling’s embrace.

I hold up the lighter, as she puts the cigarette between her lips, inhaling as I light
it up, I can see her smooth and soft skin illuminated in the orange and red glows cast
by the lighter, and she sees me looking, smiles, and I lose my cigarette a bit, as I laugh
in reply, then lighting mine and inhaling enough smoke to fill up a barn, the cigarette
roasting, she dances in place -

She has long dark hair, wearing a sleeveless, black t-shirt, cut a bit above her
belly, exposing her smooth tan skin below, I can see that she’s got a narrow waist,
but nonetheless fills out her jeans; she has extremely full lips, wide eyes, loaded with
black mascara, and a fairly tight black leather necklace.

“How do you know that guy?”, she asks,

“We met a few years ago through mutual friends.”, and she starts laughing,

“He’s a professor of what?”, she asks, watching him go at it with the monster.

“Who cares -

Do you want to stay for one more?

We can go somewhere else, unless you want to stay -

Rolf is fine.”

“Let’s head out, we can decide on the walk.”, she says in reply, as I almost imme-
diately walk towards the door, and hold it open with my left forearm, having already
taken my phone out to message Rolf, that I’m out for the night, and to simply ask my
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doorman for my keys when he gets to my place.

As we’re walking, “Why don’t we go to The Box.”, I say, then adding,

“I’ve got a hookup there through a friend, so if you don’t mind waiting a bit, I
can probably get us a table.”

“That sounds great.”

“Alright, let’s get a drink somewhere else in the interim -

How about The Magician?”

“Sounds good, I know a few of the bartenders there.”, she says, still smoking,
plainly smiling a bit, and trying to look cool as she unskillfully smokes.

“Really?”, I ask,

“You don’t know me.”, she replies, then blowing a bit of smoke out, and turning
to look at me, her lips pouted just a bit.

...

We walk in, Nirvana, “All Apologies” playing, and she says, “Hey.”, to the bar-
tender, and he replies, “Hey, what’s up Sofie -

What are you drinking?”

“Charles, what do you feel like having?”, she asks, and I reply,

“I’ll have an IPA.”, and she says,

“I’ll have the same.”, and the bartender then says,

“Got it, on me.”, she nods her head, and I then say,

“Thanks man.”

We stand in front of the bar, waiting for beers, as I’m texting with the hookup,
negotiating, trying to get her to agree to a single bottle of vodka, waiting for her
response.

The hookup then gets back to me, saying, “One bottle of vodka plus 10 shots?”,
so I fire back, “We’re two people, you can put us anywhere. I’ll do a bottle of vodka
plus a bottle of champagne, and that’s it. If you can’t do that, that’s fine.”, and I can
see the text bubbles blowing up right away, confirming my suspicions that she’s just
trying screw me, the message then appearing, “Sounds good, I’ll see you in a few.”

“We’ve got a table, but no rush.”, and Sofie says,

“Let’s go -
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Brian, we’re gonna leave. Do you want to do some shots before we go?”

“Sure, what do you want?”

“I could do some more tequila.”, as Sofie looks at me, and so I say,

“That sounds good to me.”, then ultimately turning to the bartender.

He quickly pulls a bottle of tequila up from below from the bar, then pouring it
into a tumbler, shovels in a bit of ice, slams the lid down, shakes it up, and pours
down a row of four shot glasses he’s already lined up, handing one to the busser, all
four of us, raising glasses, locking eyes, we then throw them back.

I take out a twenty from my wallet and the bartender quickly replies,

“No way man, come back another night, and let’s sit down and have some drinks.”

I pause, taken back by his integrity, put the money back in my wallet, not o↵ended,
but feeling a bit guilty, I say,

“I will.”

I order a car to The Box.

...

We get positively demented, Frankie Rose blasting, finishing the entire bottle of
champagne, and about two-thirds of the vodka -

Sofie now seated on top of me, staring into my eyes, unable to contain her smile,
the house lights blasting on and o↵, I see flashes of her pale-brown eyes, both of our
palettes totally blank from barbaric amounts of straight liquor, relentlessly making
out, with no one else seated or standing around us, alone in our booth, in between
shows, my left hand behind her, on the skin at the base of her back, her warm soft
skin filling the palm of my hand -

Like some Spanish-blooded people, she manages to be both pale and dark-skinned,
at the same time;

Like a vampire, left at a beach, with a secret stash of melanin.

The weirdo then comes out on stage, setting props up for his show, and because
we’ve both seen his act enough times, we both know what’s about to go down -

“Let’s go.”, she says,

“Sounds good.”, though I note that,

“Just so you know, Rolf is staying with me tonight, but he’s staying in my other
bedroom, and it looks like he might not come home, so, you won’t notice him in any
case.”, and she replies,
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“I don’t mind, thank you for telling me.”

...

“I just got tested, and I’m good, are you ...”, and she immediately cuts in,

“I don’t know -

It’s been a year, but I was fine, back then.” †
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George Washington Day

“Did George Washington use condoms?”, I ask the group, with both of my hands
palms up, and Tom notes that,

“George Washington had slaves, and wooden teeth.”, and someone else throws in,

“Are you somehow comparing yourself to George Washington? That’s quite a
reach, even for you.”

“I’m merely asking a question.”, I say, and Anthony replies,

“I’m looking for a reach.”

“I thought you were a top?”, I say, and he then replies,

“Not at brunch.”

Rolf then walks in, still wearing the same clothes from last night, visibly disheveled,
his hair totally unkempt, as I start applauding his entrance, everyone at the table then
turns to see Rolf, now cautiously walking down the stairs, as our table joins in my
applause, gradually more of the tables in the restaurant applauding as he walks down
the stairs, looking around, visibly anxious, as though he’s committed some unspeakable
crime, and perhaps he has -

“Now that’s a man who needed a condom.”, I say, now standing, as basically the
entire restaurant joins in applause, some people laughing at the sheer ridiculousness
of the moment, others stomping on the floor, shouting, as he walks down the stairs,
eventually pulling a chair out from under our table, casually sitting, adjusting himself,
then raising his head to the bartender to his right, his left hand rising, pointer finger
up, nodding quickly to get attention, and quietly asking,

“An espresso please.” †
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How to meet women

I hear Metronomy playing, “The Look” as I walk up the double-wide stairs of
a florescent lit, unassuming, post-war, converted industrial building, in Ridgewood
Queens, toting a bottle of rose champagne, and as I open the door to Sofie’s apartment,
I instantly realize that she’s better than me, that it’s not gonna last, and so every
minute I have with her, from right now going forward, is a bonus -

The scene is totally ridiculous, even by my already ridiculous standards:

It’s the U.N. for hot people, a fucking Benetton commercial.

She’s wearing a black denim jacket with a white, form fitting cotton t-shirt below,
cut a bit above her belly, high but not obscene black denim shorts, and low cut black
leather boots, open in front along the zipper, black leather behind it, with a roughly
one inch spike heel in the back;

There’s a projector hanging from the ceiling of a massive common area, projecting
Nintendo’s Rad Racer onto an area of about one-hundred square meters on the main
wall of the room, before a giant dark grey sectional, with two built-in chofas, one
big enough to fit three people, with about a dozen people sprawled about all over it,
one guy in the center with tall, disheveled, loose curly hair, holding the controller,
freaking out whenever his car breaks the bounds of the tracks, leaning, as if it makes
a di↵erence, surrounded by simply beautiful people -

I see the girl I was in love with years ago, from that Flight Facilities video, right
there, apparently Sofie’s friend, despite being from totally di↵erent age groups, and
we have a mutual friend, a banker that I know through yet another friend, and I know
his scene, so I now have a better sense of her’s:

It’s the successful and / or hot foreigner clique, here in New York, for more than
a bit.

And I can see, that in her hands, apparently, every dollar turns to ten, and I just
don’t make that much money, it’s math -

She’s better than me.

There’s an old iron bathtub, left in the kitchen, filled with beer bottles and liquor
and ice, that was probably dumped there when she got the place, that she plainly uses
for only this purpose, above kitsch, red, ceramic floor tiles, the grout a dark weathered
grey, though everything is plainly clean, and smells lovely, with bits of cigarette smoke
lingering, in the otherwise light scents of her home;

There’s a massive whole leg of prosciutto on the counter, above a wide and long
wooden cutting board, beside a pile of uncut ciabatta, which is beside a carafe of olive
oil and a bowl of sea salt;

A giant thin wooden diner-style bowl of chopped Parmigiana to the right of the
prosciutto, already tossed in white honey and minced basil, with a large serving spoon,
and a wooden pepper mill to its right;
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Yet another bowl with corn mu�ns and country biscuits, already slathered in
butter, with salad tong servers;

And at its extreme, there’s a mascarpone fresh fruit mint medley in a bowl, for
desert.

The cutlery is stacked within a plastic and steel industrial cart, loaded up with
cups and carafes, and pale brown ceramic cafeteria-style plates.

As pretentious as these mannequins are, at least they’ve got the courage to be
honest -

Is he hot?

Is he rich?

No? Not interested.

Now, it’s not good to be such a snob, but you can be worse:

For example, some Americans -

Racism:

What color is the thing?

Fascinating -

Everyone looks the same, but you all suck.

I’ll go with the mannequins.

...

Benny Blanco blasting, Selena Gomez singing, the room’s system set up a like a
club, with a quality but ordinary sound system mounted into the four corners of the
room, VHS footage now playing from the projector, with a constant title at the bottom
left that says, “VCR Party LIVE”, with two dudes in bottom the right, watching and
apparently commenting on the scenes, the title of the scene then suddenly changes,
“How to Meet Women”.

She’s mouthing the words, pointing at me again as she did when I first walked in
her home.

Looking at the left wall of the space, I see it’s a somewhat dilapidated brick, the
projector wall, rough white sheet rock, the floors old wood, wide plank, but recently
sanded and varnished, apparently done by Sofie herself, with the help of her friends;

The ceiling has a metal framed glass skylight in its center, a bit stained with white
paint on the outside, completing the look of a nearly deliberate industrial space -
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Again, every dollar into ten.

...

Oyster Guy was there again, eating canned oysters, though this time he brought
his own spoon, but reportedly not his own can opener -

At some point, everyone asks, “Who the fuck is that?”:

A regular at parties in Brooklyn and Queens, though no one apparently knows
him, and though he’s quite nice, he doesn’t do much -

He just eats canned oysters, and dancers alone.

...

“This is our mini-anniversary.”, she says:

As a joke, Sofie gets stovetop popcorn to reference our last date, with little diner-
style butter packages, with a bottle of legit, fine dry champagne, and I realize I’m with
the real thing -

The popcorn intended to hedge the fact that she took the time to buy me something
thoughtful, with the fact that she took the time to buy me something thoughtful,
intended to soften my realization that she’s got options.

We make it while totally blitzed, after basically everyone leaves -

The popcorn explodes, basically everywhere, as we’re going berserk on her couch,
hearing and smelling a problem, totally burnt, my hand just under the back of her
shirt, we return to leases and liabilities, then quickly running into the kitchen, losing
it laughing, watching her colossal failure unfold, she then grabs a handful of popcorn,
piping hot, she screams, shaking her hand, she throws it at me, as I walk towards
her, covering my face with my left hand before me, she repeatedly pelts me with her
disastrous popcorn, and when I finally make it to her, I pick her up, over my shoulder,
and start walking over to the beer bottle tub, now filled with spent melted ice, she
starts screaming, and moves in my arms, until her legs are wrapped around my waist,
now looking me dead in the eyes -

“Don’t you dare, I will dump you on the spot.”

I lean in anyway, and she screams even more, flailing a bit -

“I’m going to kill you, stop!”, I feel her whole body clinch within my arms, from
the frost within the tub, which I can feel on my left hand just above the water, and
so I pull her up, her bare legs eventually slip down my jeans, as she kisses me, both
of my arms taught behind her, my left arm rested at the base of her hip, my right
roughly along her spine, she then places her right and then left foot on the floor.

“You suck, you idiot.”, she leans in on her toes, and kisses me, her tongue just
barely breaching my open lips, despite my shenanigans, my arms still wrapped around
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her, I lean back, feeling quite good about basically everything -

“Take me to bed.”, she says, as I’m now feeling even better, and so I turn and
crouch, and she jumps onto my back.

“You idiot.”, she says again, as I walk into the common room, both of us now
barefoot, the floor creaking under my pounding, as she screams again, laughing, the
projector still running, the VCR Party now apparently over, the video for, “The Spoils”
starts playing, in rather alarming clarity, though with no sound, prompting both of
us to pause, a few feet from the projector wall, with Sofie still perched atop my back,
her arms draped over my shoulders, legs around my hips, we stop and stare -

She slowly steps down, as I stand up, and she stands to my left, the light from the
wall reflecting enough to illuminate the floor before it, casting a single shadow behind
us, in the shape of two people, holding hands. We both know the woman in the video
looks quite a bit like Caroline, and so we slowly walk away, into Sofie’s bedroom, still
holding hands, more or less pretending that we didn’t notice.

...

The faint sound of the elevated train wakes me, sleeping against the wall, Sofie
before me, in her lofted bed -

I can see the train moving o↵ in the distance, back in New York City, returning
from whatever strange place we visited briefly last night.

The ceilings are huge, her lofted bed still well below them -

I see the door start to creak open, thinking that someone is about to come in, I pull
the blanket up just a bit, to find one of those stupid roombas, incrementally pushing
the door open, eventually squeaking into the room, spinning in circles, quickly getting
trapped, as the springs in the hinge of the door causes the door to close behind it, the
subtle repetitive noise, quickly driving us insane.

“Please throw that thing out the window.”, Sofie says.

So I jump down, o↵ of the loft, and then pick it up, letting it loose in the common
room, then locking the door to her room.

As I’m walking back to the ladder, I see her looking over the ledge of the dark
wooden frame, and so I pause -

“Don’t stare at me, you creep.”, she says, then covering her breasts with the
blanket,

“How about just touching?’, I reply,

“No.”, she immediately says, and so I run up the ladder to the loft, and she screams
in response, pulling the blanket completely over her -

“You hater!”, I shout, as I then kneel in the bed above her, first stalking, I can see
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her legs moving under the blanket, as it shifts, a subtle shu✏ing sound, she episodically
shouts, I pounce, and tickle her left hip, with both of my hands, over the blanket, hav-
ing spotted it, she shouts again, laughing, and quickly slips away to my left, jumping
down o↵ the side of the loft, just in front of the ladder, and opens the door, and so I
jump down as well, as she runs into the common area in her underpants, shouting,

“I don’t know him.”, eventually running into the bath o↵ of the kitchen, and shuts
the door, just before I get there -

“Go make me some popcorn.”, I hear her shout from behind the door, with the
bathroom sink running, as I’m now standing in a grey cotton shirt and pale blue
boxers, the rumba buzzing about the common room on its own.

After just a few seconds, “Open the door.”, she says, condescendingly, and I hear
the shower start running, something rolling or moving, so I slowly open the door -

A window on the far right wall, black and white tiny tiles along the floor, larger
pale green tiles on the wall, with white grout, a mounted mirror dead center, Sofie
to my left, behind a frosted sliding glass door, in a metal frame, attached to a white
ceramic tub -

E↵ectively pixelated through the warped, frosted glass, I can see her move about,
and then turn toward me, behind an abstraction,

“Where’s my popcorn?”, she says, as I turn on the sink, to rinse out my mouth,
and wash my hands, looking at myself in the mirror. †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Sergei Prokofiev, “Piano Concert No. 2” (1913).

2. The Smiths, “This Charming Man” (1984).

3. Mat Zo feat. Chuck D., “Pyramid Scheme” (2013).

4. Roy Ayers, “Life is Just a Moment (Part 2)” (1975).

5. Bloc Party, “Flux” (2007).

6. Lykke Li, “Get Some” (2011).

7. Chemical Brothers, “Free Yourself” (2019).

8. Lauren Jauregui, “More Than That” (2019).

9. New Order, “Blue Monday” (1986).

10. Frank Zappa, “The Radio is Broken” (1983).

11. Tribe Called Quest, “Electric Relaxation” (1993).

12. Tribe Called Quest, “Check the Rhime” (1991).

13. Dead Prez, “Hip-Hop” (2000).

14. Bad Bunny, Tainy, “Calláıta ” (2019).

15. AC / DC, “Dirty Deeds” (1976).

16. Nirvana, “All Apologies” (1993).

17. Frankie Rose, “Had We Had It” (2012).

18. Metronomy, “The Look” (2011).

19. Benny Blanco, Tainy, Selena Gomez, J. Balvin, “Crazy” (2019).

20. Massive Attack, “The Spoils” (2016). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XHmZ7NHXG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJRP3LRcUFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0bXdMQlrEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7cdKYOjZlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2QLCTbnYFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4QAarxPJs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wzR_BVFsUU
hhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpiJuAuqpos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1GxjzHm5us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LQrj2EB6ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHRnvjCkTsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1QWEPdgS3As
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OK-u9IH2X4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acEOASYioGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIE4UjBtx-o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ba_08WWIWV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxD4b9YBzy4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFrNsSnk8GM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tztc73r8348
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8r31DFrFs5A
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For her, a better portrait of myself

I call her on her cell phone on Wednesday, around 6:00 PM:

“Got a minute?”, I ask,

“Sure.”, she replies.

“Can you leave the o�ce at 4:00 PM this Friday?”

“I think so, I can find out today, why?”

“There’s a concert I want to see, if you want to come with me.”

“It’s that early?”

“No, but I had an idea, and we both need to be at the MoMa by 5:45 PM.”

“So it’s not just the concert?”

“No.”

“Why are you being so thoughtful all of a sudden? No more double dates with
German prostitutes?”

“Be quiet, I have to get back to work, let me know if you can make it.”

“Just buy the tickets, my partner doesn’t care what I do.”

“But we should meet at my club at 4:15 PM, you can get changed and shower
there.”

“Why would I do that?”

“You’ll need a proper dress for the concert, and I don’t think you want to wear
that to work, but it’s up to you. If that’s too awkward for you I understand, I’ll figure
something else out.”

“Fine, why not -

This date keeps changing, maybe we should just hang out with the Germans again.”

“Stop it.

I’ll have someone pick up your dress from your place tomorrow morning before
work, I’ll text you with the info -

It’ll be cleaned (if you want) and waiting for you at my club, so you don’t need to
bring it.

You can give them anything else you don’t feel like bringing to work:
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Shoes, purse, whatever, and they can do all the stu↵ you’d get done at a dry
cleaner or shoemaker, just tell them.”

“This is too much, go back to work, don’t get fired or I’m dumping you.”

“That’s very sweet of you, I’m aware, alright I’ll talk to you later.”

She then texts me, less than a minute later -

“That’s really nice of you Charles, you don’t have to do all of this.”

“I like making you happy.”

She doesn’t reply, perhaps a bit too thick, I then follow up,

“Mostly because you’re hot.”

Instantly -

“Way to fail.”

“I try.” †
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For Sofie

I end up outside of her o�ce at 4:00 PM, right by Bryant Park, three huge o�ce
towers o↵ in the distance, one black, two a matted silver, no clue what they are, but
they’re plainly new, and really gigantic, providing something to stare at while I wait
for her, in a car with the windows down -

I see her step out of the lobby of her building, so I get out of the car, to get her
attention.

“Hey!”, I say, loud enough for her to notice, but certainly not shouting.

“There you are.”, she says, and I can instantly see that she’s happy.

I lean in to give her a hug, and a kiss on the cheek, she follows up with a kiss on
the lips, though a quick one -

“Get in.”, she says, and I hold the door open for her, as she steps in the car, then
following her in and closing the door.

“32nd and Park, please.”, I tell the driver, and he says,

“Just so you know, getting crosstown is a mess right now.”

I look to Sofie, “Do you mind walking?”, and she says,

“Of course not, it’s ten blocks.”

“OK, let’s walk.”, I turn to the driver,

“Thanks for being honest, we’re gonna walk instead.”

“Fine by me.”, he replies,

“Have a great day.”, I say, as we both get out of the car.

“You too.”, he says.

We look around, “Let’s just head south on Sixth Ave., and then walk over.”

“OK.”, she says, then asking,

“What is it that we’re doing?”

“It’s up to you, but my plan was to go to the MoMa, then The Metropolitan Club
for dinner, then Carnegie for that concert I mentioned -

A pianist, Evgeny Kissen, he’s incredible, he’s playing Pictures at an Exhibition,
and Rachmanino↵ first, though we might not make it for that.”

“That’s a lot for one night, but sure, why not.”
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“We can improvise, the only thing I really want to do is see the concert.”

“OK, that’s fine.”, as she walks -

I’ve never seen her in professional clothing before, she looks completely di↵erent,
like every woman I work with:

A dark grey blazer, a white satin button down top, with a pale brown sweater
above, and those wool, lady suit-pants that everyone has, this time, black, with simple
black leather flats, so I don’t feel bad about her walking.

“I told them to clean my dress, if they fuck it up I’m going kill you.”

“They won’t, I promise -

Can you imagine the mean old Upper East Side ladies they deal with?”

“Haha, that’s probably right, I’m just worried.”

“I doubt there will be a problem, but if there is I’ll make sure they cover it, or I
will myself.”

“I’m not taking your money, but I will get mad at you.”, and I shoot back,

“I’d rather you take the money.”

“Too late, no.”, she replies.

“How was work?”, she asks, after about a minute, and I reply,

“It was OK, it’s a pretty boring job, in a good way -

I don’t have much risk of getting fired, as long as I don’t make mistakes.”

“That’s surprising.”

“I know, but it’s really stable, and personally, my job is almost all projects that
take a month or two, so I can plan and schedule -

I’m not really ever putting out fires, but it happens.”

“That’s really great. Most of my friends at funds have a good life too, but they’re
all lawyers.”

“Yea, that’s a great job for a lawyer -

Not exactly but close to 9 to 5, good salary, vacay, the whole thing.”

“Yea, that would be nice, but I need a few more years at a firm before a place like
that will hire me.”

“How old are you again?”, she instantly smiles,
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“I’m twenty-five”, and I look forward, smiling,

“You’re young, but that’s the answer I was hoping for. I knew you had to be at
least twenty-three to be a lawyer in Europe.”

“You creep.”, she says,

“Who thinks like that.”, and quickly follows up,

“Hold old are you?”

“Thirty-five.”

“And you can still walk ten blocks? We can sit for a few minutes if you want.”

“Do I look old?”, I ask, with a bit of genuine curiosity, knowing that I look basically
the same as I did even ten years ago.

“No, you look like you’re thirty.”

“I’ll take it.”, I say.

We walk for about a block without talking, plenty going on around us to keep it
from being awkward, when she abruptly asks,

“Did your friend, the professor, really sleep with that woman?”

“I think so, but I didn’t ask.”

“That’s a weird guy.”, and I reply,

“He’s a good guy, but he can’t drink, and he’s on vacation.”

“I’m not sure that adds up.”, and I reply,

“Perhaps you’re right.”

“What does he teach?”

“He’s a banking expert, one of those Basel Rules people.”

“This is making more sense.”, she says, and I reply,

“I think he’s quite good looking.”

“He is.”, she replies,

“But that woman, my God, she was awful -

He can definitely do better.”

“Obviously, but sometimes, maybe he did it for the story?
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It certainly made brunch more interesting the next day.”

“What do you mean?”

“When he walked in the restaurant, I started clapping, and the entire restaurant
started clapping along with me, and shouting -

He was so embarrassed.”

“That is so mean.”

”I know, and he looked like shit, wearing the same clothes -

I felt bad, but it was really funny.”

“You’re terrible.”, she says smiling, shaking her head no.

“So he lives in Germany?”

“No, he lives in Switzerland, but he’s German -

It has more of an impact when I say he’s the, “German professor”, it creates a
standard in the mind.”

“It was certainly a new experience for me -

He wasn’t o↵ended that we left?”

“No, not at all, I spent all day with him, we had dinner, just us, it was quite nice,
across from my place.”

“In Williamsburg?”

“Yea, Lilia’s.”

“That place is great.”, she says.

“Yea, it was quite good, I get my co↵ee there in the morning.”, I reply, and add,

“He’s extremely bright, really great conversations, big picture stu↵, he talks to
serious people, really senior people at the Fed and ECB, he’s a deep thinker, despite
what you saw.”

“I know, I looked him up -

He’s on T.V. a lot.

People are so strange, you would never think that.”

“That’s definitely true.”, I reply.

“A banking professor, doing something like that.”, she adds.
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“Everyone’s got a personal life.”, I say.

“That’s true.”

“But he has real access, and not that it matters much to my day-to-day work, it’s
good for me professionally, to be thinking on that level about economics.”

“I’m not that interested.”, and I immediately laugh, and she touches my right arm
and cuts in,

“I didn’t mean it like that, I’m sorry.”

“No, I know what you meant, but it’s probably not that interesting.”, and she
looks forward, still with a bit of a grin, sort of suggesting she’s not too excited about
the high theory underlying banking regulations, so I change gears -

“I caught the Metronomy song at your place -

How’d you get into them?”

“My friend from London sent me a playlist, and I liked the song, I don’t know
anything else about them.”

“I know a few of their songs, it’s good stu↵.”

“You seem like you’re into music.”, she says, and then adds,

“I stalked you online, I saw that music blog, you dork.”

“Haha, whatever, it keeps me plugged in.”

“I know, I’m just kidding, some of the writing was really good, all of the music
was great. You’re a strange guy too.”, she says, and I reply,

“Oh I’m aware.”, just as we get to my club.

I stand aside and gently turn the rotating door, as she steps in, and I get into the
compartment just behind hers.

“Hello, there should be some dry cleaning waiting for me, Charles, club number
D3709.”

“Give me one minute.”, the attendant says, as he gets up and heads into the mail
room, then coming back with two plastic-wrapped garment bags, hanging from the
club’s own old wooden hangers.

“Thank you so much.”, I say, and he nods his head, as I take both garment bags
from him.

“The main bar is just upstairs to the right, you can’t miss it -
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Just meet me there whenever you’re ready, no rush.

Sound good?”

“Sure.”, and we head down the stairs, together -

“I’ve never been, but I understand the women’s changing room has a sauna, steam
room, all that stu↵, with attendants, so, do whatever you want, take your time. I’ll
probably be ready in an hour.”

“I’ll be ready in an hour.”, she says, as we get to the landing below the first floor,
I hit the button for the elevator, when one of the doors immediately opens -

The old wood-trim elevator, with aged-yellowed lights along the top for the floor
numbers, the visibly faded green carpet along the floor of the elevator below, with the
club’s insignia in its center, also otherwise episodically placed within, on the button
panel, behind us on the back wall, and again to our right, atop the club’s monthly
bulletin.

“You’re such an old man.”, she says, and then says sincerely, “But this place is
really beautiful.”

“It really is, I really love it here.”, I reply.

The door then opens up, into the basement, where the gym and changing rooms
are, and I let her out first -

“The women’s changing room is right here.”, I say, pointing to a door on the wall
of the main gym, the squash courts to our left, a game of doubles underway, men
grunting, the echoes of the ball popping against the wall reverberating against the
glass chamber, one of the guys playing suddenly dives to make a hit, lands like a pile
on the floor, a total wipe out, and Sofie then looks at me, smiling at this strange set
of interactions, and says,

“I’ll meet you upstairs then? In about an hour?”, and I then reply,

“Perfect, if you need anything, ask the attendants, I’ll text you my club number.”,
and I hand her her garment bag, hand-labeled, “For Sofie”, written in marker on a
small piece of paper, stapled into the plastic wrap.

“OK, thanks again.”, as she walks away, into the changing room.

...

I see the door to the main bar swing open, as I’m seated at a couch near the fire-
place, the old grey Remington painting hanging above it, and I immediately recognize
her hand, and then her forearm, bare, the bottom of her dress becomes visible, and
she looks simply incredible:

A black velvet dress, quite heavy, down to just above her ankles, braided gold
straps with the velvet woven in between the gaps, she initially moves quite slowly,
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looking around, I stand up, put the newspaper down on the low wooden table beside
me, and she sees me, though neither of us smile, a bit sti↵, both of us, nervous;

Her hair, up, into some kind of complex arrangement, not quite a simple bun, but
instead bound by a vertical hair clip, at the top, towards the back, which is jeweled,
and I can see it from meters away, the lights bouncing o↵ of it, through it, the other
jeweled hair pins interspersed throughout her rich, black hair -

She looks like a princess.

The bar is quite crowded, though relatively quiet, out of polite convention -

There’s no rule against talking, but you’re expected to keep a modest tone.

I slowly walk over, take her right hand, and give her a kiss on the cheek, though
she still seems a bit nervous, and so am I, for some strange reason -

It’s like I’m in high school again, this is not me, I don’t care about anything, but
for some reason, I’m actually a bit anxious about this date.

I gesture for her to step in front of me and head to our seat, and she walks ahead
of me -

The back of her dress is cut quite deep, though not at all obscene, her full body,
the soft skin of her back, wrapped in black velvet, she is beyond anything I expected
for the night;

Her dress so long, I can’t make out her shoes, until she’s finally seated, and I see
a ballerina cut, black leather shoe, with a decorative gold staging just above the toes,
a bit like Tory Burch, but not the same brand, and far more complex, and raised;

Her purse a small black YSL, no chain, just a folio, with a gold YSL-logo buckle,
that seems to more than match the shoes, so perhaps she bought them as a pair;

She looks around, her purse in her lap, still visibly a bit anxious, seated across
from me, as I’m now in a tan leather chair, just a few feet away;

Her earrings, outrageous, massive, and what seems to be soft gold, hand-hammered,
ultra thin, but sprawling, and long, shaped like a chandelier, hanging from a thin and
small gold flower pedal above, studding both of her ear lobes, with just a few, minia-
ture, white gold flowers, hanging below.

I say,

“Would you like a drink.”, and she replies,

“Sure, a glass of cava.”

“They only have champagne, but it’s quite good.”

“That’s fine.”, she replies.
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“Did you use the sauna or the steam room?”

“No, I didn’t have time, my hair took forever, I didn’t want to make you wait.”

“We can always come back.”, and she nods her head yes, seeming almost upset.

“Sofie.”, I say, and she turns to look at me, stealing her attention from the door
to the bar that just started to swing open again -

“You look amazing.”, I say, with the utmost sincerity, and she finally breaks, I see
her smile return, she puts her purse down beside her,

“Thank you -

You look nice.”, she replies.

“I look nice? I look great.”

“Yea, OK.”, she replies.

“Is the changing room nice? I’ve never been inside -

The men’s area is awesome, there’s a lounge with a big couch, and a flat screen,
beers.”

“It’s the same.”, she says, “It was really nice.”, she then adds.

“I met a woman that knows you, she saw me doing my hair, rushing and getting
upset.”

“Who?”

“She said you’re friends with her son, James.”

“Oh, Mrs. Flanagan -

That’s so random.”

“She loves you.”, Sofie adds.

“Really?”

“Yea, she helped me with my hair.”, and I pause -

“Otherwise I would have been late.”, she adds.

Perhaps this is what made her so anxious -

That a private moment turned into unexpected intimacy, maybe feeling the unin-
tended pressures of James’ mother’s a↵ections, perhaps for me, or perhaps for nostal-
gia, inching her towards something, something more, more than she was expecting, at
least out of the evening.
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“She says hi.”, Sofie says.

“She’s a really nice woman.”, I add, and Sofie says,

“She’s really beautiful, I can’t believe she’s almost seventy.”

“Yea, she looks amazing, his dad is super handsome too.”, then realizing that
perhaps I’m making things worse, I quickly add,

“Let’s get some drinks, we don’t have to wait for a waiter -

We can go to the bar, we won’t lose the table.”

“OK.”, and she puts her purse back into her lap, stands up, as do I, then gesturing
towards the bar.

“Could we get a glass of champagne, and a pour of cognac please, that Hennessy
is fine.”, pointing at my usual bottle.

“Sure.”, the bartender says in reply, as he turns round to tend to our drinks.

Sofie and I wait in silence, as we both look around the bar, then at each other,
and when he returns, he asks,

“What’s your number again?”, and I reply,

“D3709.”, and he nods his head yes.

I first hand Sofie her glass, and then pick up mine, again gesturing for us to return
to the table, she asks,

“So there’s no cash?”

“No, they send you a bill every month, for whatever your spend was.”

“That’s really nice, everything was so easy, they had everything I needed, I couldn’t
believe it.”

“Yea, it’s awesome, I’m glad your changing area was the same.”

“It was amazing, I thought it was going to be like a gym -

The showers were marble.”

“Yea I know, it’s awesome, it’s like a Roman bath.”, I say.

“You’re right, it is.”, and I see her expression suddenly sink, so whatever’s been
bothering her is about to hit the fan, making me instantly disappointed -

“I hope you’re not upset I met your friend’s mother.”, she says, looking right at
me.
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“Why would I be upset about that?”, I ask,

“We just met three weeks ago.”, and I immediately reply,

“So what? Should I be embarrassed that I go on dates with insanely beautiful
women?”, and she starts laughing, still staring at me, processing the flattery and
borderline insult of my use of the plural.

“You have no shame.”, she says.

“Not much.”, I reply -

That worked.

“She’s going to the concert.”, and I immediately ask,

“James’ mom?”, and she says,

“Yes, with her husband.”, and I lean in and say,

“That’s so weird.”, and she says,

“I know, I was thinking about leaving.”,

“You suck.”, I say laughing, and she then says, also laughing, acknowledging her
exaggerated anxieties,

“I’m sorry, it’s just so much, it’s so weird.”, and I say,

“It is a bit weird, I understand.”, I lean back in my chair trying to process every-
thing,

“That is really strange.”, I say, and Sofie laughs again, plainly accepting of this
strange set of facts, and so I know, she must really like me -

I think she was worried I would care, and I realize I must really like her as well,
because I honestly don’t, at all, both of us plainly realizing something, I again try to
turn the wheel,

“So, I was thinking, we should eat here, the food is great, and also because then we
can just have drinks at the Met Club, which is amazing, you’ll want to walk around.”

“I looked it up, it looks like a palace.”, she says.

“It is.”, I reply, “And there’s usually no one there, so we can hang out, play pool,
poker, whatever you want, or simply walk around.”

“That sounds really nice.”, she replies.

“If we have time, we should get a martini at the Russian Tea Room, it’s right next
door to Carnegie.”, and I quickly follow up,
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“Are you into vodka?”

“Not really.”, she says, “But if that’s what they’re known for, sure.”

“It’s what I know them for.”, and she laughs,

“You’re a drunk.”

“A little bit.”, I concede.

“You and your German friend.”, she adds, still laughing.

...

As we walk down the red velvet steps of The Metropolitan Club -

“What is work like?”, I ask her, and she fires back,

“It’s a joke, I don’t do anything -

They put me on all the Spanish document due diligence, it’s literally the only thing
I do, ten hours a day, my hours are better than everyone’s.”

“That’s boring, but that’s great.”, as I make it down the steps before her, and
take her left hand with my right, having turned towards her, she walks into me, gives
me a kiss -

“I love it -

I’m out four nights a week.

And, the resume says, “New York, General Corporate”, dress it up a bit, now I’m
a standout back in Madrid.”

“That’s probably right, they’ll just see the title.”, and we head towards the seats
in the main lobby, which I almost never make use of, but we’re almost done with our
drinks, so it makes sense, and she takes a seat on the couch beside me -

The gold, gilded ceilings above, the massive golden lantern, and red stained glass
windows along the heavily veined marbled walls, a setting deserving of her beauty, of
the work she put into herself, plainly for me, that I suppose I take for granted, casually
enjoying the company of someone that is plainly extraordinary.

“Yup.”, she says, and then adds,

“My supervisor is a senior partner, but he’s basically retired:

He’s literally ninety years old, the sweetest old man, but I heard he was crazy
when he was young -

Now he comes in a double-breasted jacket and bow tie every day, and he’s even
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shorter than me, it’s hilarious.

All he does is smile every time I walk in his o�ce, I don’t think he cares anymore.”

Just listening, I let her continue uninterrupted -

“We don’t work like you guys in Madrid -

You’re idiots.

Unless something is wrong, I’m out of the o�ce by 8:00 PM every night, work a
little bit most weekends, at home, but not like you animals -

What is that? It’s not normal.

In Madrid, and Cartagena, we drink too much, we love too much, but it’s normal.

Not like you guys, that abusive fratboy stu↵ -

It’s gross.”, she takes a sip of her champagne, her accent now plainly audible in
her pronunciation of contractions, perhaps because she’s probably drunk.

“It’s not a contest.”, she adds, and I can again hear her accent, this time subtle,
but it’s there -

She must have studied here, perhaps England, but not likely, most likely here,
which I didn’t see online, suggesting it was when she was younger, which means she’s
probably rich.

“Sometimes it is.”, I throw in.

“Because you’re an animal, that’s di↵erent.

The perks here are pointless -

When I got here, they took us all out to Meat Packing, and said, don’t spend more
than $10,000 -

What kind of thing is that? One night? What are you buying?

Wouldn’t you rather have a normal life and pay for yourself?”

I’d rather keep $1,000, go on vacation, we were eight people.

But you’re ambitious, it’s scary for foreigners -

What if someone crazy ends up President?”

...

We’re not making the museum, but we do have time for a few drinks at the Russian
Tea Room -
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We walk in, she’s wearing a long black wool coat, about the length of her dress,
with black fox fur along the collar, and I’ve got a pale grey Hugo Boss rain coat on
that doubles as a long but thin coat, for when it’s not quite cold enough.

The bartender says, “Hey!”, and I immediately reach across the bar to shake his
hand, “Good to see you again.”, “You too.”, he replies.

“Martinis?”, he asks, and I say, “Definitely, Jewel of Russia Classic, two of them,
not too dirty.”, and he says,

“I can do that, but I’ve got some homemade vodka, it’s mine, it’s up to you.”, and
I look at Sofie,

“Let’s do that.”, she says, her lip gloss glowing a bit in the faint light of the front
bar as she speaks, her hair and the fur on her collar shimmering as she moves, all
mixed up, the mostly red space behind us, filled with red leather couches, people
having dinner, also at the bar, we take two seats near Oleg, as he works away at our
drinks, taking his own vodka out of the fridge below the counter opposite the bar -

She stares at me,

“Good job.”, and gives me a slow kiss on the lips.

...

I see Mrs. Flanagan staring at us during the second movement of the Rachmanino↵,
as they’re seated just a few booths away from us, separated by just a few meters of
velvet, and perhaps the years between us, the same tier, I smile at her, she smiles back,
her expression adjusting somewhat in reply, with a quiet a↵ection, even at a distance,
a bit of sadness, I’ve never understood, but perhaps I take the a↵ections of others for
granted, as a general matter -

Sofie, staring at the stage, seated to my right, the flute comes in, as she watches
Evgeny play from above, he lifts his head up as he plays, instead looking right at me,
I feel a pang of horrible anxiety, Sofie then turns back to look at me as well, and for
the first time during the entire concert, she slowly takes my hand, laying her fingers in
between mine, from above, the heat of her hand, her fingers, in the joints of my hand,
my bones, as I continue to stare o↵ at Evgeny, knowing Mrs. Flanagan is still staring
at me, as well -

“I’m really glad I didn’t leave Charles, I’m sorry.”, she says, so I turn toward her,
Evgeny now elsewhere, at work,

“It’s alright, I understand, this is a strange thing that’s happening, it’s a lot.”

“This has been a lot of fun.”, Sofie says, and adds, “Thank you.”, all quietly, both
of us whispering to each other, with no distance between us, the smell of her skin, her
breath, the air of her honesty, all without disrupting the work around us, her hair, the
work, Mrs. Flanagan, there’s something wrong with all of this;

The motif turns to the minor, and so I a↵ord myself a moment of academics, of
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clean ideas, notions of harmony, the mathematics, the real music, my solace, free from
you people, the mess, but it all returns again, as always, like a moss, even in the music
we write, there is no lasting peace in this life, only a look into Heaven, for just a
moment, and then it’s gone, I won’t let her go -

The Devil is a loser.

The opening line of the movement returns, again, a reprise, a second chance, and
I remember seeing Mrs. Flanagan, too afraid to look, not sure why, I squeeze into
Sofie’s fingers, and turn to see Mrs. Flanagan, again, staring at us both, this time
crying, and I can see that she knew I would look, as she begins sobbing the moment I
see her, and so I politely and slowly turn away, not looking back, knowing something
is o↵ -

Something is o↵, o↵ about all of this, Sofie, thankfully, staring o↵ into the orchestra,
this time unaware.

The finale of the movement fills the hall, the sweeping strings, and I turn to look
at her, again, though this time, she’s gone:

Mrs. Flanagan, and Mr. Flanagan as well, just gone, though I stay, for Sofie. †
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Speaking of our language

He’s a chubby, short, Argentinean man, completely bald, looks like Uncle Fester,
but is apparently a genius -

Every hair missing from his head is more than accounted for in his beard, and in
the hair bursting out from under the collar of his shirt.

I’m cautious describing anyone using that word, genius, not just out of hubris, but
because I don’t like creating undue mythologies, but he really is, he’s the real thing -

Sofie and I go see him play, at National Sawdust in Williamsburg, Astor Piazzola,
“Libertango”, and his improvisations are astonishing, a guitarist, and a beautifully
understated person, with a charm about him, but with the cleverness to get where he
is, without being a dick;

A simply decent man, I already know him well enough to know this about him,
probably wrecked by the external world, he held on.

A bunch of beautiful people, what could they want with him?

But now I see, better than I did, that it all makes sense -

That they value beauty, so much, that the source is regarded as something that
might one day attract the divine itself, something that borders on a secret, that they
are here to protect, not just to celebrate;

His micro-celebrity, in their circle, they’re all here, for him, not just for themselves,
I can see that now, that he means something to them -

For just a moment, they will all live in the same place, in the same time, all walking
away the same, for just a while:

That they all understand what it is that drives them, what makes them truly
beautiful;

And a patient person, that waits for him to say a thing or two, or even more, pick
up a guitar -

All of us seated in a semi-circle around the orchestra, Paulo in its center, our
front row, only his friends, everyone else behind us, as he pounds away, all of us with
grave expressions, again, that they must have done something to make this, all of this,
happen, that they all care this much, to coordinate -

The music beneath the page, the real work, the real love, the real thing:

He shines like the light of ten-thousand Suns on stage, uninhibited, free from this
nonsense condition, visibly exhaling in syncopation with the motif, sweating along
his brow, I see him lift his eyes up to Heaven as he plays, praying for an answer, his
thick round glasses, blinding him, the ceiling above, blinding him further, his profound
sincerity, his craft, his skill a testament, his work, I see a chubby and young Gödel,
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perhaps a real Segovia, comeback to haunt us all, eager to understand what he cannot
know, perhaps what he’s already seen here before and forgotten, what is beyond the
nonsense of this life, beyond memory itself -

His loving friends all around him, waiting to see what if anything Heaven shares
in reply.
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Kinfolk

Sofie shouts, across the bar,

“Paulo, come talk to Charles, he loves you.” †
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Carinhoso

“Are they all part of a soccer team?”, Aaron asks,

“What the fuck is this -

I’m not taking my shirt o↵.”, as a small army of a svelte and ripped guys, of
basically every race, color, and creed, parade about the beach, jumping high into the
air, running quickly, diving into the sand, throwing a Frisbee to one another, driving
home the fact that it’s probably just your fault that you’re fat.

“Relax man, I’m no prize in that department.”, as I unbutton my shirt, and Aaron
responds,

“Yea, but I wouldn’t take my shirt o↵ if I were you.”, and I start laughing.

Paulo then walks past us, already shirtless, built like a chubby square block, rotated
in hair, that begins at his lower back, and seems to never stop, in any direction, he
begins to run, quite fast, his pace awkward once he hits the tides, pushing him back,
he suddenly dives with great form, into the water, barely a splash, disappearing, until
I see his bald head pop up a few meters further out.

“That guy’s got some confidence.”, Aaron responds -

“I wish I had that.”

“I wish I looked like a soccer player.”, I reply.

...

Paulo brought a solid steel string with him, a Martin acoustic.

They begin with, “Beatriz” -

He begins his playing clean, and simple, delicate in the use of strumming, then the
diminished arpeggios ascend, and the first chord of the chorus lands with thunder, a
huge sound, the plucked lines that follow so loud they hit with the articulation of rain
on a metal sheet, her singing hits semi-tones in her vibrato, though not long enough
to create anything other than a passing and unfamiliar dissonance;

He’s wearing a loose fitting blue and white cotton button down, mostly unbuttoned,
his somehow immaculate white swim trunks below, cut a bit high along his thighs, he’s
sitting on a large branch of a piece of drift wood, what seems to be an entire tree, set
upon the sand, the green and tan brush behind them, his leather flip flops below, Ary
seated beside him on his right, tall as a tree herself, her hands waiving, leaning into,
almost singing into the sand, then into the air, her black translucent linen top, vivid
flowers woven into the fabric, covering her bathing suit top below, white with wooden
beads at the ends of the straps where they’re tied, her thick black loosely curly hair,
still soaking wet, half black-American, half Brazilian-Portuguese, she looks impossible,
at best improbable, her incredibly long legs hanging over the tree, extended before her,
her feet buried into the sand below -
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All of the time that goes into creating a person like her, beaming with joy and
energy, the wars, the travel, the hate, the trade, the conflict, ultimately producing
an inconceivably beautiful human being, plainly the product of love, both of them,
pouring out of every moment painted in their work;

He quietly sings to himself, during the bridge, his playing unfazed, again clean
and simple, like in the beginning, then the final verse begins, the big chords, with
thunderous flamenco strumming, often using the flesh of his thumb, rather than top of
his nails, the bass reaching me a meter away, her voice now that of a proper flamenco
singer, sustaining semi-tones, almost shouting once, she places her hand on the flesh of
his leg as she wails, both of them smiling, almost laughing, after the closing harmonics,
quickly staring into each other’s eyes -

All of us seated around him in the sand, in a semi-circle, just like the night I
first heard him play, this time set in the Sun, the strange landscape of Montauk, the
mansions and townie shacks behind them, strangers stop and listen, applauding after
every song;

Chance encounters, their days now di↵erent, having seen something magical hap-
pening for no apparent reason.

...

It starts to pour, completely out of nowhere, all of us caught by surprise, we
quickly pack up our stu↵, grabbing it clumsily in our hands, Paulo immediately puts
his guitar back in the case and runs toward the house, the rest of us following, once
we’ve grabbed our stu↵, eventually running at nearly full speed, Sofie beside me, her
jean shorts, top, and towel in her arms, held close to her chest, laughing hysterically as
the rain runs down her cheeks, her hair moving about from her motions, my flip flops
come o↵, and she runs a bit ahead of me, as I stop to put them back on, then turning
round towards me, she stops, standing, smiling, the rain pouring down all around us,
I look up, no longer in a rush, I see her petite frame in the dirt and rock road, flanked
by trees, the noise of the rain, hiding her form, I drop my stu↵ onto the road below
and walk over to her, as she does the same -

We stand for several minutes, kissing, both of us knowing what we want to say,
though we keep it to ourselves.

We eventually stop, her cheek against my beard, I try not to press too hard into
her skin, she puts her head down onto my shoulder, and I put my hand above her
head, gently holding her in place, when she eventually steps back, looking around at
the road around us -

Our belongings now a bunch of spent mops, soiled, laughing at our childish be-
havior as we pick them up, ruining things, we slowly walk back towards the house,
holding hands as we make our way down the long road, the rain already letting up,
the Sun slowly breaking behind us, casting a single shadow before us, in the shape of
two people, holding hands. †
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It’s not necessarily wrong

Aaron says,

“These people are seriously unreal -

Her voice, and she’s a ten, I can’t even look at her for too long -

What is this? She should be famous, and she’s nice. I can’t get used to this, it’s
gonna mess me up.”

“It’s normal life, we’re the odd ones out.”, I reply, “They’re just abnormally good
looking, otherwise they’re normal people.”, Aaron’s look then suggesting disbelief, I
add,

“This his how normal people spend their time -

Being reasonable, having a few drinks, singing together, getting along.”

Aaron looks a bit insulted, at first, then I can see him slowly taking it in, he says,

“That’s a disturbing thought, because it’s not necessarily wrong, I see what you’re
saying -

I’m letting their looks interfere with what’s remarkable, which is that everyone is
normal, but come on, it obviously doesn’t hurt. I guess ...”, he pauses, “... it’s even
weirder that they’re normal.” †
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How to cook

“The Palmieri E↵ect” playing, I’m helping Paulo prep for dinner, as in addition
to being a phenomenal modern guitar player, he’s also apparently a solid cook -

“The first is the freshness”, he says, staring right at me, then looking down,

“Many people worry about the cut, first, I care about the cut, but freshness is
number one.”, he looks up from the cutting board, filled with cilantro, that he’s
chopping, and stares at me again,

“If it’s not fresh, is it good?”, and I nod in agreement,

“Of course not.”, he adds, handing me another pile of cilantro, which I’m helping
him chop.

He lifts the blade with his right hand on the handle, his left above the pile of greens,
iteratively winnowing down their sizes, from right to left, slicing back and force, he
then looks up, after a few iterations -

“The second, is the fat.”, he looks back down, does another iteration, then stopping
entirely, as his current pile is now diced, he adds,

“Now the fat, and the cut, are connected.”, his left hand up in the air as he speaks,
he then points to three large piles of beef, with the same hand, his palm open, up, he
adds,

“Tonight I have only three, but lots of meat.”, staged in three over-sized, brown
diner-style bowls, not yet seasoned, he picks up two pieces, one from each of two of
the bowls, now one in each hand, he says,

“Same cut, both roasts, look at the fat.”, and I oblige, looking closely -

Both are deeply red cuts of meat, generous veins of fat running through both of
them, though one cut has an edge made entirely of fat, about a half-inch thick, and
once I complete my review, he returns them to the bowls, and continues, as I return
to chopping my cilantro,

“A rib eye is fatty, a roast, filet mignon, less fat, but the price is very di↵erent -

You get a cheap roast, with good fat, from Whole Foods, or get a piece close to
the fat, that’s what I did -

Two types, same cut, one has more fat, for people that like it.”, and I finally chime
in,

“That makes sense, but what’s the third bowl?”

“That’s mostly for me -

Same cut, you see.”, he then points to the third bowl, again his palm up,
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“I only bought five pieces, it’s mostly fat, I cook it in foil.”, he picks one up, and
I take a close look, and say,

“You eat that?”, and he starts laughing, and adds,

“No no no, I put it on bread, like a foie gras, slow cook, sage, butter, lots of salt,
it gets really soft, very rich.”

“Alright, that sounds good, I’m in.”, and he smiles,

“You’ll like it, I can tell.”, and I smile in reply, then returning to my plate, he
continues,

“I do it with some grappa, after a small steak.”, and I laugh again, unable to stop
myself, he adds,

“It’s OK, I look like this on purpose.”, both of us laughing, though I’m trying to
keep it polite, he adds, after a few seconds, quietly, checking the burners on the grill,

“It goes well with greens, spinach, but also on its own, you just need a focaccia,
I’ve got that.”, then standing back upright.

“That sounds really good, I’m in.”, I reply, and he returns to the work of cooking,
turning on the grill, to the right of the prep station we’ve put together outside, he
continues, the hot summer night, the Sun still up, a breeze coming in from the shore,
the scent of the sea, everywhere,

“After you buy the meat, you need to cook, but you can’t look inside the meat,
without cutting, ruins the steak.”, and I nod, finishing up my last pile of cilantro, and
he adds, as I walk over to the grill -

“So you need a thermometer, that’s it.”, and I add,

“Agreed, I always use a thermometer, you can’t grill without it.”, and he says,

“Exactly, even chicken, doesn’t matter, you need it.

And the rest is easy -

I keep the meat simple, braise both sides, try to keep the lines nice, red inside,
only salt, then when it’s done, little butter, black pepper, that’s it.”

“I’m the same way, maybe a dry rub.”, and he immediately shakes his no,

“No, I use the sauce.”, and I reply,

“What do you mean?”, and he adds,

“You keep the meat simple, but the sauce, you need the sauce, I have many
sauces.”, and I laugh at his seriousness, and he laughs in reply, then adding,
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“It’s because I cook for parties, for our friends, it let’s them choose -

The meat is simple, pick what fat you like, then you have a lot of sauces, lot of
sides, lot of drinks.”

“That makes sense, you have a lot of people in your group.”, and he replies,

“Exactly.” †
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Magenta Riddim

“I really want to to talk to Christine.”, Aaron says.

“You should.”, I reply, not mentioning that this is her house, since I’m quite certain
that will blow his confidence -

She’s slender but not thin, with extremely full lips, about his height, around five-
eight, with a huge smile, grew up in Shanghai, but moved to the U.S., when she was
around eight.

“Yea man, but I ate too much, I got all nervous at dinner.”

“I saw that.”, I reply, he nods yes, not quite in shame, more acknowledging a
problem of logistics.

“I feel gross, but if I wait, I know it -

One of these fucking soccer guys is gonna make it happen.”, as the party hasn’t
really started yet, with loads of people suddenly showing up in the last fifteen minutes.

“Probably.”, I say, just being honest, taking a sip of my drink, then adding,

“Just get in the pool with her, you don’t have to move, and it’s something to do,
a shared experience -

Get a digestivo, there are tons on the table, you’ll feel better, walk over and say
hi, she already met you.”

“I like that, it’s polite, so she won’t say no.”, he replies.

“Exactly.”, I say.

So he walks over to her, sits on the grass beside her lounge chair, she turns towards
him, and she instantly smiles, though I can’t hear a word of what they say -

He points at the drinks along the table nearby, and she nods her head yes, they
both then stand up and head over, still visibly chatting, mulling over what to drink,
they each grab one and head into the pool;

He’s more confident this time, taking o↵ his shirt, looking around, as she walks in
front of him, he slowly enters the pool through the small-tiled steps at the far end.

A bit of luck, Ermond almost immediately cuts the main lights along the fence of
the house, the sound of simultaneous chatter, everyone nervous there’s been a blackout,
with about five seconds of delay, the intro to, “Magenta Riddim” starts blasting, and
everyone shouts, suddenly Ermond displays a hand-held fog horn, held up into the air,
the most pointlessly loud sound suddenly erupts, everyone shouting even louder, people
jumping into the pool en mass, the lights along the perimeter of the pool now lit up, an
incandescent beam under a thin but hard industrial plastic casing, creating a runway
for the evening, lights at the back wall of the house as well, illuminating Ermond from
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behind him, a legendary silhouette, at the head of the pool, the many low-standing
lamps burrowed into the grass automatically lit up already by the initial switch o↵,
the entire party, lit up, the expanded and now incredibly well-funded Benneton ad
campaign continues.

...

Sofie makes her way over to me, the tail end of, “Lean On” playing, as she was
dancing with her friends as I was chatting with Aarron and Christine, I see her, and
meet her halfway -

Her right hand up above the water, her left hand o↵ to the side near its surface,
she leans in a bit forward, her face lit up by the lights running along the edge of the
pool, gently leaping under the water, with just a few steps, appearing to float from my
perspective, the dim lights in the pool itself illuminating the base of her legs, her bare
feet, barely disturbing the water around her, both of her hands slip under the water,
then around my back, her fingers interlaced, I can feel her gentle weight, hanging from
my waist, her legs now lifted o↵ of the floor of the pool, she kisses me, for some time,
then stops, and says, her wet hair pulled back behind her head,

“I love you Charles.”, and I pause, stunned, not expecting it at all, her expression
a bit grave, as if she’s made sense of something new -

“I love you too Sofie.”

...

“Selfish Love” then playing, Aaron breaks the ice -

“These people are so weird, and he’s one of them.”, pointing at me, now walking
away with Sofie, towards her friends, through the suddenly crowded pool, holding each
other’s hands.

“You seem normal, I was worried at first.”, he adds, and she replies,

“I suppose I am.”, and he throws in,

“Weird?”, she gives him a look, but doesn’t laugh, her head tiling a bit,

“That was not very good.”, she says, he quickly asks, to recover,

“What do you do?”, and she replies,

“I’m an actress.”

“So you are one of them.”, reaching over the edge of the pool for his drink, now a
bit anxious, his follow up, also a fail, sort of an insult, though in the throws of anxiety
and over-consumption, he suddenly recognizes her, his eyes lighting up, then quickly
turning back towards her, hopefully in time, finally, T.V. has added something of value
to his life -
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“Oh my God, you’re on that show.”, and so she says,

“Yea, that’s me.”, finally smiling, and he replies,

“Wow, alright, you’re definitely one of them, but, you seem more normal than
these people -

Every day is like some kind of soap opera, or magic show with them, I can’t get
used to this, it’s too weird:

This one’s falling in love, that one’s six feet tall and sings like an angel.”, and she
immediately starts laughing, remembering Ary singing only a few hours earlier,

“What is this?”, he asks, and adds, now finally with her sincere attention,

“At least acting, I understand, I’m not good at it, but I get it.”, plainly appreciating
his modesty, and the fact that her friends are truly strange, she says,

“I suppose you’re right, I just got used to them -

They’re much easier to be around than some of the people I work with, those, are
weird people.”

“Yea, that’s fair, I guess you’re right, T.V. people, Hollywood people, you must
deal with a lot.”, she replies,

“You have no idea.”, she says with an expression that departs from her previously
polite and faint smile, understanding it’s not directed at him, he adds,

“Interesting.”, staring at her a bit inquisitively, again reaching for his drink, then
making even better sense of the group dynamic, he asks,

“Ermond is pretty famous, isn’t he?”, and she replies,

“Yea, but it’s not the same thing, he’s an artist, I deal with the business people
too, there’s always money.”, he gets it,

“I get it, it’s a lot of money at risk, so it has to be insane, there’s no way around
that.”, she nods her head yes, then takes a sip of her drink.

...

Ermond starts playing the French national team’s soccer anthem, with some peo-
ple singing along, though also some audible booing, Paulo bursts out of the pool,
plainly disgusted, completely drenched, throws his arms into the air, dripping water
everywhere, starts shouting nothing in particular at all out of aggravation, turning
towards Ermond, his head now down a bit, charging forward, plainly gearing up for a
dive, everyone immediately clears out the area, some people desperately, pushing each
other out of the way -

He does a cannonball dive into the pool, onto his back, out of disrespect, a mountain
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of water bursts up around him, crashing basically everywhere, reaching a few meters
beyond the perimeter of the pool. †
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European Football

Ermond is sitting on the couch alone the next afternoon eating pizza, still wearing
sunglasses, watching a soccer match on T.V., with subtle but serious reactions to the
events as they unfold during the game, and I quickly gather he’s a fan of Saint-Germain.

So I ask,

“Is Saint-Germain your team”, just trying to make better friends with him,

“Yea.”, he replies, though he doesn’t look away from the screen, not in a rude
way, his tone plainly conveying amicability, though also plainly a true fan of the sport,
unable to look away, I look down at the bottom of the screen, to find a YouTube play
bar, and so I ask,

“Is this a live game?”, and this time he looks over to me, confused by my question,
though not annoyed,

“No.” †
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Meu Coração

Christine gets Aaron to sing -

“You don’t need to know the words, I don’t speak Portuguese either.”, she gives
him a kiss on the lips, then looking into his eyes, the tide rushing in, though still
meters away, basically everyone singing along, as they play, “Beatriz”, again, since
everyone loved it, the same spot, this time a fire pit before it, a few logs, Ermond and
I put together, with a few stones around it, we basically stole from Christine’s house,
but she saw us do it, so it’s fine.

They pause, after performing, all of us clapping, Ary leans into Paulo, kissing him
as well, and he then looks at her, “Carinhoso?”, and she nods her head yes -

All of the Brazilians, singing along, the fire pit singing as well, embers lifting up,
up into the air, the logs content to provide the lighting, the sound of the tide behind
us, chiming in from time to time, I sing along as well, Sofie, also singing beside me, the
two of us holding hands, this time seated, our shadow again behind us, in the shape
of two people.

Paulo sings in earnest, during the outro,

“Serei feliz, bem feliz.”, just like that, a beautiful voice, if only in passing, a
beautiful man. †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Sergei Rachmanino↵, “Piano Concerto No. 2” (1901).

2. Modest Petrovich Mussorgsky, “Pictures at an Exhibition” (1874).

3. Astor Piazzola, “Libertango” (1974).

4. Ana Carolina, “Beatriz” (1999).

5. The Brian Lynch/ Eddie Palmieri Project, “The Palmieri E↵ect” (2006).

6. DJ Snake, “Magenta Riddim” (2019).

7. Major Lazer feat. Mø, “Lean On” (2015).

8. DJ Snake & Selena Gomez, “Selfish Love” (2021).

9. Pixinghua, arr. by Marisa Monte and P. da Viola, “Carinhoso” (1930). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTH_i1k3fPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-RTTq8NQaw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnyAgOWhMnk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfZ3VhNW7Uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bxz4yRsucWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=op4B9sNGi0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqeW9_5kURI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gqAq6kq5Ek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7217Xga4zOw
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A brunch above The Standard

“Everything’s just better, you get more of everything.”, I say, and Aaron says,

“Yea, but then the junk looks small, I don’t know -

It’s not confidence, it’s almost management.”

“What does that even mean?”, making a face at his nonsense dismissal of an entire
category of women -

He says,

“Her legs are longer, and bigger, I’m not used to that, what do you do?

If she rolls over, she’s going to be all heavy, make me feel weak.”

“Come on man, get over it -

Doesn’t it excite you, on some animal level?

She’s gonna make you a gigantic, fit, baby.

Don’t you want that?”

“Yea, I get it -

I’m worried about implementation, not theory.”

Tom, Aaron, and I, all laughing, though her friend, apparently standing before us,
waiting to speak to the hostess beside us, overhears the entire thing, visibly laughing
to herself, as well, which I notice, sizing up the situation, she locks eyes with me, a
bit of shame, crossing over from her gaze -

“You can say hello to her, you know.”, she says, with a bit of the tone of a school
teacher stating the obvious.

“Do you know her?”, I ask, to which she replies, her friend in question now turning
towards us, plainly smiling at me,

“Yea, we’re waiting for a table, I’m trying to talk to the hostess.”

With no apprehension, despite my shame -

“You want to sit with us? We have plenty of room.”, I say.

She pauses, visibly impressed by my resilience to the judgment attached to her
reply,

“Let me talk to them.”, as she walks away, rather than wait in line.

Aaron looks at me, o↵ended,
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“Now she’s going to tell her friend what I said.”

“What about what I said?”, I reply, and add,

“They’re coming to sit with us -

Any other interaction, that’s a risk, not here.”

“Ehh, I don’t know about that, women are strange, and cruel, especially to each
other.”

“Sure, but we need to roll the dice on this.”

“Fine, whatever, you’re right.”, he concedes, and Tom chimes in,

“Thanks for asking me.”

“Oh shut up.”, I reply.

“I’m married.”, he says, and adds,

“I’m here for brunch, and conversations among men.”

“This brunch wouldn’t exist without women.”, I reply.

“Your fucking cheesy platitudes, and deliberately shitty theories.”, he looks right
at me,

“Why do we tolerate this?”, then looking at Aaron.

“Because I’m net upside.”

“Again! My God, you have no shame, you just don’t stop.”, and I can see that
he’s actually annoyed, which I find funny -

“Shut up, they’re coming over.”, I say.

Two white girls:

The giant, and a normal one;

And a similarly built Asian girl.

“How’d you guys get this table, there’s only three of you.”, the one waiting for the
hostess asks.

“We come here all the time, and I occasionally bribe people.”, the tall one laughs,
then looks away, and I stand up,

“Sit wherever you want.”, I say, as Aaron and Tom also then get up, Tom throwing
a genuinely aggravated look my way.
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They sit in the middle of the booth, together, Tom takes the seat at the edge, and
Aaron and I take two chairs opposite the booth.

The Sun beaming, a super hot day, the green pergola above the table visibly damp
from humidity, providing Tom with justification for his gripe, as he quickly went from
first class to coach, in terms of spacing -

And it seems that I was wrong, as she actually must have said something, perhaps
over text while we were talking, because I can see her friend is not doing well hiding
the fact that I’m interested, struggling to keep a straight face, every time we see each
other, and I’m a bit embarrassed.

Aaron announces, with a confidence I’ve never seen in him before -

“So what do you guys do?”, to the whole table, and the tall one says,

“We all work in ad tech, met at an industry party about a year ago.”

He adds,

“And you just stayed friends? After one night?”

She replies,

“None of us are from New York, so it made sense then, and now we’re good friends.”

“OK, I could see that.”, he responds, nodding his head, slowly peering down to
his glass of water, he lifts it, takes a sip, slowly looking up.

“What are you names?”, she asks, and Aaron takes the lead, still holding his drink,
his sunglasses down,

“I’m Aaron.”

“I’m Kate.”

“I’m Charles.”

“I’m Tom.”, briefly and awkwardly turning in toward them,

“Sophie.”

“Emily.”

All of us smiling a bit, even Tom, at the necessary sti↵ness of our introductions -

What else can you do? We’re otherwise strangers.

“Where are you guys from?”, he asks, and Kate, the tall one, replies,

“I’m from Wisconsin.”
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“Rural Wisconsin or Milwaukee?”, I ask.

“Outside Milwaukee, pretty rural.”, and I’m instantly so attracted to her, I can
feel my expression pause, my mouth somewhat open, about to ask a question, my
stomach drops, and she jumps in,

“What about you?”

“I’m from New York.”, I say.

“Rural New York?”, she says, plainly in jest,

“Not even close.”, I reply, she smiles again, this time holding her gaze,

“That’s interesting.”, she says, as Aaron quickly jumps in, she then looks away,

“Where are you from?”, looking to Sophie,

“Atlanta.”, and he smiles, leans back into his chair,

“Me too, what part?”

“Stone Mountain.”

“Me too, I bet we have friends in common.”, and she replies,

“Probably, it’s not a big town.”

And I ask Emily,

“Where are you from Emily?”

“Connecticut.”

“We have an o�ce in Connecticut, in Bridgeport, I’m there fairly often -

So you’re close to home then, that’s nice.”, and I can see Kate looking at me, then
at Emily, I suppose looking for external validation of whatever’s going on between us.

“It is, the city can be too much, especially in winter, I hate it.”

“It’s the worst, I agree -

February’s the only month I can’t stand here.

It’s just brutal weather, trash bags in grey colored snow, no Sun light, and everyone
knows it, so they’re awful to each other.”

“You should try Wisconsin in February.”, Kate cuts in, and I immediately reply,

“I’ll let you keep that -
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I’ve done February in Minnesota:

Americans on ice -

It was fucking insane.

I was in Norway and Sweden in February, and they’ve got nothing on the Midwest.”

“You can’t go outside where I’m from.”, Kate adds, and Tom cuts in,

“At all?”

“Not really, you get frostbite, pretty quickly, depending on the day.”, she says.

“What the fuck kind of place is that?”, he asks, with no sense of self-awareness,
and she laughs, both at the merits of his question, and his bizarre personality.

“Why do you live there?”, he adds,

“I don’t anymore.”

“Is your family in Oregon Trail?”, he asks her, unable to let go, she now laughs
out loud, and while still laughing,

“Probably, I mean, look at me.”, so I take her up, and take a look -

She is massive:

Her shoulders, like a linebacker, behind a white top, linen, or perhaps cotton,
a modest cut, not transparent, though not entirely opaque, can’t hide her heaving
breasts behind, long brown hair obscuring them;

I already saw her standing, her frame, perfectly proportioned, big muscular legs,
a long and tall back, expanding in width, along its way up, tight blue denim shorts,
her bottom, just impossible to ignore -

She looks like a block of stone cut from a quarry, shaped by the lust and insanity
of Caravaggio, though straight as an arrow, all confirming her confidence, perhaps
indi↵erence.

A country girl, she continues,

“You should see my dad, he’s a giant, he scares everyone I’ve ever brought to our
house, but he’s the nicest man, he just looks mean, he can’t help it.”

Everyone pauses, at her self reference -

Though plainly sizing herself down, she is observably beautiful, which is disorient-
ing, even to her friends, and I can see it all happen, as no one says a word.

“Where are you from?”, she eventually asks Tom, unsure if it’s deliberate, in that
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she’s aware of the e↵ect she has on others.

“Virginia, near D.C.”, he replies.

“Is your family in Government?”

“No, lobbying.”

“That makes sense, it’s really nice down there.”, she says,

“It is, but it’s boring -

McMansion town, everyone’s the same, and not very nice to each other, but it is
safe, clean, the whole thing, I get it now that I’m older.”, Tom’s borderline autism,
perhaps a lifesaver to the conversation, unable to care that she’s pointlessly hot and
well over six feet tall.

...

When we all eventually stand up, to get up and go to the rooftop, Aaron realizes
that Sophie is just a hair taller than him, as they both smile at the realization -

She’s mean enough to acknowledge it, looking down and smiling, his good nature
and self-e↵acement, the prospect of sex, likely all soften the blow.

...

“You just like me because I’m tall.”, Kate says.

“That’s not true.”, I say, sincerely.

“No? What were you doing in Sweden ... and Norway,” she adds with emphasis,

“In February?”

“Vacation.”, I say, with a bit of a statement.

“Yea, OK, I think you like tall women.”

“Perhaps, but you’re also hot.”

She quickly punches me in my left shoulder, quite hard -

“If we’re being honest, it’s that Midwestern strength that gets me going -

Can you handle a plow?”, I ask.

“You’re sick.”, she starts laughing,

“A little, yea -

But farm equipment is better than farm animals, isn’t it?”
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“When did we meet again?”

“I’m sorry, I’ll tone it down.”

“I’m kidding, you guys are actually funny.”, she pauses, “But not that tall.”, as
she takes a sip of her drink, staring right at me, hiding her laughter behind the glass.

“Wow, now that, was mean.”, I say, and Aaron throws in,

“I’m o↵ended.”

“I’m sorry.”, she says, with a hint of sincerity, just in case, and Tom opines,

“I don’t care, they’re both short -

There’s no way to fix that.”

All of us then laughing, Tom seizes the moment -

“And Charles, he’s a jerk.”, he adds, pointing right at me, emphatically,

“A problem he willingly refuses to fix.”, leaning back, having now found an audi-
ence for his grievances;

Kate laughing, looking at Tom, a truly strange man, then back at me, I can see
that she enjoys us, our stupid jokes, and somewhat cruel opinions of one another -

That she’s plainly having fun.

...

“I’ve just started seeing someone.”, she says, and I reply,

“I don’t care.”

“I can tell you don’t care, I care.”, she says with some authority, and so I peddle
back,

“I’m sorry, I’m being a dick.”

“You’re a terrible influence.”, she immediately says, turning my way, almost an-
noyed.

“Probably.”, so I give her some space, but not that much, both of us looking out
over the Hudson, “Immortal Lover” now playing quite loud, I even know the mix, live
in Prague, near the Charles Bridge, as it’s approaching dinner, Saturday, the rooftop
filling out, with people, ready to party, she looks out, the river moving, small boats,
tug boats, a handful of jet skis, her frame resting against the glass, her hands on top,
this outrageous woman, so I go for it, fuck it -

I put my right hand in her left, she looks up, then stands up, and leans in to kiss
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me, gently biting my bottom lip, squeezing my hand, placing it on the base of her
back, she then slips both of her arms around my waist, her left arm under my right,
she presses her waist against mine, I move my right hand up her back to the base of
the back of her neck, and gently run my fingers up through her hair as we kiss, her
thick hair filling my palm.

I hear her inhale, her face so close to mine, she moves back a bit and says,

“Let’s go.”

...

“Do you have a condom?”, she asks, and I reply, “Yea, of course.”

“OK.”

...

We wake up the next morning, and fuck like animals, this time without a condom,
totally sober, both knowing it’s a terrible idea, unable to stop ourselves, pulled into
something that doesn’t necessarily care about the survival of individuals, we succumb
to the aggregate.

...

We again have brunch, this time near my apartment, and I tell her that I have a
pool, that she should probably buy a bathing suit, and she agrees it’s a fine idea.

We spend the day together at the pool, slowly getting drunk over the entire day,
a Sunday.

“Don’t leave tonight.”, I eventually tell her, totally roasted in the Sun, in gin, and
chlorine,

“I’m not leaving.”, she replies, and she doesn’t.

...

Sunday turns into Monday -

“I can take the day o↵ if you want.”, I say, at about six AM.

“Do you have a laptop I can use?”, she asks, and I reply,

“You can use my o�ce.”

“That’s fine, let’s do that.” -

Her firm apparently doesn’t care about her working out of o�ce, hippies, she
spends the entire week with me, neither of us thinking once about it.
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My firm doesn’t care either, but not because they’re hippies -

Just don’t fuck up.

It should be written on everyone’s forehead -

Just don’t fuck up.

How can you disagree?

There’s a way to do basically everything, that isn’t totally wrong, in some kind of
reasonable manner.

...

She literally never leaves, wears my clothes, whenever necessary, for an entire week;

We stay up all night, every night talking, sometimes drunk, sometimes sober, don’t
cook once, not a single meal, order in every day, every meal, bought herself a bunch
of nonsense from Duane Reade on Bedford, and that was it -

Who gives a shit?

I would have done the same at her apartment.

We both know how dumb it is, on the merits, on every level, yet here we are,
playing house, because something within us doesn’t care at all, and so we don’t care
at all, either, and make it work, as best we can.

...

“I love you.”, she tells me, while we fuck like maniacs, and I reply,

“I know.”

“Good.”, she says.

“I love you too.”, I say, my hand gripped around her wrist,

“I know.”, she says, as she folds her fingers into mine.

...

Day after day, she works by the pool, I take the week o↵, because I work too
hard anyway, and she’s given me reason to stop, so I drink like an animal instead, on
vacation, and she likes it, never rude or disrespectful to her, just quietly obliterated,
in desperate enjoyment, of her, of her company.

We fuck like wild animals, several times a day, like nothing I’ve experienced before,
both of us without any shame at all, not willing to harm each other, though unafraid
of doing so in the first instance -
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It’s a strange thing, to feel so comfortable around a stranger:

To know someone so quickly, that your intuition overpowers your sense of reason.

...

We sleep like spent logs every night, regardless of the day, unconsciously kissing
and groping at each other during our sleep, mumbling words of sincere a↵ection, the
smell of her skin, already a home -

Sometimes Nature knows more than you, though the problem is that Nature
doesn’t care.

...

“What do we do with this Charles?”, she asks, and I say,

“I don’t know -

This isn’t our fault.”

“Don’t leave.”, I follow up, and she replies,

“I’m not, but I need to get clothes, eventually.”

“Do you think I care?”

“I care, I need clothes.”

“Fine, buy them, I’ll pay.”

“You’re a caveman.”

“So are you.”

“Shut up.”, she gets up, pushes her beach chair over to mine, no space between,
sunglasses on her head, her giant frame, silhouetted in the Sun, my hazy vision, simply
happy, her warm skin presses up against mine as she lays down, the sweat along her
thighs, touching mine, she leans up against the back of her chair, with her laptop
below her enormous breasts, typing away, while I do absolutely nothing at all.

...

She slowly stops responding to my messages, though we’re all still linked on social
media, just from that one night, a new group of memories -

Some of us shared some of the photos of us otherwise strangers, together.

She otherwise disappears from my life.

This is not how you should manage the tensions between civilization and Nature -
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And now I really need to get tested. †
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A clean break

In the absence of Kate, and the re-entry to work, I’ve started messaging Malin
again, and I can see that she misses me, likely because she’s in that period of work,
about a year in, where she knows she’s unlikely to be fired, though nonetheless not
quite out of the woods, likely limiting her social life, despite the fact that they work
less than we do in The States -

I must represent what is easy and convenient, a simple missing piece to an otherwise
likely perfect life in Stockholm:

In the right city, with the right job, she already has the right friends, her new
apartment is quite nice, in a more staid area, Vasastan, suggesting she’s looking to
settle in.

I know I’m not the greatest guy in the world, but I’m not that bad either, and
have the advantage of history here, which creates the very type of trust she’s unlikely
to form, until she has enough time. †
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Gossip Girls

Tom brings a new friend to brunch, and asks Johnny,

“What do you do?’, and I immediately jump in,

“He sings along to Natalie Imbruglia and cries himself to sleep at night.”, everyone
busts out laughing, including Johnny, though eventually, he replies,

“Fuck you -

I’m a photographer.”

Tom jumps in,

“Charles pretends to work in finance, but actually runs a brothel out of his apart-
ment.”, and I start singing,

“Kiss me, out in the bearded barely.”, as I touch his beard, he instantly punches
me in the shoulder, and Tom jumps in,

“That’s not Natalie Imbruglia, you idiot.”, and I reply, still getting hit,

“You’re an idiot for knowing that.” †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Andrew Bayer feat. Alison May (Qrion Remix), “Immortal Lover” (2019).

2. Sixpence None the Richer, “Kiss Me” (1998). †

https://youtu.be/n5ZhKyOxZns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2tbQ_g2VbQ
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Aprés un rêve
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“The name of an artist”

Seated in my apartment, which is dark, but for an overhead lamp, and the glare of
my iPad behind me, playing, “The Planets”, from inception, beginning with, “Mars,
the Bringer of War” -

A youth orchestra, but you’d never know it, given the caliber of their performance.

The sky outside, nearly opaque, as the Sun is setting, with a thick wall of clouds
beginning just above the low Brooklyn skyline, Manhattan obscured, the clouds break
in patches, a pale blue light behind them;

Just below the clouds, the sky is light orange, and just above the skyline, almost
red, slow moving clouds themselves stitched together in purple fibrous lines, like a
microscopic moving portrait of someone’s blood running through their veins.

I’m reading a book about the life of Gustav Klimt -

He seemed to break the mold a bit in terms of his persona, apparently lifting
weights alone, basically every day, then painting, dressed at times as some type of
monk, at others dressed as sharp as a villain.

The primary subject is the history of what is arguably his most famous painting,
“Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I”, which in my opinion, looks like nothing else that
came before it, or produced since. First, the subject matter seems an apparition,
in a sea of mostly gold, coming into corporeal form only near the top, growing into
substance as you travel up the painting. One thing I’ve always noted is, she seems to
be within a form, itself shaped like the back of a man, perhaps a reference to the fact
that the outcome of the painting is itself the output of Gustav Klimt’s imagination -

That she rises from the body and the mind of Gustav Klimt, then appearing on
the canvas;

That though Adele Bloch-Bauer was a real woman, the painting contains an image
of an idea, based upon the observation of a real person.

“Venus” begins, and I begin to wonder, what it is that Gustav Holst had in mind
at the time he wrote the piece.

What facts give rise to such an expression?

Music has no corporeal form, unlike a painting, it is pure idea, from conception to
fruition, and requires human beings to bring it into life -

It is a translation from the messy inspiration of facts, into pure ideas themselves -

From the mess of this existence, back into the mind of another.

Did he see the goddess Venus, or did he conjure just the planet?

Perhaps both, and this is the wonder of music:
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Because it is so abstract, the set of facts that give rise to its instantiation can
come from anywhere at anytime, giving rise to a work that need not have a form that
corresponds to any real person or object:

A pattern unfolding over time, in a space we can only conceive of, and never truly
see, outside of our own imaginations. †
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Up in the club

I see Caroline at The Jane, and I heard she broke up with Derrick, so I walk over,
fuck it, reach out and touch her hand, plainly romantically, and she says, looking at
me, all serious,

“Charles, I have a boyfriend.”, as Robyn is blasting in the background, “Call Your
Girlfriend”, both of us smiling, I follow up, shaking my head, quickly from left to right,

“Is it Derrick?”, and she nods her no, and so I say,

“Then I don’t care.”, and she replies,

“Charles, he’s right behind me.”

I look over, squint, drunk out of my mind, he raises his glass, and I start laughing
out loud,

“Oh my God, you’re dating Patrick? I know that scumbag. Definitely don’t care.”

She laughs a bit, but stops herself, “Charles.”

I shout,

“How’s that teen from RISD?”, pointing at him with the same hand holding a
short glass of straight vodka, as he quickly walks away, knowing he’s got a history of
cheating on his girlfriends with her -

I also slept with her.

Then I shout even louder, “How’d you pull this o↵, Patricia -

Are you friends with her doctor?”

She then says, nervously, “Charles, stop.”

“Let me guess, having nightmares about this fucking freak?”, she then steps in
front of me, and says, as quietly as is practical, given the noise in the club,

“Charles that’s enough, you have to go.”,

Pat then shouts, now a few meters away,

“You’re a degenerate”, and I immediately shout back,

“You’re shit with champagne in it;

Don’t you ever forget it -

You fucking mooch.”

...
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Pasty Patrick, Iguana Man;

Two-Timen Tulomb;

His name is Patrick Tulomb, and he’s a fucking gigantic man, but he’s a total
pussy for some presumably strange and unknown reason -

He must have a clinically small dick, so I call him Tiny Man Tulomb at times to
upset him.

Every people has their own Pat -

The one that stirs the Devil’s cauldron, as no one pays attention, and then quietly
steps away.

He only comes back to sell Satan insurance, once the mess has already been made.

That people like Pat pervert reality itself for their own selfish gain, at a net loss,
draining the world itself of life.

Though this time there was another chef in the kitchen, of which Pat was unaware,
and as it turns out, the rage of a man in love can please the Devil more than the slow
drivel of a man who lives on the other side of love altogether. †
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The mystery of the, “Z”

“There’s a silent, “Z” at the end of your name?

So there is some justice in this life.”

Pat says nothing in response, so I push him yet again -

“Where the fuck are you from, Pat?”, saying his name with an additional bit of
emphasis, and he then turns in response, about to explain the mystery of his name,
and strange disposition, when I quickly cut him o↵, shouting just a bit -

“Don’t you fucking lie Pat -

You must be the Sea Peoples the Phoenicians complained about, showing up in
gigantic numbers, like an armada of slow moving barnacles, on boats made of broken
wood, completely wrecking the place.”

“You’re disgusting.”, he says in response, turning away as he stu↵s his shirt into
his pants, plainly trying to get dressed as quickly as possible, and for the first time, I
can see that he’s actually visibly livid.

Pat is correct.

...

“You’re awful to that guy.”, James says, and I say, as calmly as possible, given
what I know,

“It’s guys like Pat, that fuck your kids up in some corrupt hospital, until you send
them business.

It’s all espionage, that’s his thing.”, and I can see that James is suspicious, fortu-
nate soul that he is, so I add,

“What do you think happens to all these crooked spies and cops after they quit or
get fired?

They work for guys like Pat.”

I can see that James is still suspicious, perhaps thinking I’m just being mean for
the sake of humor, perhaps as a one-o↵, due the mystery of the, “Z”, so I add,

“A guy from the club turned his firm down on some consulting bid, only to hire
them a month later, when he magically got scabies -

Ask around, his name’s Ron Bashkin.”

“That’s insane.”, James replies, “I know Ron.”, as we both sit in the sauna, “I
remember that.”, the steam surrounding us, I follow up -
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“This is the world we live in -

It’s a bull shit firm, it’s like fifty people, how are they getting these contracts?

I’d stay the fuck away from that guy -

You don’t need that in your life.”

“Wow, that’s awful, but it makes sense.”, and I reply,

“Yea, it’s a rational business, it’s just illegal.”, and he says,

“Yea, you’re right.”, and I follow up,

“This is between us, but you’ve met Caroline, right?”, and he replies,

“Your girlfriend’s friend, right?”, and I say,

“Yea, well ex-girlfriend.”, and he cuts in,

“Right, sorry, I knew that.”, and I say,

“Don’t worry, it’s fine -

Caroline’s dating Pat.”, and his eyes light up,

“What?”, and I say,

“Yea, exactly.”, and James leans back, smiling,

“Come on.”, he adds, and I say,

“I swear to God, did some follow up on it, her dad’s company bounced them on a
consulting gig.”, and his expression fades, suddenly realizing that perhaps I actually
had his best interests in mind, despite my superficial cruelty, and I can see, he doesn’t
know what to say, so I add,

“It’s what you think, I guarantee it -

They get the business in a few weeks, maybe a month.”

“Jesus Christ.”, he says, and I add,

“What does it cost to terrorize someone? Even someone like Caroline, max a few
hundred grand, and in this case, they’re looking at millions in revenues, over years,
if it works.”, and he seems stunned, suddenly making sense of the business of awful
people.

“It’s that bad, I’m not doing this for fun, though apparently fate may have a had
a bit of fun with his last name.”, I add, and he finally laughs again in response. †
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When I wake up

When I wake up, a little white butterfly flies into my bedroom, through the small
opening of the window, not even sure that it’s real, it eventually flutters and lands on
the enormous mess that I’ve made:

A broken lamp before me, its metal frame deranged, discarded onto the floor, my
vision blurred, from alcohol, and the revolting crust atop my eyes, the lamp’s glass
top, broken, scattered, absolutely everywhere, the multitudes of tiny bulbs beneath,
exposed, and broken, no longer mine, because of my recklessness -

And I hate absolutely everything for it, except this little angel in my room:

This little animated thing, my only companion, content to live with me, just beyond
my reach, albeit briefly, atop a pointless mess that I’ve made -

The embers of my love, what remains of an atomic inferno, set for a soul I didn’t
know existed, until just now. †
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The Daily Mail

I came home so late, I apparently made it in time for today’s FT -

And the survey says, you still suck.

I see it on the other side of my bed, on the floor, I stand up, walk over to my
bathroom, glass in my feet, cuts on my arms, at least in part because of you retards,
though some of it is obviously my fault, and when I finally make it into the bathroom,
I see myself -

I scream into the mirror at the top of my lungs, about to throw my right palm
into it, though I stop myself, remembering the first mess I’ve already made, and so I
scream again, turning away, heading into the kitchen, rip open the fridge door, slam
it shut, and hold my head under the kitchen sink, again, clumsily washing my hair
with the spray gun, episodically rinsing out my mouth, hopefully ridding myself of you
scum bags.
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Now it all makes sense

I see my neighbor, when I finally leave my apartment, in the elevator, and she
looks at me with a deep suspicion, my guilt springing to mind the night before in dim
segments -

Screaming when I came home, because I struggled with my keys at the door,
dropping them, repeatedly, drunk;

Then finally opening the door, seeing my studio chair, randomly set in my hallway,
I screamed utter nonsense at it, kicking it so hard, it initially slid along its wheels, but
then fell, from too much velocity, instantly scratching and staining the floor, all the
way into the living room, where it finally stopped;

I remember standing in the kitchen, throwing my suit jacket and pants onto the
couch, tugging at my shirt, unable figure out, how to unlock my cu↵ links, and so I
grabbed a knife, and cut holes big enough, one in each sleeve, to simply tear o↵ the
shirt, mumbling to myself the entire time;

I’m pretty sure I ran the faucet over my head, rubbing the water into my hair, I
think, again, shouting, while washing my face -

I remember drinking the tap water, thinking it was disgusting;

I finally saw the lamp in my bedroom, and it sent me into an absolute tirade -

I picked it up by the middle, leaning back, I swung it like a bat, and smashed it up
against the windows, though the windows’ metal frame encasing prevented me from
breaking the actual glass, by chance, the white paint of the frame now chipped, the
thick metal bent from the impact;

The glass atop the lamp completely shattered, spread all over the floor, tens of
thousands of hours, thousands of dollars, gone -

Pieces in my bare feet, I slept, my arms cut, bleeding, beforehand, screaming,

“Fuck You.”, exhausted, passing out.

Now it all makes sense. †
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With arms wide open

“Hey! Fabio!”, with both of my arms wide open as I walk down the steps to Cafe
Mogador, Caroline sees me, immediately looks down and starts laughing, Pat quickly
turns to see me, and shakes his head, turning back towards Caroline, carrying on his
conversation with her -

They’re seated near the door, and I say to both of them, “I had no idea you guys
had iguanas in this neighborhood.”, as I lean my head in towards him, pretending to
smell him, as his back is towards me, unable to see me, then standing up and looking
at the hostess with the look of having made a bona fide scientific discovery, as Caroline
starts laughing even harder, trying to cover herself with her napkin, and Patrick has
no idea why, visibly annoyed, as the hostess starts laughing out of sheer confusion. †
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Natalie Imbruglia

I have the lamentable luck of seeing Pat, again, this time with his colleagues, while
having drinks at the main bar of my club, with James, and there must be something
this guy wants from James, since despite our previous interactions, he’s set on it -

“Good to see you James.”, he says, more or less ignoring me,

“Good to see you, Pat.”, I say with a sexy voice, staring right at him, causing
James to laugh, though he fights it, perhaps out of flattery that he’s plainly being
courted for business, as Pat, and two of his associates have a seat with us.

And after they’re seated, James asks, rather assertively,

“What is it that you guys do, Pat.”, and I immediately cut in,

“Pat and his associates give you diarrhea until you finally send them some busi-
ness.”, and James explodes into laughter, one of Pat’s associates immediately getting
up and walking way, not looking at either of us.

Pat then stands up, and says,

“I’ll talk to you another time James.” †
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Hell hath no fury

I wake up at 5:00 AM, my heart pounding like nothing I’ve ever experienced before,
I informally check my pulse using the stop watch on my iPhone, and it looks to be
about 170 BPM, which is totally insane, something must be wrong -

I call 911.

I make it down to the lobby on my own, the lights of the ambulance, already
outside, I flag them down, tell them it was me that called, and they size me up, maybe
think I’m on drugs, who cares, they’ll realize it’s wrong soon, I get in the back, it’s a
Friday morning, before work -

“My heart is racing, this isn’t normal for me.”, and the EMT replies,

“It’s OK, take it easy, lay down, unbutton your shirt, I’m gonna run an EKG.”,
and I say, quite frightened,

“OK, sounds good.”, as I unbutton my shirt, exposing my mess of chest hair, trying
my best to keep calm, despite my lack of control over my body, this stupid thing -

He lays the little electrode things down, a few on my chest, some on my arms, my
legs, and I wait, my heart still pounding out of my chest, despite doing nothing at all
at this point, knowing that someone did this to me, probably that fucking loser Pat,
whatever he wanted out of James, I guess I fucked it up enough to warrant this.

“Your pulse is about 180, and your blood pressure is definitely high -

Do you have any heart conditions?”, and I fire back,

“No, not at all.”

“OK, we’re taking you to the ER -

I don’t see anything that suggests a heart attack, so don’t be nervous, but we need
to take you in.”

“OK”, I reply, laying on my back on the stretcher inside the ambulance, the stupid
beeping noises reminding me of my mortality, what a waste of time, these fucking
losers, this is how they compete -

Wasting my time. †
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How it is

The doctors, nurses, and orderlies at the ER are fine, pretty normal, do their job,
and all the blood work and x-rays come back fine -

I know what happened, that fucking piece of shit. †
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He just won’t stop

I’m playing squash with James at the club, a week later, and this fucking piece of
shit has the nerve to show up, again -

He’s not even a member, unreal, and I know the scum bag that lets him in all the
time, this has to stop.

He steps into the glass, opens the door,

“What’s up James?”

“No love for me sweetheart?”, I say, and he completely ignores me, so I double up,

“Come in, I’ll let you play with James, since I know that’s what you want.”, I step
to the back of the court, deliberately blatantly sizing him up, I add,

“You seem a bit out of shape though, James is quite good.”, James already laugh-
ing, my love for this guy, I don’t get it, I just let them go at it.

And it looks as though he’s deliberately letting James take the match, what a
piece of shit -

I mean, really, do we need this?

I let it go, because I can see James is happy that someone is looking for business
from him, and I don’t want to take that from him, though I am honestly worried for
him, because this guy is the real thing, a piece of shit, though I never told him what
happened to me, partly out of fear for what would happen to James, and for James’
opinion of me, since it’s all so bizarre.

The game goes on, James seems to get it at some point, his blatantly disingenuous
gamesmanship, insulting him, taking the fun out of it -

Pat sells himself too quickly, because he misunderstands.

Pat reaches for his hand after the game, as I stand at the back of the court,
watching justice unfold -

“That was a good one man.”, and James looks at him, now seeing his real character,
unable to be contained, like a slime,

“Yea.”, James replies, almost in disbelief, staring at Pat, confronted with someone
he didn’t believe to be possible, everything I’ve said now plausible, I see James’ opinion
of the world suddenly shift. †
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Aprés un rêve

“James, you can’t hang out with that guy anymore.”, and he looks forward at the
wall of the sauna, the world settling in around him,

“I know.”, though he stops,

“Why do you care so much?”, he asks, visibly pissed at me, and I fire back, actually
pissed at him,

“Who gives a shit? Just don’t fucking do it.” †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Gustav Holst cond. by Edward Gardner, “The Planets” (1916).

2. Robyn, “Call Your Girlfriend” (2010).

3. Gabriel Fauré, “Aprés un rêve” (1878).

https://youtu.be/be7uEyyNIT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nv644ipg2Ss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ChPymdJ7Tc
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Norwegian Air

One of the first things you notice in Scandinavia is the air, how clean it is, even in
the middle of a city -

They do the little things that keep it that way:

The garbage trucks are new, with some form of seal that prevents odors from
leaking, many streets are free of cars altogether, and you don’t see large industrial
boats anywhere near the city center, and so the water’s so clean, you can jump in and
swim, right in the middle of the city. †
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The Grand Hotel

Hotels in Stockholm are quite expensive, about the same as a night in New York,
though all the nice ones are about the same price, Diplomat, Nobis, and of course, The
Grand Hotel, which I’ve selected given it was, at least in this case, only a bit more per
night, as I’m only here for four nights. Further, though I plan to spend at least a night
at Malin’s, staying at Stockholm’s finest hotel will not, in some sense paradoxically,
harm the probability, of success. And so it is, I find myself in a modestly sized, fairly
expensive, and beautifully decorated court-yard room of this storied hotel, exhausted
beyond belief, from the anxiety of flight, and my usual impulse to drink, with a copy of
what appears to be a smaller copy of the Codex Giga mounted upon the wall, behind
a glass case. Malin’s still at work until around 18:00, and so I have some time for a
nap, of which I take advantage, the plush sheets and thick yet giving blanket wrap
my nearly naked body, I collapse into measured slumber, my alarm already set, with
a tagline that reads, “Wake up loser”.†
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Hood Riche

It’s Friday night in Stockholm, my first in a while, though I still remember almost
everything about this place -

The air, the buildings, and the food, and of course, the people, this time Malin;

It’s a bit uncomfortable at times, explaining how it is, that I’ve managed to some-
how date, so many people, from such a small place, given that they all have a friend
or two in common, with some kind of sordid information, about my shenanigans. It
somehow nonetheless never changes my sincerity, as it’s not some stunt, or a claim to
status -

It’s just what I want, and when I have it, there it is, the real thing, every time.

This time, Malin shows up, with a simply astonishing outfit, that must have cost
a small fortune:

A classic pink Channel jacket, snug white cotton tank below, perhaps no bra,
though it’s too opaque and thick to know, high pale denim shorts, a Louis V. purse
clutch, checkered print, grey and bone, with a gold metal strap.

“Where are you staying.”,

“Grand Hotel.”,

“You’re such a snob, you could have stayed with me.”,

“I’m a snob? Your outfit costs more than my entire trip.”, she then looks amused
and a bit surprised,

“Why do you know what women spend on clothes?”,

“Why do you care how much I spend on my hotel?”

“You’re exactly the same, you’re so di�cult.”

“It’s nice to see you too.”, I pause,

“You look lovely, it was worth it.”, though she doesn’t say a thing, still smiling
from my apparent mental inventory of women’s clothing prices.

“How’s the new job?”, as she looks up from the menu,

“It’s really good.”, she pauses, and adds,

“It’s so di↵erent -

I forgot what it’s like to live here.”

“Yea, you guys are lucky, it’s a real life.”
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“It is.”, and I can tell that she misses me, as I stare right at her, she looks back
down toward the menu -

She knows with near certainty that nothing long term will come of this trip, yet
she’s excited nonetheless, so perhaps she’s testing herself, to see if she’s ready for
something more serious;

That because she would likely say yes, to me moving here, or her coming back, she
can gauge her willingness, for such a thing to happen, despite its remote possibility.

...

The restaurant is brilliant and bright inside, though the outside suggests a low-key
bistro, with red neon lights, and dimly lit seating, with drink stands, small tables, an
old tin sign, just a bit of Paris. The food as well, like so much here, could be mistaken
for Parisian fare, with lots of butter, bread, and rich sauces, though the di↵erence is
the fish -

Where the French would perhaps add a slice of beef, or a leg of chicken, the Swede
interposes a serving of shrimp, or rich filet, creating something new, with a bit of
what’s familiar;

“I’m getting Toast Skagen.”, she says,

“I’ll do the same.”, to which she replies,

“It’s too small to split.”,

“I’m aware.”, I reply,

“Right, I forgot, you’ve been here before.”, delivered with a bit of a look, so I
shrug my shoulders, just a bit annoyed. †
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Dagens Nyheter

We’re seated outside The Grand Hotel at 8:30, having come to my hotel not too
long after dinner, now having breakfast -

I bought a copy of today’s FT, as she’s reading Dagens Nyheter anyway, more
or less ignoring me, again, in this mode of the familiar, not attempting to win my
a↵ections, at all, which she plainly already has -

And I don’t mind, and am instead quite curious what it is she has in mind, though
perhaps exactly this:

Not worrying at all.

“Vil du har en till cafe?”, the waiter asks,

“Ja, takk.”, I reply, as Malin lifts her head from behind the newspaper,

“Nice try.”,

“Oh shut up, it was fine, and I know it.”,

“Your accent is terrible.”

“Thanks for the support.”

...

“I’m having lunch with a friend in Kungsholmen, but we can meet after at Mälarpaviljongen,
if you want.”, a bit annoyed at her phrasing,

“A friend? Sure, that sounds quite nice.”

“Maybe you know her.”, she adds,

“OK, that’s enough.”,

“What, it’s OK, maybe Caroline’s in town, you can help her shave.”, and I burst
into laughter, but finally deliver,

“You’re awful.”,

“So are you.”, she adds,

“I guess that’s fair.”, and I immediately add,

“I wanted to do tourist stu↵ anyway, I know you hate that.”

“I know, that’s why I planned it.”, she says, dismissively, now feeling guilty, for
my own over-sensitive nature, I realize perhaps she’s just bitter, that it is so unlikely
to work, for reasons that we simply cannot control, outside of the confines of our lives,
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we’ve created for ourselves. †
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Stor kuken

I happen to be a big fan of old churches, and Stockholm, like many European
cities, is perfect for exactly that, and though I’ve been to a few, I’ve never made it to
the main church, near the Royal Palace, and though I could’ve walked, I’ve hopped
on a bus -

“Excuse me, miss, is this the stop for Stor Kuken?”, pointing to a church on a
paper map, the woman slowly smiles, and eventually replies,

“Storkyrkan”, correcting my Swedish, with great emphasis, and a touch of con-
demnation, I must appear visibly o↵ended, for she adds a look, suggesting she was
somehow overly polite in her initial response, her head a bit tilted, her eyebrow up a
bit, she turns to push the button for the bus to stop, then turning back, still smiling,
despite her consternation. †
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Feeling just a bit better

I show up to Mälarpaviljongen, right on time, the massive space, set upon the
sea, brilliant summer Sun, the sounds of Phoenix filling up the air, loud enough to be
heard at all points, but somehow not intrusive, I scan the scene for Malin, dressed up
like a champ:

A pink Moods of Norway button down, tucked in, dark blue Hugo Boss jeans, and
a tight blue Italian bomber jacket, gold buttons and a gold zipper -

The gold Just Cavali belt buckle in plain sight.

I see her, she’s still with her friends, all girls, a bit surprised, but I know she’s not
trying to hedge a bet -

They all stand up as I walk over, kissing Malin on the cheek,

“Hej.”, she says, her lips land a bit too long on my cheek, perhaps the guilt of still
having friends around, perhaps not intentional,

“Hey!”, and I squeeze her just a bit with my arm around her back, leaning in, then
stepping back to see her friends,

“I’m Charles.”

“Erika.”,

“Ida.”, and I wave hello without much of a gesture, not quite in a manner unfitting
the facts, just wanting everyone to sit, to take the stage out from under me, for just
a minute.

...

“What does Stor Kuken mean?”

“Charles!”, as Malin hits my leg,

“What?”, I say sincerely,

“You really don’t know what that means?”, she asks,

“No.”, her friends hysterical, the man seated just beyond the boundary of Malin’s
booth then leans over towards the three of them, loud enough so I can hear it -

“This is my new opening line.” †
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Lost in translation

At a bar in Södermalm, a bit of a place, seated before the glass front, all four of
us in a line along a bench, the neon lights have made their way in, giving everyone a
bit of a glow, and the conversation’s taken on a somewhat serious tone, with one of
her friends, Ida, seated beside me, Malin speaking separately to Erika -

“She seems happier.”,

“Now that she’s left me?”, and Ida laughs,

“No, that she’s in Stockholm -

I think she hates that you’re not here, with her.”,

“I actually thought the same.” -

It’s awkward discussing these things, as Ida is herself quite beautiful, with dark
hair and dark blue eyes, a good disposition, polite but not eager, enough to pull you
in, without feeling wanted, as I’m actually single, which she must know, with my own
future to consider, even in moments like these.

“She’ll be fine.”, she adds,

“I know, but I noticed.”, as Röyksopp plays, this time quite loud, the bass shaking
the floor, the small interior filled with sound, though no one is dancing, simply seated,
talking, over the sounds, drinking, unusually serious for a bar. †
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I’ll be around

I wake up in Malin’s apartment, not quite hungover but still dazed from travel, as
she’s already up, getting dressed, a bit distant, perhaps I was a bit too familiar with
Ida -

“Where are you headed?”,

“Nowhere, it’s 9:30, not all of us sleep this late on weekends.”

“Fair enough.”, I reply,

“I was thinking of going for a run, do you want to meet after?”

“Sure.”, she replies, staring into her mirror, leaning in to get a closer look, flanked
by the walls of her massive common room, and a molded drop where a chandelier would
otherwise be, then stepping back to look at me, smiling, somewhat disingenuously -

Here I am, sort of stuck, for a few days, though I suppose things could be worse.

“Awesome, I’ll text you when I’m done.”

“OK, I’ll be around.” †
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I go for a run!

I have a problem being truly mean to women -

I hardly ever yell, never curse, but somehow manage to levy horrible pain using
words alone, calculatingly incisive insults, that cut too deep, but because I’m here for
such a short time, though I’m right, as I’ve done nothing wrong, and she is being truly
rude, I go for a run!

I’ve packed a pair of blue gym shorts and a plain white cotton tee, my normal
trainers will be fine for the day, and step out of the doors of the hotel -

Stockholm is a sti↵ city, and so all things that stand out are noticed by basically
everyone, in particular, a lumbering American, running in the city center, too impa-
tient to reach a park, is likely perceived as rude, but my mood being what it is, I
couldn’t care less, and this is at least in part why people find me funny here, precisely
because I’m so painfully American.

I run from the hotel, down to Gustav Adolfs torg, Miike Snow blasting in my
headphones, I spot Café Opera, where my coat was stolen, when I was 29;

I run down Strömgaten, my goal the Stockholm City Hall, a short run, but with a
brilliant park in back, and I reason that if I’m feeling up to it, I can run a bit further,
down along the water, up to Kungsholmen, where there’s yet another park, that one
much bigger, but far less grand, sans the European statues that line the park behind
Stockholm Stadhuset.

...

I end up in the city center, on Nybrogaten, I come upon a shop, just by Teater-
grillen, and spot a paper tree, a sculpture, springing from a book, typewritter text
upon it, apparently ripped up from the pages below, then set into its shape, in the
shop’s window -

Thinking that at first that I’d buy her flowers, to stop her sour mood, this seems
a better gift, given her apparent lamentations, given the impermanent;

Though I can’t guarantee that she’ll like it, at least it won’t die. †
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I see that every day

“I see that everyday, it’s right by my o�ce.”

“Does that mean I should have left it where it was?”

“No, I just don’t understand, why did you buy that?”

“I thought you’d like it, and that it would last.”

“Thank you.” †
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L’onde amère

My suspicions confirmed, as Malin made Midsommar plans for us with friends I’ve
never met, though Ida and Erika are there as well, much older than all of us, with
children, a lovely home in the Archipelago, apparently theirs, quite wealthy, though
the home has been in their family for some time, with rustic notes that stuck, for
example the dock, old and weathered, with an old wooden boat, just a few meters
from their home -

Perhaps because of this, and her sour mood, that has nonetheless persisted, Ida and
I end up spending about an hour, nothing inappropriate, smoking tons of cigarettes,
drinking, talking about whatever, both seated near a burning fire pit, just a meter
wide, though I hardly ever smoke;

Malin is again caught up with Erika, talking about what I don’t know, but she
plainly dislikes me at the moment, and I’m not sure why, attempting to balance the
opportunity to be a prick with her friend, and the need for some kind of decency in a
foreign environment, I walk the line, as I usually do, a professional talker, I tow the
line of interest, without sinking the boat.

...

Malin and I are spending the night at their home, in a strange but cozy bedroom,
though she’s barely said a word to me all day -

“I’m leaving tomorrow night.”, and she says into her pillow, facing the other di-
rection,

“I don’t care.”

...

I fly out the next day, catching up with a few friends before the flight, not seeing or
speaking to Malin all day, though I say goodbye before I leave, over text, self-indulgent
ass that I am, listening to Keren Ann, on the flight back home. †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Phoenix, “If I Ever Feel Better” (2000).

2. Röyksopp, “Here She Comes Again” (2014).

3. Miike Snow, “Black and Blue” (2009).

4. Keren Ann, “L’onde amère” (2004). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZlGqWpCF58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBr19SLMR40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsM5q3DzlJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ck9AR47E-I8
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Postcards from 1952
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Pixelated Mona Lisa

Caroline and I are both in bed, talking on FaceTime, she’s plainly smiling, not
expecting my call -

“I see you’re not with Iguana Man Pat anymore, on Facebook.”

“You’re such an asshole, Charles -

Who says these things?”

“Me. You want to come to my friend’s party this Saturday?”

“Sure.”

“What are you doing tonight?”, I ask, to which she replies,

“Nothing.”, she says, slowly, shifting about her bed, then smiling, and so I ask,

“Want to get a few drinks, same guy hosting, you’ll get to meet him?”, and she
says,

“Sure.” †
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Not quite bedlam

Everyone dancing, taking the frenzy down a bit, some people still on tables, the
gigantic moose head to my left -

The first verse of, “1977”, initially holding a drink with my right hand, my left
hand on the base of her back, I lean back to place it on the bar behind me, then both
of my hands up high, our palms pressed into one another.

The second verse, she slowly steps back, and so we’re separated, she starts moving
more, and lifts her left hand up gradually as she turns round, then turning suddenly,
the base of her dress twisting and lifting thereafter, then dropping -

The muscles in her back shifting, as her arm extents up, my dancing more or less
the same, she then walks towards me, slowly, still dancing, her left hand out, she takes
my right hand, moves it down by my waist, I feel her grab my left forearm, as she
leans in and kisses me for the first time.

The projector lights turn on at the bridge, the white light and black text, painting
both of us, at times so bright, I have no choice but to close my eyes -

I let go of her hand, and run my fingers up her left arm, feeling chills grow as we
move, I move my left hand up her back, to just above the base, as my right hand ends
up behind her left shoulder, as I hold her in my arms, and we both kiss in earnest.

At the end of the song, a couple next to us says, “You guys are cute.”

And so I say, “Thanks, you too.”, he laughs, and so does Caroline, as she looks
up at me, then at the men beside us still dancing, all of us smiling, as Caroline turns
back and then says,

“Do you want to go home? I’m sorry I’m being so boring, I’m just so tired.”

“That sounds like the best thing in the world.”

....

She sleeps on my shoulder in the car ride back, as I stare out the window across
her body, as we cross over the bridge, remembering the day at the beach, with her
sleeping in my back seat.

...

She runs ahead of me in the hallway, and turns briefly walking backwards, just
beaming, but I can see that she’s exhausted.

I let her in, she again turns around, walking backwards,

“Do you mind if I have some water?”, while still stepping backwards,

“Of course not.”, and so I eventually pour her a glass of Pellegrino.
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“Thank God.”, after taking just a sip, she then says,

“Will you be mad if I go to bed?”

“Would you just do what you want, please?”

“OK”, and so she then quickly walks into the bedroom, hastily undresses, and
slowly gets under the blanket, turning her head towards my pillow on the other side,
as I hear her murmuring in satisfaction, her eyes already closed.

I quietly walk in a few moments later to brush my teeth, wash my face, rinse out
my mouth, and quietly change into a fresh pair of boxers.

She’s already asleep.

...

We both wake up as the Sun is just rising, she starts pulling o↵ my boxers, under
the blanket, kissing me, and so I start pulling o↵ what’s left of her clothes -

We fuck like lunatics, she stares right at me the entire time, then suddenly pulling
me in towards her, her long arms wrapped around my back, I give in, to her right, I
see nothing, I can hear her, her legs moving under me, I lean back up, and stare at
her again, we press our faces into one another, occasionally kissing, she squeezes my
left hand.

...

I wake up, to see that she’s turned her head to the other side, crying, though before
I can say anything at all, she first slips away from me, nervous she’s about to leave the
room, she instead climbs on top of me, and says, “Just do it again.”, and so I reach
up, and place my hand behind her head, and sit up, her hair falling as she adjusts,
completely obstructing my vision, her face just to the right of mine, I feel her fingers
press into my right shoulder, she gently bites into the right side of my neck, and I tilt
my head to my left. †
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Behind the veil

Caroline and I enter to Das Rheingold, to a wildly beautiful environment, women in
derby hats with decorative umbrellas, men dressed as dandies, and servers in tuxedos,
the windows all open, the long white curtains flowing before them, birds occasionally
chirping, clouds almost evenly spaced throughout the sky.

Antony appears just after the outset, walking towards us in full regalia, dressed
as Von Steuben himself, he plays the part, without any e↵ort, a bit rotund, though
certainly not obese, jovial and fresh, already a bit red in the face, he gives me a bear
hug, lifting me up, he then takes Caroline’s hand, bowing his head -

His outfit immaculate, plainly authentic, and true to the portraits of the man,
with a decorative medallion, suspended from fine silk, laid just above his gold vest.

He walks us toward the bar,

“You’ve come at a good time.”, he says,

“It’s just started.”, the severe and dark strings of the Prelude, giving way to the
arpeggios that follow, away from the massive library shelves that line the back wall of
his apartment -

Caroline turns away from them while walking, then looking forward, she sees the
two servers, behind a white cloth-laden table, covered in premade cocktails and beers,
bottles of wine, he grabs a premade drink for Caroline, then asks the bartender for
two scotches, neat, pointing under the table, at his hidden bottle of Macallan 25.

The delicate wind lines begin, the windows open, a gentle breeze moves her dress,
a flock of pigeons quickly fly past, above the SoHo skyline. †
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Postcard From 1952

Six of Caroline’s friends are visiting us from Sweden, four from Stockholm, two
from Gothenburg, staying from just after Christmas, till just after New Years, more
or less occupying both of our apartments, with Caroline’s totally invaded, as she’s
staying with me, with three of them staying at her place, and three of them staying
at mine. It’s their first night in, and none of us had a big night in mind, so I suggest
my lifelong spot, Corner Bistro, saying it’s perfect if they want a low-key night, in a
classic New York bar. They all agree over chat that it sounds solid, and so we agree
to meet there for dinner and drinks around 10:00 PM.

...

We walk in to, “Anthropology”, a long Christmas garland drapes the top of the
old wooden bar, the same black tin ceilings, and wilted iron lamps, with small white
Christmas lights suspended outside all of the windows; the same bartender, working
in the back room, who I’ve been working with at Bistro, for roughly twenty years, sees
me walk in with the group, he approaches, gives me a strong handshake, and I give
him a fond, “Hello”, with a nod, and so he quickly follows up by saying, it’ll be about,
“Fifteen minutes, I’ll get you the table at the back wall.”, to which I reply, “Sounds
good.” So we order a round of beers at the bar, which one of her friends picks up for
everyone, despite our protestations, to which Petter replies,

“God Jul.”

...

Seated just below a row of disturbing paintings by William Kirkaldy, which I always
stare at, whenever I get too drunk, wondering why they placed such bleak art, in a
place of erstwhile entertainment -

A series of three, an informal triptych:

The first, a woman, holding her child, who looks a bit like an older Caroline; second,
a judge, plainly whimsically ordering men to their deaths, his body broken into three
gestures, folded into one figure; third, the bust of a woman, also broken into three; with
the grim series forming a backdrop to a group engaged in otherwise unrestrained joy,
with only fleeting contemplation of our environment, scarcely interfering with the facts
that’ve brought us all together, shots flowing, drinks spilling, the bartender laughing,
despite his stoic demeanor -

Caroline’s friends now basically duped into what was masquerading as a simple
dinner, quickly unfolding into a proper night, of far too much to drink, I adopt the
mindset of perennial vacation, intoxicated by abandon, contagious, her friends, visiting
a free place, doing as they please, knowing none of us will be expected to be productive
for the next few days.

“Is the living room couch alright? I don’t think you’d like the air mattress any
better.”, and Petter replies,

“It’s perfectly fine -
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It’s already too much that you let so many people stay with you.”

“I don’t mind, besides, you buy drinks, so it all works out.”

...

Unbenounced to me, Caroline brings me a burger with candles in it, earlier lying
to the bartender, I noticed he gave her a look, when they spoke, he smiled a bit,
apparently telling him it’s my birthday, also asking him to play, “How Deep is the
Ocean”, on the jukebox, perfectly in character for the music that typically haunts this
place -

She enters the backroom of Bistro, dancing and singing incredibly loud, holding a
revolting o↵ering with both of her hands, as she laughs, the kitsch, primary-colored
wax, still lit, melted all over the bun, leaving it basically inedible, with all of the
waiters watching the scene unfold, standing just outside the kitchen’s serving station,
a few of the cooks laughing as well, also aware of her strange request.

I completely explode into laughter, when she finally hands me the burger, then
leaning back as I enter a proper fit, her friends completely drunk, out of their minds,
also laughing, and when I recover, I see Caroline, standing, in a white dress, thin
straps, leaning back, smiling, watching me, and when she catches me looking back,
she hunches forward, her legs still behind her, and starts to sing and dance again,
shaking her hips to the beat, visibly wasted, “How deep is the ocean.”, she gives me a
wet kiss on the lips, as I hold the stupid hamburger in both of my hands, then placing
it down on the table before me -

I then stand up, and grab her with both of my arms, my left arm behind her back,
my right under both of her legs, as she leans into my body, and yelps as I lift, her legs
to my right, towards the table, I slowly sit down, both of her legs, then crossed over
mine, I pull her in, our eyes briefly locked, her friends shu✏ing over the bench beside
us, “How deep is the ocean”, she sings to herself, her head then resting briefly on my
shoulder, before turning back to the group. †
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Ode to My Family

I set up a private dinner at my club.

Afterwards we go to Keg Room, just a few blocks away, because we’re all more
tired than expected, perhaps from overeating.

Caroline sees me talking to Petter, and hears me burst into laughter, unreasonably
loud, causing her to laugh in response.

She pauses, watching me, and then chimes in,

“You remind me of my mother, Charles.”, Petter gives her a bit of a look.

“Is your mother in a traveling circus? I’m a touch hairy for that.”, and Petter raises
his eyebrows, with a somewhat anxious expression, his teeth now partially visible,

“She’s dead, Charles.”, Caroline says, with some sincerity, and a touch of condem-
nation.

“I’m sorry, I obviously didn’t know that.”, pausing to size up her response, I can
see that she’s not truly upset by my comment,

“Also, that just wasn’t fair.”, I add.

“I know, it’s OK, but you really do -

She was American.”

“I didn’t know that -

Perhaps that’s why you’re not a total snob.”, Petter laughs a bit to himself, and
looks into his nearly empty beer, finishing it o↵, as Caroline gives me a bit of a look,

“You’re not entirely forgiven just yet.”, she adds, then looking away at the game.

“So you have U.S. Citizenship then?”, she turns back round, and replies,

“Yes.”

“So you’re not just with me for the papers.”, I say, as I take a sip of my beer,
almost laughing, and she shakes her head in smiling disapproval of my shamelessness,
turning back to the screen.

Petter then quickly chimes in,

“I think we can get married in New York now.”, and Caroline turns round,

“I could use citizenship.”, he says, and so I reply,

“You see, Caroline, I also have options.” †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Years & Years, “1977” (2015).

2. Richard Wagner, “Das Rheingold” (1869).

3. Charlie Parker and Gillespie, “Anthropology” (1949).

4. Irving Berlin, arr. by Nora Jones, “How Deep is the Ocean” (1932).

5. The Cranberries, “Ode to My Family” (1993). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZlGqWpCF58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KHpnY4bnSIc&t=295s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zq3HDQr7xWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGQ_4115Oe4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGQ_4115Oe4
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Nótt

We come home in the early evening, she’s still dressed from a party, as am I, and
she begins to describe her father’s home -

“It’s an old farm house, he completely transformed it, he only kept the floors and
the stairs, replaced the frame with glass and black iron.

He did it when my mother died, I think he felt guilty for not making her something,
when she was alive, though he gave her everything, she wanted for nothing, but it’s
di↵erent -

This was his idea, his monument for her, somewhere she could still be with him,
because it was all for her.”, she pauses, looking out at the sky outside my window,

“From the family room, you can see a beautiful almond tree, in the middle of the
yard, it’s just lovely.”, she turns to look at me,

“Though it’s winter, so, it’ll just look like a big tree in a yard.”, she pauses, still
looking at me,

“The grandchildren are coming, you will love them, and you’ll see Petter again, I
know you love him as well.”

“That would make me happy Caroline, thank you.”

“He will love you -

You will ruin anyone else I ever bring home.”

“That’s a bit unfair, isn’t it?”, and she smiles,

“I’m sorry, that was rude.”, and adds,

“We can go for Christmas, would that be easier for you as well?’, and I say,

“That sounds great.”, and she sits beside me on the bench before my dining room
table, her fingers slowly slip into mine, as we both watch the Moon above the low
skyline outside. †
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Something that haunts us all

I can see that Petter still loves Dagny, when he looks at her.

To his credit, she is physically perfect, and in this setting, I don’t know how he
manages -

Her Annie Hall outfit, her buxom thighs, in tight pants, a button downed top,
complete with a faux bow tie, a long length of silk dangling below it, the giant glass
around us, the ashes of a simple home, the touch of his woman, gone, a mother, his
wife, leaving only the black iron of a rough man, the regal curtains and couches;

His longing, his sadness, his intentions, but it’s not that, it’s her joy, the girl that
really loves him;

That he invited her to Christmas, and that she said no;

That he invited her to Fou tomorrow night, and that she said no;

And that he’s made plans with a squadron of fit women as a consequence;

And that Dagny’s moved on.

Though unrelated to him, I can see, when he looks at her, he feels at home.

I know what that is -

The extinction of possibility, the best things in life, all stubbed at the root.

There are plainly worse things, but for a young man, this is real pain, involuntary,
beyond you, beyond any of us, you feel cursed, by love itself -

Deep inside your body, your drive, your love for another, a future buried and lost
within her skin, broken, it can break a proud man, a young man, which he is, and I
can see that he’s hurt, when he looks at her, his love has nowhere to go.

They’re going to sleep together tonight;

I’m worried what that will do to him -

She just wants him again, the cruelty of women at times, seeking the comfort of
men that still love them, because it is simpler than the alternative, though we are all
guilty of these things.

I have to spend the next few days with him, but I actually care for him, for some
reason -

I can see an old man in him, despite his youth, perhaps this is why, the sting of
loss, like a poison in the soul, of the order that makes you weary of having children
altogether.
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Only love can do this to a man, but only love can make you a great man -

Without it, we are lost, caught between life and death.

These things sound cliché to us now, because we’ve been ruined by idiots and
losers, but the truth is:

Watch a lion kill something.

Why?

Mother, father, baby -

Two, the minimum required for distinction, and without it, everything is the same;

Because it loves its babies, its mate, unable to know anything else at all, unlike
us, caught in anxiety induced by a fiction;

Watch it happen -

Watch its muscles, its bones, its expression, its teeth, its paws, its claws, as it
climbs, the blood that stains the fur around its mouth as it finally bites, as it eventually
rips the guts out of something, all automatic, and you’ll understand what love is;

There will be no doubt about what powers greatness, for it is love, and only love,
and you will likely be afraid of what you find, of what you see, involuntarily:

Love provides the will to be unreasonable, to survive, because some people simply
do not deserve our sympathy.

Caroline’s father, Johann, a truly gigantic man, I can see this in him as well -

All our ambitions, set before the indomitable:

Death.

Death is indi↵erent, it seems, creating justified anxiety, and at times loss, of the
kind Petter has only flirted with, that Johann is wedded to, that haunts us all.

Love is the only thing we have to manage in the context of the void, the other
side, the nothing that might await us all, if we’re honest about it -

That if I love enough, perhaps I can steal a bit of the something before I go.

Fyfe continues, “For You.” †
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Caroline’s sister is a drunk

Caroline’s sister is a drunk, smokes, and is quite rude -

“I heard you beat up Caroline’s ex-boyfriend.”, she says, laughing to herself, smok-
ing.

“I did not beat him up -

I hit him in the ass with a squash ball.”

“Not as impressive.”, trying to hide her smile, she takes a drag, passes me a bottle
of schnapps, which I slowly take with my right hand, staring at her, sizing her up, as
she then takes out a pack of cigarettes, o↵ering me one -

I smoke with her, in part to earn more of her a↵ection and trust, but also to control
her speech by doing the same, which is plainly a liability, though Caroline’s father is
in the city for the night.

She senses my game, through my apparently visible apprehensions, and relaxes her
posture, leaning back into her chair, and so I conclude she must love her sister -

“Don’t worry, no one ever liked him, and we all know about it, even dad, no one
cares at all.”

We sit beside the fire for hours, Caroline watching us at times from inside the
house, as, “Nobody Knows” eventually plays. †
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The Garden

What if everyone did this? I think about these things.

There’s a bit of melancholy and alcoholism to Petter’s personality -

Petter is the rational hedonist, the true friend, the complex man, that is perhaps
not notable in terms of civic honor, but is by no means lamentable in that regard
either;

Such a man can have a longing for something else, despite his fortune.

Pat must be a creature of Hell itself, though he is personally mundane, and it is
instead his slow viciousness that will grow like a moss, on others, and in the end, lead
us into actual Hell, to a state where nothing can be done without the blessing of a
leech.

“I don’t want to eat outside, fully dressed.”, Petter says to Harald, as I’m on
the FaceTime call as well, though I don’t say anything, just listening, with a bit of
pretension in Petter’s voice, sitting in his living room chair, smoking alone, his phone
apparently perched at some distance, a massive painting behind him, giving him the
appearance of a villain.

“You want to eat, and then go home and change?”, Harald replies.

“Let’s do just drinks at Bank Hotel -

I’ll make steaks for everyone on my grill before.

Bring your tuxes, you can freshen up and get changed at mine after eating, there’s
no rush, our table at Fou is at 01:00, take a shower if you want, I have towels, for
everyone -

You can leave your clothes at mine.”

“Alright, that sounds good.”

I then text him, “I don’t have a tux with me.”, to which he immediately replies,
“That’s fine, there’s no tux for me either.”, “Sounds good.”, I quickly shoot back.

...

Petter buzzes me into his building, on Karlavägen, not far from Sturegaten, and
so I push the door in and walk up, one flight of stairs, spot his apartment number,
above a mail slot, around the lower middle of his door.

He opens the door before I ring the bell, standing below a brass chandelier, as The
Doors play, from within his apartment, “Roadhouse Blues”:

It’s comprised of long and thin, cylindrical tubes, with slats cut into the side, re-
vealing the bulbs below, su�cient in number and just wide enough to cast a continuous
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glow.

Petter’s wearing faded black jeans, and a black t-shirt, a black leather band metal
Omega Speedmaster, with simply outrageous gold-buckled Gucci loafers, with no
socks:

Black leather, visibly lined with long fur, exposed at the back, I cannot help but
notice, and he sees me spot them,

“10,000 SEK.”, he says, with great pride,

“Worth every bit, for nights like these.”

And as it turns out, they’ve never left his house.

“I can get you a drink, but we’re just about to sit and eat.”, he says, gesturing
for me to step in, then pointing toward the table, the door then closing behind me,
I take o↵ my sneakers, place them down on a mat with all of the others, and take a
look around, as I stand, following Petter into the living room -

The place is immaculate, the kitchen to my left, pale green industrial glass with
aluminum bolts in all four corners covering the door of the fridge, beside it a white
marble counter, a chef’s range above, a steel or aluminum stove below, white sheet
rock walls.

The floors, classic Stockholm, pale-wooden and patterned, the living room chan-
delier plainly from Flos, comprised of a roughly spherical array of large transparent
bulbs, suspended from a white cloth covered chord, hanging above what seems to be
a Victorian era, rose-wood round dining room table, everyone already seated, though
the food yet to be plated.

A dark grey sectional against the left living room wall, also white sheet rock, no
table, just a black leather Dunhill chair opposite the sectional, above a large dark
brown and white, plush real fur rug, covering all the open space in the left half of the
living room -

Three standing gold metal ash trays, gilded, seemingly identical, each about waist
high, one at each corner of the couch, the third to the side of the Dunhill chair.

At the far wall, a Ryan Hewitt painting, I know his work fairly well, surprised but
not really that Petter does as well, enough to buy one, a large one at that -

I know the piece, from one of his collections, “The Garden”, two figures, roughly
centered, set within the canvas, of mostly dark blues and greens, one on the left,
the other on the right, with their backs toward each other, at the bottom, seemingly
suspended, some attached to stems, a set of flowers.

I make it to the table, to my right, floor to ceiling windows, that overlook a mess
of greenery, bushes and trees, blocking visibility, into Petter’s place, from the common
patio just outside, where he’s grilled our steaks.
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Tiny transparent lamps, with little metallic tops, also likely from Flos, litter the
white painted ledges of the otherwise glass wall.

I make it to the table, and pull out the one empty chair before all empty glasses:

Black leather, with rough, thick sewn leather seems along the edges, thin gold
trapezoidal legs below;

The grey matted metal cutlery, the knife with reflective silver serrations, wrapped
within a bone white napkin, grey trim, the plates, simple but brilliant white ceramic,
highly reflective;

In the center of the table, several bottles of Pellegrino, each with Missoni labels,
and a multitude of wines, a Frappato, a Zinfendel, I add a Valpalicelo that I’ve brought
from the local Systembolaget.

Petter enters carrying a large wooden cutting board, carried from the kitchen with
six narrow boneless rib steaks, with a single matted grey serving fork laid upon it.

“Don’t wait for me.”, he says, laying it down, then leaving, coming back, this time
with a pale blue matted, ceramic serving bowl, with thin wavy white lines painted
along the exterior, inside a set of matted grey metal serving tongs, and an endive,
watercress, blue cheese salad, sizable but not gigantic chopped tomatoes interspersed,
and what seems to be a dark vinaigrette, with bits of small crushed fruits.

Petter takes a seat, and we eat, in relative silence, as the music has now stopped.

...

All of us changing at Petter’s place takes a bit of time, though all of us drinking
throughout, mostly scotch, Lagavulin 10-year, super peaty, plainly setting the tone for
the night, “Satisfaction” nearly blasting, Petter emerges from his bedroom, wearing
just a simple black t-shirt, beneath a black nylon bomber jacket, tan lining, silver
zipper, a rather thick collar, up, framing his neck, and black leather Varvatos sneakers,
still wearing the Omega Speedmaster.

Petter takes a seat in his Dunhill chair, Harald now wearing a tuxedo, shakes his
head, visibly annoyed Petter’s not wearing a tux, despite suggesting the rest wear
tuxes -

Harald sees me, sitting, wearing a simple dark button down and jeans, rolled up
a bit above my wrists, perhaps concluding, I didn’t bring a tux with me to Sweden,
excusing Petter’s casual look.

Petter eventually stands as it plays, dancing a bit, always holding on to his
cigarette, except when actually smoking, and even then, his fingers maintain con-
trol, smoke then billowing around his face, he looks around his apartment, as it plays,
taking in the words, he announces,

“I’ll be just a minute.”
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He goes into his bedroom, closes the door behind him, then it opens, as he walks
back out about a minute later, carrying a small black leather attaché, by the handle,
in his right hand, gold buckles, and a black leather handle, his cigarette in his left,
another painting barely visible to the right of his bed, he makes his way back to his
chair, still standing, he places the cigarette into the stand, still lit, then takes his seat,
enters the combination for the locks, as the cigarette burns, they pop, he slowly lifts
the lid, and turns it round towards us, with the lid up, the red velvet lining exposed,
the gold levers within set at slightly less than a right angle -

I peer in to see a silver tie clip, visibly worn a bit, a folded vintage t-shirt, held
down by a black elastic strap within, a somewhat faded silk scarf, and a bunch of
autographed photographs, in glass cases, one of Frank Sinatra, one of Mick Jagger,
and one of Jimmy Page.

Harald asks Petter, looking around the group,

“Vad är dat?”

Petter slowly looks up, looking at all of us, he says,

“It’s the real thing.”

Everyone stares, deeper into the case, to get a closer look, though no one reaches
in, getting the sense, without any words, it’s all o↵ limits:

The red velvet lining, bounding the hard, rectangular corners of the interior, the
light green sides of the glass around the photos, the gold plated metal machinery in
the case, the time-weathered items, all plainly original -

It is the real thing.

The cigarette smoke, starting to creep from the tray beside him, Petter spots it,
and slowly closes the case, stands, turns, and leaves the room, taking it with him,
leaving the cigarette behind him.

...

“Paranoid” starts playing, Petter pauses, now seated, again in his Dunhill chair,
smoking, then suddenly puts his cigarette out, hits his right leg with his right hand,
and says to the group, he looks at his watch, realizing we’re not making Bank Hotel,
as it’s almost 1:00 -

“Skal vi go?”

Everyone nods their head, looking around, then walking towards the door.

As we put our shoes and jackets on, Petter heads to the freezer, pulls a bottle of
schnapps, sets up a line of shot glasses, on his kitchen counter, that he just pulled
from his bar, stomping his foot to the song.

He hands us the shots, two at a time, making three trips, and then when done, we
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all start shouting, “Sk̊al”, roaring, shouting like animals, a bit out of sync, some of us
raising our empty glasses into the air.

...

Petter tells the car to stop early.

Harold -

“Va Fan?”

“Facciamo passeggiata.”, Petter says, as he lights a cigarette, now standing alone,
just outside the car.

Harald shakes his head, his aggravation, fused into genuine, academic curiosity.

Petter continues, as everyone else exits the car -

“They do this basically everywhere in Italy, I think we should do it here as well.”

We walk, for just a few meters, to realize, people are plainly staring at us -

Our confidence soaring, four men in tuxes, plus two dressed like pop stars, Harald
in particular gets a fond look from an older simply gorgeous woman, dressed a bit too
well for a club or a bar, perhaps having earlier seen a play at one of the nearby theaters,
she passes almost inappropriately close to him, despite her date, on her arm, Harald
turns round, and sees her looking back as well, smiling at that, as his aggravation
fades -

He nods his head, to himself, as she keeps walking, so he looks forward, ru✏es his
shoulders, adjusts his lapels, then walking forward, with simply tremendous swagger.

...

As we walk in to Fou, I can hear David Guetta, “Dreams” playing, getting louder
as we approach the black and white tiled floors, seeing a corner table, roped o↵, plainly
ours -

Harold sees Petter, texting on his phone, as we’re walking in, and asks,

“Ingenting bra?”, as we’re still walking.

“As close to perfect as is possible, at least for now.”, Petter replies, then looking
up at Harold, with a serious expression, Harold sees he’s actually detached, and he
just doesn’t get it, the synth line erupts as we enter the room, the lights suddenly
pulsating, the lead before the drop -

“That sounds pretty good.”, Harold says, and Petter grins a bit, in reply,

“It is.”, the lights again go dark at the drop, and the whole house erupts into
cheer:
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Bottles lifted, glasses raised, friends embraced, Harold looks around, turns back
towards Petter, shaking his head, and puts his hand on his friend’s upper back, and
as he’s walking, he leans in to Petter -

“Don’t be so fucking serious.”

...

“Call on Me”, the girls walk in, in such a large number, walking right towards our
table, as the dance floor itself seems to notice -

Harold’s face illuminated, in the darkness of the club, visibly grinning, even from
my perspective, just behind him, in profile, and all is forgiven.

Teddy and Jo attempt to casually stand up from the booth, plainly out of their
minds due to the small army of women that has suddenly invaded our lives, while Deji
and I watch the nonsense of single life unfold, quietly smiling at each other.

Petter is roasted drunk, his date, Petra, takes a seat beside him, to the right of
both of us, beginning with a casual kiss on the lips, then quickly making out, otherwise
alone, he’s already lost his glass, several times, now just drinking from a bottle of rose,
she suggests without saying that she wants some as well, takes the bottle from his
hand, with a bit of competition, and drinks from it, then places it down on the table
beside her.

Christine shows up at the table as well, watching them for a moment, as she starts
to make herself a drink, Petter looks up, picks up the wine bottle, and says,

“Would you like this instead?”

She says,

“Nej.”, as she continues to make herself a drink, making a point of quickly pulling
a bottle from the ice bucket, while looking directly at Petter -

Petra grabs his inner thigh under the table, inching her hand up, a bit, then
squeezing.

“I guess we can take care of it.”, he replies, not breaking eye contact once during
the entire exchange with her, then looking away from her to make out again with
Petra.

Harald and Jo make small talk with the remaining group of what seems to be
nearly ten women, Deji and I feeling a bit selfish, and self interested, and also out of
vanity, all dressed up, why not, we won’t do anything wrong, we walk over, and help
our friends have a night they’ll likely remember for some time.

...

Women are into women that can attract men, just like women are into men than
can make other women attracted to them, and so, Petra makes it happen, on the dance
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floor, later on, without him, while he sits and watches from the center of the booth,
drunk o↵ his fucking rocker -

“Sweet Dreams”, made of this:

Petra:

She’s Dutch, she’s drunk, she’s ultra tall, and extremely mean.

Petra slowly stalks her, keeping her out late, all night, like a lioness, touching her
hand, up her wrist, she can’t believe it -

She smiles in response, with a bit of judgment, and Petra smiles as well, though
Christine brushes it o↵, focused instead on the guy that’s been dancing with her
politely for the last hour or so.

Petra literally breaks them up, pushing her left hand into his chest, and takes
Christine’s hand with her right, again, though this time lifts it up, into the air, and
pushes him out of the way, cutting in between them, spins Christine around, and when
she comes back around, Christine again shakes her head in disbelief, though smiling,
again, and Petra pulls her in, not smiling at all -

Christine bites her bottom lip, leans in and kisses Petra on the lips, the lights
explode like lightning, the dust in the room now visible between their proximate faces,
she closes her eyes, and opens her mouth, an exchange now closed.

Petter sees this all happen, sitting in the center of the booth, alone, grabs the
vodka bottle from the bucket, ice and water spilling on the table, he starts pounding,
drinking, like a fucking animal, wipes his lips o↵ afterwards, hu�ng to himself, almost
coughing, as it’s ruthlessly cold, the dance floor now barren, dark, lights pulsating,
he squeezes the bottle in his hands, his fingers clutched about its frozen exterior, his
fingers almost in pain, his biceps taught, as he holds the bottle beside him on the
bench -

Everything he’s ever wanted, about to happen, though everyone else is gone, and
so is Petter.

...

When they come home, Petra looks as though she’s about to grab me o↵ the couch,
and Petter quickly says, while nonetheless still walking forward, without looking,

“Nej.”, stern and loud, and I wake up in response, politely hiding the facts, seeing
the silhouette of three shadows, walking past what seems now a dimly lit forest beyond
them, two holding hands, one leaning in towards me, then turning away, disappearing
into an unfamiliar room. †
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The private account

“I do want to have kids, someday, and I wonder, sometimes, whether they’ll like
me, if they ever find out about this.”

“How do you manage that?”, he looks right at me, and I say nothing.

He waits, and I still say nothing -

“I know you don’t do these things.”, he says, and pauses, “You don’t have these
problems.”

He takes a sip of water from his glass, then he looks right at me, again, his hair a
bit disheveled, and I recall last night -

He wouldn’t even leave his bedroom looking unkempt in front of his lifelong friends.

He wants something from me -

He sees that I know, and he laughs to himself once he sees, and leans back in his
chair,

“Fuck you.”, and I laugh, astonished, that I’ve broken something, without having
yet said a word -

What am I?

Honest, indi↵erent, and so I deliver:

I pause to consider my response, he folds his hands into one another on the table,
because he is right, waiting for something, and he’s right for exactly that reason, yet
I don’t want to sound condescending.

“Own it.”, I say, and he nods to my right,

“People do far worse in this life, and still have children.”

“You’re not a bad man, you’ll be a fine father, and you’re certainly not dishonest,
as far as I can tell -

You’re just a bit desperate.”

And I can see that he’s stung by the last bit, that he threw himself out there,
and I didn’t flinch, and instead I swung, but with a sincere a↵ection, though with
the candor of alcohol still on my breath, the hour far too late, he nods his head once,
down then up, and slowly stands up, quietly nods his head, again, now with his back
towards me, not ashamed, but realizing, yes, that’s how it really is, and then walks
about his kitchen, as I sit at the dining table, a bit nervous I’ve really o↵ended him,
watching him, carefully, so then following up,

“Everyone obviously has fun with you Petter, and your friends absolutely love you,
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plainly, and in part at your own expense, on a number of levels.

You’re not taking from people -

You’re taking from yourself.

There’s only one person you should apologize to, if at all, for now, as far as I can
tell.”

He looks back at me, a bit surprised, and I can see him working through the math
of what I’ve just said, as he stands before his white marble counter and green glass
refrigerator doors, then turning back around towards the sink -

“A philosopher as well.”, he says, with his back towards me, then shu✏ing about
the sink, he pauses,

“I suppose you’re right.”, he waits a bit, then turns around, leaning against the
counter,

“What do you say to some food?

Perhaps brunch at Nybrogaten?

Let’s leave this all behind us.”

I can now tell he wasn’t expecting the second, and now plainly unsolicited second
comment, though not o↵ended, not necessarily interested, though I know he was in
fact looking for exactly that.

...

“We may as well have a beer, after what we’ve been through.”, he says,

“Ordinarily I’d say no, but why not -

I absolutely love the co↵ee here, I came here all the time when I lived here.”, I
reply, to which he says,

“This place is literally a life saver right now.”

...

“If I lived in New York, I’m not sure I’d survive more than a few years -

My reputation here, in Stockholm, limits my behavior.

There’s no such thing in New York, outside your immediate friends, and I can see
that.”, he takes a sip of his Pilsner, watching a waitress pass us by, then turning back
to me,

“What I did last night, I have to live with going forward, in some ways good,
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because it might happen again.

But if you did that in New York, no one would have any idea, unless you told
them.”

“That’s probably right.”, I say, cautiously, then following up,

“But the downside is, New York ends up alienating you from people for exactly
that reason -

Even your friends don’t know who you are, if you take it too far.”

He pauses in introspection,

“That’s quite dark.”, as he stares at me a bit, sizing me up, not retreating -

That’s enough, as now I see, we both understand each other. †
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The modern news cycle

Caroline and I are exhausted after flying back, coming back early evening on
December 31st, we decide to watch the ball drop on CNN at my apartment, in the
studio, with just a bottle of champagne, that we don’t even drink, other than to toast,
and eat some basic Chinese takeout -

“Sometimes CNN is great.”, I say, as she eats lo main, probably not interested in
my opinions on the matter,

“Particularly during Presidential Elections.”, she nods, not looking at me, watching
the ball glimmer above Times Square above the massive crowd,

“Twenty-four hour news has its utility, at times, but other times, I just don’t
know.”, when suddenly, Don Lemon reveals a bottle of tequila, from under his chair,
live on air, and stands to pour everyone shots, above Times Square, in the o�cial
CNN booth, when Chris Cuomo cuts in from the control room, shouting, from a box
on the lower right of the screen,

“Eyyoo!”, like Hacksaw Jim Duggan, and Caroline looks at me, smiling, as if I
knew it would happen, confused, embarrassed, and amused. †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Fyfe, “For You” (2015).

2. Emilie Nicolas, “Nobody Knows” (2014).

3. The Doors, “Roadhouse Blues” (1970).

4. The Rolling Stones, “[I Can’t Get No] Satisfaction” (1965).

5. Black Sabbath, “Paranoid” (1970).

6. David Guetta & MORTEN feat. Lanie Gardner, “Dreams” (2020).

7. Eric Prydz, “Call on Me” (2004).

8. Eurythmics (Steve Angelo Remix), “Sweet Dreams” (1983). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAPt3NYWQhU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBHiubKR0R4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtU0ss9Zki4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSSxnv1_J2g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qanF-91aJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_QiKAN2LIuk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qetW6R9Jxs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCt5puvhQXc
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Postcards from the Other Side
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Love has no regard

Earnings like a Chopard watch, she also has the watch, but with a dense set of
jewels at the bottom, the earrings each like a dandelion, with extremely small diamonds
at each of the tips, and incredibly thin white metal spires that make up the limbs of
the dandelion, each of uneven length -

I see her coming down the spiral staircase from the second story of the trading
floor, as everyone turns to watch:

It’s a blue stone that makes up the main leg of the earrings, that looks of blue
and white pottery, matches the leather band of the watch, and though it’s thin it has
white marbling in it, so when she walks it creates the appearance of dandelions before
a blue sky -

They were a birthday present for her mother from her father.

It’s a small o�ce party, and it’s on the trading floor, and she thinks the space is
gorgeous, and it really is, though it’s plain that her presence makes it otherworldly.

...

Another woman asks,

“Did Charles get you that?”, pointing to her watch, knowing that I can’t a↵ord it.

“Unfortunately, Harry isn’t paying me enough to buy that watch.”, I say, shameless
as I really am, right in front of him.

My boss Harry replies, a simply gigantic man, with no neck at all, just shoulders
connected to a massive head, a complete beast, he looks just like Dana White -

“You show up at 8:30.”, he says.

“I leave at 6:30.”

“I show up at 5:00.”

“Because you have to.”

“You’re the only one at the desk showing up that late.”

“I’m the only one that’s not actually trading.”

He pauses, not quite annoyed, though his face making plain I’m pushing profes-
sional boundaries, then smiling,

“And that’s why you’re the only one that can’t a↵ord that watch.”, and everyone
bursts into laughter, including Caroline, then looking at the woman who kicked it o↵.

“Caroline’s laughing because she’s already rich.”, I say, and she gestures as if she’s
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pushing me in reply, though she doesn’t, the faint contact of her single finger within
the flesh of my chest, as everyone else laughs at her, I lose my comedy, staring into
her with something along the lines of disbelief.

...

I ask first, then squeeze at the bulb of the flower of one earning, drunk, realizing
the literally hundreds of stems are all individually shock-mounted, and give without
any force upon my hand, then almost immediately recovering their form -

“Jesus Christ, how much did these cost.”

“Significantly more than the watch, so don’t squeeze too hard, poor man.”

“Poor man? We can take the bus if you want.”

“No, you can take bus alone.”

“Leverage is more than economic, sweetheart -

I know you love me.”

“There are other things that comfort me.”, she lifts up her shoulders, turning
toward me, the jewels just touching her shoulders and face, lifting and bending round
the form of her jaw, her earrings barely lifting as well, the jewels intermixed in the
darks of our car, the blues and the whites and the golds just above. †
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Postcards from Italy

Her dress is an overt reference to the Picasso collage, though done in a way that
makes sense:

It’s reflective khaki, almost a linen, with that thickness that khaki has, and a sheen
of a suit that’s been dry cleaned too much;

There are words taken from the painting, along the sleeves of the gown, down her
arms and in small text, along her sleeves, in larger font, “Figaro”;

Her toenails and fingernails, modest and almost ordinary in length, are painted to
match her earrings, in blue and white and gold, the same pattern, plainly done by a
proper artist;

She brought along a copy of the FT, in her right hand, her purse in her left,
knowing I read it each day.

We go completely berserk, and fuck in a hotel room after swimming, already around
5AM, and yet I shower, not done, she’s done, though I say,

“Let’s go watch the Sun come up.”, grabbing a vodka bottle from the mini bar
fridge, I slam it, she looks at me, in some form of disbelief and amusement,

“Fine, birthday boy.”, then standing up, completely naked, and grabs an airplane
bottle of champagne from the mini bar fridge, and hands it to me,

“You’ll likely need this as well.”

...

I propose going to Italy, “We must go to Rome, all of us.”, on FaceTime, with
Petter, who’s also drunk, as we sit on the grass near the water in Williamsburg, and
he agrees, Caroline as well, Petter promising some new partner, a woman he’s met in
the Archipelago, through family -

“We’re going to Cefalù as well, and I won’t entertain dissent.”

...

I play, “Postcards from Italy” as the Sun is now rising, on our way back to her
apartment, quietly at first, as she’s still asleep in my lap, her long body, barely a fit,
I’m all the way against the left side of the car, though she then wakes, “You can turn
this up.”, as the horns rise, the bridge returns, the East River dancing, polite in its
motions, she opens her eyes, still half asleep, “I love you Charles.”, and I don’t say a
word, just looking right at her, my gaze enough to reply. †
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The roads to Rome

The blacks of the trees in the dark of the night, as they pass behind him, looking
over, both of us laughing, all of us laughing, our Vespas not quite roaring, remembering
roughly the same night after college, barreling down the same road, the Colosseum
beyond me, now behind him, though that time speeding, my throttle exhausted, my
mind alone, though this time I see Petter as well, also exhausted, Caroline’s arms
wrapped around my waist, our maturity, our self control, the youth within us, the
birth of something beyond the violence of youth, Petter, with me, also with someone
to lose beside him, all of us working towards something more. †
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The roots of the tree

We take a car back to my family’s home in Monte Cassino, it’s a nothing place -

The spot of a war, and that’s why it’s known:

A lot of people got together for the purpose of killing each other.

And there was this old stone farm house, in the middle of nothing at all, no other
homes, no other things at all, really no other families, just minding their business, and
the world set in upon them.

And so here we are, decades after the fact, in an old stone house, two couples in
two bedrooms, Petter in love, with not just his new partner but my idea for the trip -

Our old stone house, the two of us smoking and drinking, our women now gone
to bed, listening to jazz, on an old stereo hi-fi, the fireplace burning, Charlie Parker
wailing, the two of us talking, about none of your business -

The mono sound of a single speaker too loud, the unelectric lights of the few candles
in the room, our lives unfolding, the balls to be real friends, the smoke lifting from old
ash trays, also on the table. †
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The soil on the floor

Not that you should know, though he said,

“She’s too good for me.”

“Oh shut up, faggot.”, I immediately reply, as Chet Baker blasts,

“No, she really is -

It’s not like Dagny, I have to stop myself, she loves me too much.”, and I immedi-
ately get a sense he’s being sincere, that he’s worried he’s going to ruin something, as
drunk as he is with her, he is now with me, and so I say,

“Caroline is the same, though not in that way -

If I take it too far, she’ll just leave me, you know that, but you’re worried you’ll
destroy a person.”, and he pauses, smoking, our family’s fireplace, behind him burning,
shaking his head rapidly, a drink of our family’s grappa in a small glass in his right
hand, both of our cigarettes smoking in a small space,

“A philosopher as well ... ”, he says, “Again! Fuck you.”, he says as he takes it
back, swigging the remainder of his glass,

“So you understand.”, I say, smiling, before the rubbish gas burning stove,

“Fuck, you.” †
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Le Tombeau de Couperin

We fly into Palermo, somewhat late, having booked rooms in Cefalù for that same
night, which requires a few hours of driving along the interior of Sicily, near the coast,
which is almost another planet -

The deep blood red interior, something like Mars, the hours of fate, we trust in
Petter’s hands, the radio unattended, left on an actual FM dial, some nonsense house
music, at a low volume, none of us paying attention, then without notice, Ravel himself
appears, in a fur coat, his mind on a war, within our cabin, an uninvited but always
welcomed ghost, his Menuet plays, the static giving way to clear signal, our geography
giving rise to new ideas, he says hello to us all, having died long ago, none of us dare
to touch the radio dial -

Fate having placed a group of four people into the hands of one that must guide
us to the other side of an island, in the dark, with only a song.
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The people you killed

Petter and I, again alone, smoking and drinking, this time in an old apartment in
Cefalù, in the second story of an old married couple’s home, again too late, both of
them gone to bed, Cassella playing too loud for the hour, he says,

“Should I do it?”

“You mean marry her?”

“No, kill her.”

“Fuck you, idiot.”

“Yes.”

“I don’t know -

Why would you ask this now?”

“I hate you.”, he says,

“Because I’m honest.”

“Yes, that’s exactly why.”

I pause, the simple lines coming in again, both of us knowing we stage these things,

“You know what’s most important, and what you can’t live with out, and if you’ve
got it, who cares? You’ll fuck up anyway, with anyone else.”

“I really hate you.”

“You’re welcome.” †
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Many roads to Rome

As we drive to Agrigento for the day, from Cefalù, I put on Arthur Berger’s,
“Serenade Concertante”, the playful lines set in, and Petter looks into the rearview,

“Whatever.”

...

A few minutes pass, the climax of the piece comes in, the gentle brass, the unassum-
ing chromaticism, he looks into the rearview, again, catching his glance and partially
feigned expectations,

“Faggot.”, I exclaim, and Caroline actually smacks my shoulder. †
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Like I said, many roads to Rome

The same motif from the initial climax coming in again, Petter now pulling into a
small beach o↵ the side of the highway -

“Someone’s made a decision.”, I say, Caroline looking at me with a gaze as hot as
the Sun,

“Don’t ask me to make friends if you don’t mean it.”, I say, and Sara says,

“I’m not deaf you know.”, and Petter immediately shouts,

“No, but you’re gorgeous.”, immediately confused and flattered beside him, she
explodes into violence, hitting him, screaming, as he drives,

“You’re ugly!”

“No he’s not.”, I interject, again,

“Be honest.”

“You shut up.”, she says, turning and staring at me from shotgun, Caroline still
watching and waiting beside me,

“You just love him.”, I say, staring right at her, tilting my head just a bit at the
end, then adding,

“Now let’s all get something to eat, because we all know who we are.”, both
Caroline and Sara, both looking right at me, in plain disbelief. †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Beirut, “Postcards from Italy” (2006).

2. Charlie Parker, “Bebop” (1962).

3. George Gershwin, arr. by Chet Baker, “But Not For me” (1930).

4. Maurice Ravel, arr. by Zoltán Kocsis, “Le Tombeau de Couperin” (1917).

5. Alfredo Casella, “La Giara” (1924).

6. Arthur Berger, “Serenade Concertante” (1951). †

https://open.spotify.com/track/7H0UxIN751StFi2tznmHlg?si=ea6f6acbf2544eb1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7mCyh706CY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwAwtMt8t4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wkt8T38aaMw&t=1210s
https://youtu.be/4JvFVPuXYXQs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tf66uo9tHU8
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The Plumb
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Chelsea Morning

I wake up late, sort of hungover, alone in her bed, which is unusual for her, typically
lazier than I am on weekends -

Not quite worried as I remember everything, and that she made us sure to be the
last of us to fall asleep, but curious, enough to motivate, from her plush bed and air-
conditioned room, an atmosphere of feathers keeping me subdued, I resist and stand,
shake it all o↵, grab my t-shirt from her closet, stepping out, hearing nothing;

She’s above her sink, her enormous loft apartment, atypically far away from me
for this city, singing Joni Mitchell, “All I Want”, in her pajama pants, her doily top,
headphones in, too polite to play the song outloud.

...

Caroline makes us proper cappuccinos for us both, as we without words struggle
with competing notions -

Getting up and eating proper brunch, or simply microwaving some more pasta, for
neither of us have the will to cook, perhaps an ordered bagel, perhaps with lox, that
must sound appealing.

We opt for sloth, and simply order bagels, an extravaganza -

Creamcheese and lox, capers on the side, onions in a foil plate, with a white
paper top, cold brew co↵ee, neatly packed, prepped with milk, overlapping preference
dodging error, the scent of cheap paper pepper packets remind me of my earliest
memories, too curious to resist sni�ng the restaurant pepper shakers, almost always
ending in what childen think of as distaster, simply sneezing, pulled into only what is
happening now;

We eat and simply sleep again, her giant frame churning as she dreams.
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I’m famous in Brazil

A homeless man asks,

“What are you movie stars?”, as we’re dressed up for Carnegie -

“No but I’m famous in Brazil.”, I reply, with a flat and terse delivery, and he then
nods repeatedly, agreeing with the possibility.

“Have a good a night.”, he then says, politely yet audibly, our pace slow enough
to make the entire exchange natural and unrude for everyone involved -

“You too.”, I reply.

Caroline looks at me confused, and partially smiling, as usual, not entirely sure if
it’s in jest.

“Why didn’t you give him any money?”,

“Why didn’t you.”, not a question.

“Charles.”, in consternation, partially o↵ended.

“He didn’t ask, he asked a real question, I’m not gonna insult him.”

“A real question?”

“Don’t judge his question based upon my response.”

Her eyes widen, she shakes her head no, then staring at me like I’m some kind of
zoo exhibit -

“You are confusing by nature -

what are you hiding?”

“I told you, it’s the Brazil thing.”

“You’re absolutely ridiculous -

You’ve never been to Brazil.”

“Sugarman never went to South Africa.”

“I know who that is, and you are insane.”

“Probably.” †
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I’m huge in Brazil

Caroline is actually suspicious of the Brazil thing because she knows I love Brazilian
music, and though it’s not quite niche, she doesn’t have a good explanation for it -

She stalks my Facebook, and sees a huge number of people from Rio and Sao
Paolo, and actually becomes suspicious, knowing I also frequent a Portuguese bar in
the West Village.

“Why do you have so many friends from Brazil?”

“Because I live in New York, and Brazil is a huge economy in the same hemisphere.”

She looks at me, probably correctly suspecting the obvious that it must be women
that have drawn me there -

“Did you date a Brazilian?”

“Yea, so what?”

“How many?”

“Fewer than in Scandinavia.”

“You better watch what you say, with your precisely vague replies.”

“How many Scandinavians have you dated?”, I ask, with alarmingly feigned sin-
cerity.

“You are insane.”

“Yes, I am.”, not quite forgiving, and not yet longing, she realizes I might be on
the spectrum, and so she pauses -

“You love me.”

“You’re insane for asking.”

“I didn’t ask.” †
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Swedish pasta

She’s made a classic Swedish chanterelles pasta dish, that I absolutely love -

There’s no apparent desert, as it’s quite rich on its own, with a simple but heavy
cream sauce, paired with a thankfully e↵ervescent Chardonnay, and Linnea aquavit.

...

I have no idea why she’s done this, but she brings up the woman at my desk that
I absolutely despise, the one that suggested I’m poor by commenting on Caroline’s
watch -

“You mean Krang?”, I say, with great excitement to deliver my random and insane
insult.

“Oh my God Charles how do you say that about someone?”

“You don’t even know what it means.”

“I lived in the U.S. as a child.”

“So you know what I mean then.”

“How are you one person?”, but I won’t accept her tacit compliment -

“I just don’t know how she breathes through her slime.”

Laughing even harder she cuts me o↵,

“That’s enough, this is impolite.”

“There’s no one else here, even she can’t hear us, even with her bat-like senses and
appearance.”

“It’s diner.”, she says, with some finality, yet lingering disingenuous delivery about
her.

“Are you worried she’s gonna swoop in through the windows and attack us? Just
close the windows, that’s what I do while I eat.”

“Just drink.”, she says, as she pours us both some more aquavit.

...

She asks me to check out her, “socks”.

“Why? You’re wearing stockings, not socks.”

“Would you just look, I picked this outfit for you.”

I peek under the table -
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Some kind of sexy high sock-thing.

“A bit sexy for dinner.”, she’s o↵ended,

“You didn’t even look, they go up to my thighs.”, she delivers with a pointless
severity, and I’m actually annoyed, trying to eat some of my favorite pasta, still not
expecting anything, I take a genuine look under the table -

Her naked crotch is right there.

“Oh my God what is wrong with you?”

And she explodes into laughter.

“You can’t say that after you see it.”

“Yes I can, I’m eating dinner, you’re insane.”

“So are you.”

“Fine but I don’t take my penis out while we eat.”

“It’s not the same.”

“I suppose not.” †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Joni Mitchell, “All I Want” (1971). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6NZ_2TuLf8
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A Good Problem to Have
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The growth of things to lose

Petter is coming to visit New York, and has already confided in me that he plans
to marry Sara, with the engangement likely to occur on this trip. I haven’t said a
word to Caroline, which reminds that Petter’s drifted my way, as a friend, a strange
thing to happen, it leaves me worried, the growth of things to lose. †
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It’s no excuse for error

“I’m going to stay at The New York Palace.”, Petter says, and I cut in,

“Did you book a room yet?”,

“No, why?”,

“Don’t do it -

Get a room at the Met Club, I can set it up.”

“They have rooms there?”

“Yes, for members.”

“Alright, I’ll do that.”

“Do you want to split an apartment, I’d do that, among the four of us.”

“Absolutely, yes, if you don’t mind, I’ll pay for it.”

“Get out of here, I made you sleep on my couch.”

“You didn’t know me then.”

“It’s no excuse for error.” †
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No ascots

“They almost didn’t let us in.”, Petter says, not annoyed at all, plainly happy with
the arrangements and the space,

“Because of the outfits?”, I ask,

“Yes.”, he replies,

“I’m sorry, I didn’t want you to dress up on a plane, so I just kept quiet about it.”

“I suppose that’s the polite thing to do.”, he pauses,

“What do we do walking in and out, to do the little things?”

“It’s fine.”, I say,

“Just head straight for the elevator, the sta↵ will remember you after a few days.”

“OK that’s fine.”

“Are you still up for the concert? If you’re not, don’t feel bad, I can sell the
tickets.”

“No, let’s do it.”, Sara says, shu✏ing her luggage, as she then sits on the couch
opposite Caroline and I, and Petter agrees, still standing beside his suitcase, before
the closed door of the room, donning an ascot tucked into a gingham shirt.

“Awesome, we have time, so relax, take a nap if you want, we have about two-
and-a-half hours.”, I say. †
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Mélancolie

My favorite seats were taken, but this time we’re closer to the stage, just to the
right of the piano facing the stage, Tier 1, Carnegie Hall, Jean-Yves Thibaudet, the
familiar reds, and staged tiers, like a gilded wedding cake -

He begins with Poulenc, “Mélancolie”.

He’s playing a medley of works, and so it a↵ords a chance for applause, after each
work, though it seems to never stop, as a cellist emerges from the left of the stage, and
they begin to play Poulenc’s, “Pavane”, to what is suddenly the sound of an empty
room, save for their performance:

The dizzying tonal freedom of Debussy, “Beau Soir”, though when he was young,
still supremely disciplined in selection, without the roar of the man he would become,
with just a few words, only a few minutes long.

The Debussy continues, though my thoughts drift to Sicily, the “Rêverie” reminds
of Ravel, our car ride together, then placing our lives in his hands, and tonight he trusts
what will likely be the rest of his in mine, and we all trust this man, this stranger to
us all, to play it right, so that Petter can have a happy life -

What’s the di↵erence between a ghost and a stranger, as they’re both unknown,
appearing at best in passing, leaving only an impression, apparition, perhaps a sound,
that to you is real, in your memory, though the means a mystery, whether skill or
magic, what’s the di↵erence? What placed it there, behind a veil, at all times, the
perennially unknown, the black tree, that reaches out, with the grace of a note, but
the guise of a master, unwilling to reveal. †
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Intermission

“That was just amazing.”, Sara says, and I reply,

“Do you play?”, and she adds,

“Yes, but not as much as college.”

“Did you study music?”

“No, I studied painting, but I played all the time.”

“That sounds quite nice.”, she doesn’t say a word, not quite awkward, but perhaps
because she’s new, and yet so familiar, to Petter.

“Charles plays as well, so does Caroline.”, Petter throws in,

“I guess I’m the odd one out.”, he quickly adds, laughing to himself, without a
hint of apprehension.

“Yes you are, but for other reasons.”

“OK that’s enough, please not in public.”, Caroline adds. †
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You better be right

The insanity of the first movement ends, and the second begins, totally out of
context in context, a delicate moment in the vacuum of what has passed -

Now conscious of my companions, that I have a shared moment with all four
of them, Petter to my right, oddly close to this man that was before Caroline, just a
stranger, a total unknown, at best a story, maybe one she told to get our business, when
she covered my desk, at her old job, the stain of commerce, on basically everything, I
try to forget;

That she introduced me to Malin, and probably now I know her well enough,
to know why, that I have to disregard these uncomfortable facts, to be an adult, to
forgive, because we both live in context;

That I hear a flute, and think of Sofie, and that will never change, and that’s just
how it is;

That Petter is afraid he’s going to hurt her, and that he cares what I think, perhaps
too much, perhaps unfairly to himself, seeing only where he lacks and where I don’t,
disregarding the balance of his character, doing injustice to his own idea of himself, as
usual;

That none of us know this man, and yet here is his, doing horrible violence to all
of our souls, Petter lost, sober for once, nonetheless, plainly about to cry -

“You better be right Charles.” †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Francis Poulenc, “Méloncolie” (1945).

2. Claude Debussy, “Beau Soir” (1880).

3. Claude Debussy, “Rêverie” (1890).

4. Maurice Ravel, “Piano Concerto in G Major” (1931).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxwX9o1Lji8
https://youtu.be/N_Ie57GUhzI
https://youtu.be/N_Ie57GUhzI
https://youtu.be/N_Ie57GUhzI
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The Tree Farmer’s Children
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The tree farmer’s children

She says the next afternoon,

“I’m not moving to Washington, I can’t live like that.”, as Damien Rice plays in
my living room, for some unfortunate reason, probably because the fucking losers at
Facebook found out she hates me, while I make us lunch, washing greens in the sink for
a salad I’m putting together, the day brilliant, sunny, warm in my apartment, though
cold outside, the trees moving in the wind, snow falling from their branches, limbs,
and leaves as they rattle -

“Live like what?”

“In the forest.”, she says with some aggravation, while seated on my couch, holding
some book she was reading.

“Your own father made this happen.”

“I know.”, she waits, clearly holding something back, and I cut in quite rudely, my
voice a bit loud,

“What is it?”, my back to the running sink, a wedge of stupid lettuce in my hands,

“We discussed before he talked to you.”

“Wow, thanks.”, my anger grows as I consider the issue -

“When?”

“Before you came to Sweden.”

“Are you fucking kidding me? Your father, that’s business, that’s one thing -

I’m not some piece on a chessboard, you need to leave, right now.”

She starts hysterically crying -

“I knew you wouldn’t come with me if I told you. He’s my father, I told him not
to say anything, it’s my fault.”

“That’s exactly the problem -

You invited me to meet your entire family. What is wrong with you?”

“It’s because I love you!”, she screams at the top of her lungs, visibly unhinged -

Her instant mania, I start to consider alternatives, though don’t o↵er consolation
yet, my sense of being slighted fading, I realize perhaps she had no choice;

Maybe her father told her he was going to o↵er me the job, without any alter-
natives, other than deferring to her on whether to mention their discussion of the
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matter;

That what she did was desperate, but perhaps better for her, the alternative a
callous and unceremonious introduction to her father, to then leave anyway;

Her sadness the night she invited me, the plain consideration of a future without
me, my God, what happened with Pat, now I feel like shit.

“I’m sorry, that was too much.”, but it’s too late, she’s completely wrecked -

“Jag hatar dig! Jag hatar dig!”, over and over, sobbing hysterically, hunched over
as she screams, a strange posture, now standing, her fists clenched, her cheeks red,
even her nose, so I slowly walk over.

...

“Why is everything so awful Charles?”, she says, finally leaning into my shoulder,
quietly, in my arms.

“I don’t know.” †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Damien Rice “The Blower’s Daughter” (2002). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkEZaOrzwbA
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Alea Iacta Est
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Sätt ig̊ang

It’s over one-hundred people, we’re flying the lawyers over as well, they’re going to
begin diligence the moment we land; engineers that are going to inspect the property,
environmental experts, and environmental lawyers, that are going to check for compli-
ance with local and federal law, we’re going to test the water in and around the plant,
and own it, pay all the fines, make a deal with the state and local governments, in
person, we have a meeting with the Governor in a week, and we’ve already spoken to
the EPA about what we’re doing; we have machinists from a portfolio company that
are going to inspect the tools at the plant, talk to the employees, figure out how the
place actually works, physically; accountants and tax lawyers that are going to pour
over all of their books, some of which are still kept on paper, no consistent electronic
records; we’ve got experts on indigenous rights, because some of the land borders the
Yakama Indian Reservation, and we’ve got a meeting with representatives of the local
tribes in a month; we’ve got a team of interns that are going to take all of the existing
contracts and financial statements and scan them into a single, searchable database,
organized by document type, then the lawyers can go back home, and finish the dili-
gence there, but this could take months, all of us living out of a hotel, completely
upending this little town, Glenwood, Washington -

We’ve got a bus waiting for us that’s going to take us from the hotel to the plant
every day, and it has its own schedule;

We’ve got our own administrative team that handles copies, faxes, scanning,
parcels, everything you’d need in a normal o�ce, and we’ve got it, brought it on
a plane;

We’re expecting a mess, and it’s already ours, we bought it, sight unseen, for
pennies on the dollar, using only the disclosures attached to the debt, and everything
publicly available;

I’m expecting to live here for years, possibly a decade;

This is a company that has stable revenue, good demand, thousands of employees,
and a product everyone needs, wood, but they can’t make the costs work, and we’re
going to fix it.

The plane is an ordinary 747, they’ve rented it, I’m seated in first class with Johann
and the other executives, staring out of the window, it’s raining terribly, we’re waiting
at Arlanda for a runway, and I hate flying, trying to hide my anxiety, burying it in a
glass of scotch, despite the fact it’s only 10:00 AM -

Johann knows me, he doesn’t care, and though I have to maintain the confidence
of everyone, he’s my main client.

The plane turns, the wheels turning, we slowly make our way to a runway, the
plane engines roar, I feel a rush of fear wash over me, lean back into my seat, take a
huge breath, holding my drink, the intercom opens up, and the pilot says,

“Sätt ig̊ang.”,
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And the plane starts to barrel down the runway, until it lifts o↵, the pitch up, I
fall back in my seat, “Immigrant Song” blaring in my Sony MDRs, my drink clutched
tightly in my right, I’m stuck, that’s it, this is my life -

The chorus comes in, I feel the engines of the plane push us even harder into the
wind and the rain, my anxiety disastrous, I take a huge swig, the pilot returns to the
intercom, convinced he’ll announce some impending doom, I push one ear to the side,
he says,

“Vi har lite turbulens, men allt är bra.”, he pauses, the intercom still open,

“Var inte en fitta”, everyone bursts into uproarious laughter, as if they’re all laugh-
ing at me, he hits the engines even harder, the plane now barreling forward into the
wind and the rain, the cabin rocking, my seat rattling, it eventually subsides, the
rain disappears, the sound of the wind simply gone, the plane perfectly stable, at an
upward pitch, leaving only the now gentle noise of its engines, the dark clouds still
flanking all sides of the plane. †
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Plant or Animal

I put on MTV in my hotel room, for once they’re playing a music video, “Dark
Necessities”, which reminds me of the programming changing over the years, from
music to content that has nothing to do with music at all, though VH1 had a game
show, in the middle, which was quite good, “Plant or Animal”, where you would have
to guess whether you were listening to Robert Plant, of great fame from Led Zeppelin,
or the wailing of a wild animal. And as it turns out, most challenges were non-trivial.

You can take from that what you will.

What I take is that there is su↵ering that has no utility -

That of Pat, and others like him, that just eat the pie, and crush it in the process.

Then there is su↵ering that is lamentable, and perhaps avoidable in a counter-
factual, but not, in our current set of facts, and stands along the road to growth,
unavoidable.

The unreasonable things I do, all the time, sometimes they work, though I know I
can’t say ex ante that they will -

Maybe that’s what it is, to evolve, to jump, knowing you might die anyway:

The coin that lands on its side is perhaps never the same going forward, forever
colored by the impossible -

Perhaps a glue going forward, that always causes it to inch toward the improbable,
a cheat, impervious to examination, giving the impression of magic.

I believe in these things, not out of numerology or superstition, but because perhaps
superstition can be calibrated, measured, and over time, lead us to new insights,
perhaps new intellectual heights -

That if there is anything that defines our species, it is believing in the unreasonable:

I’ve volunteered to be out here on the fucking Moon, risking everything, because
I know that others do the real thing, on the actual Moon.

...

It is the energy of our youth, our love, that cannot be contained, despite our age,
they simply cannot compete -

They will lose, out of sheer exhaustion, confusion, for we will make them work for
our capture till they break, and you must break them, make them chase you, until
they break, until they die, for they are wrong to try and enslave us, dumb and blind
and ruined, without the will to love, to live with abandon, like an animal, like us, for
those we love, for those that love you, unbeknownst, for we are insane, and do these
things, love from far away, across nations and time, without a word, until one day you
find an entire book, written just for you, because we are in fact completely crazy, and
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they are simply not, and don’t, and that is simply why:

That we will be a people of ideas, not of place, or creed, or skin color, or condition;

That those that love with abandon will eventually control all things, not out of
entitlement, but out of force of character, together, but because you love, so completely,
you will treat those that don’t with regard, and humanity, even though they likely don’t
deserve it;

That they will be your brothers and your sisters, though they are not, but because
you love so deeply, nothing in God’s purview can be worthy of unjust disregard, for
even those that love with abandon should be weary of the facts that they can’t control,
after the fact.

I’m afraid of God, not because I grew up thinking this or that, but because I have
common sense -

You don’t get something from nothing, and anyone who tells you otherwise, ask
them for a dollar. †
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Yggdrasil

We pull up to a Best Western, Led Zeppelin, still in my headphones, no longer
with executives, as Johan has taken them o↵, wanting me to instead get to know the
team that I’ll be working with for the foreseeable future -

The future, now totally unknown to me, in a ridiculous environment, my music,
my only context;

My job to convince a few hundred Swedish people that they should be happy in
the middle of nowhere Washington, as there’s more to come, and to fire hundreds,
possibly thousands of hardworking Americans;

My perennial indi↵erence, though I know I’m going to hurt over Caroline, but it’s
not now, instead I think of new love, because that’s how I am, always moving forward,
never looking back, only remembering, and only then, being depressed, only when it
makes sense -

Like some kind of oiled artist, a mechanically emotional thing, that takes the
intractable, schedules it, and writes a song about it. †
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How to do a private equity buyout

The facts of the deal:

It’s all the classic PE stu↵, except this time driven by a market event, and some
shenanigans, that took an otherwise healthy business, and wrecked it -

A-rated bonds are generally trading roughly the same as they were, and U.S. Trea-
sury yields are actually down, so there’s not much sympathy from a policy perspective
for intervention;

It’s the lower end of the credit market that’s been getting hit, including the com-
mercial RE market.

Johann’s been studying the logging market, waiting for an event, because it was a
gradual downturn, that eventually led to a sudden jump in rates for our target, once
defaults kicked in, in other markets -

They were fine the whole time, but they have a floating facility, which fucked them:

They use the floating line to manage cash, not for real borrowing, but the coupon
was tied to a not totally related market, and came in through the roof, short term,
done -

He eats them.

The big picture idea, the world is too fast, markets are global, events swing wildly,
over the short-term; the bank, American, threatens to sue, forces the company into
restructuring, they have a lien on everything, plant, equipment, willing to liquidate,
though it’s totally unnecessary -

They just don’t give a shit, because it’s a small loan in their book, though it’s
objectively huge, just over a billion dollars.

An employee of our PE Fund moved to the bank shortly after the default, and
apparently stole some software from us, and brought it with him to the bank; our
PE Fund has Swedish logging firms in its portfolio, and knows the bank, because
everyone’s been studying the American logging market; our PE Fund threatens to
sue the bank, over the software, which could also give rise to criminal actions against
employees of the bank.

The bank caves, and sells the debt for basically nothing, and we suspend repay-
ment, pull the firm out of their restructuring, which kicks o↵ ours.

I look at Johann di↵erently afterwards, acknowledging the possibility that the
entire thing was deliberate, including the espionage bit about the software -

Not a bad guy, but not my friend, as he’s actually my boss, and all my years on
Wall Street, in retrospect, not paranoid enough.

...
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Johann fires the CEO right in front of me, once the bank signs the bond purchase
agreement, in front of the CFO as well, after an ostensibly celebratory dinner, as soon
as the email comes in, while still seated at the table, and tells the CFO,

“You’re staying.”

The CEO flips out, and says,

“I’m not leaving.”, Johann,

“I am, have a good night.”, he gets up, and looks at me to pick up the check,
so I do, leaving me with two shattered adult men, having just been vandalized by an
apparent maniac from Sweden.

...

Johann makes me nervous after these encounters, and I should be, and that’s the
point -

He knows I don’t know these things, sitting at a desk, talking about swaps, how
to level someone’s career over dinner, and that’s important, for my new job.

...

Then we fuck the equity holders, all private, including the family of the founders
of the company, and I’m at the meeting:

We tell them what we paid for the debt, and they know, that means we can force a
liquidation and make a huge profit, so we’ll give them something, and at least they’ll
get it now, without the lawyers -

The company is old, its equipment is old, its plant is old, which means the liqui-
dation value is probably not going to hit equity, as we now own all the debt, so he’s
reasonable in the context of people that would otherwise get zero, but he fucks them,
he takes their money from them, and doesn’t care, because he has an idea, that I don’t
quite understand yet, but he walks away with total control, just days after stepping
o↵ a plane in a foreign country. †
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To find your muse

This is some shady shit, and I’m not used to it -

I think the software thing was real, he let, at best, someone steal, so that other
people, willing to steal, would be ruined by it.

I guess this makes him sort of awesome, but at the same time, he’s a monster,
perhaps their answer, what they deserve.

But who am I?

I’m not that guy -

I had a nice life, what the fuck is this?

I lost Caroline, my whole life, for this, and I don’t even know what it is yet.

If I quit, I hopefully won’t end up dead, which given his conduct, is not o↵ the
table, but if I quit, I’ll never know -

To be a fool, perhaps, or perhaps to dream, to have an idea, and make a life out
of it, a true adventure, to be unafraid, for so long as you can, for so long as you live,
wedded to it, until you find the real thing. †
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An echo of a memory

There’s nothing to do, the first Friday night after we land, so I take a walk around
the grounds of the hotel, which is beautiful, set upon the sea, near a bridge, and it
plainly reminds me, of the park, at the end of Valhallavagen, where I’d always run -

I got my Ph.D in four years, since my rate of publication was insane, and I had
already done graduate work in undergrad, so I took a year in Stockholm, Ostermalm.

It’s always strange, when these things happen, as if the artist has a common hand,
a common set of intuitions, or perhaps it’s simply universal -

People like the same things, that they’re just good.

This would be a less exotic explanation for coincidence, though I’m far too para-
noid, to accept such a simple theory. †
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Everything’s out of order

Though we did initial diligence, before we “bought” the bonds, it’s not what I’m
used to -

Everything’s out of order, with the real diligence to come, for the simple reason
that we got a shady price on the debt; which let us get a shady price on the shares;
all because Johann might have done some shady shit.

The bottom line is that we almost took no risk, because the plant and equipment
was probably enough to cover all what we paid, which I suppose, is the point of event
driven M&A -

It’s not supposed to happen, not one saw it coming, and we had the cash to make
it work when it did.

So the frenzy isn’t there, it’s a normal buy out, we can take our time, and figure
out, what goes on, at this plant. We’ve also got the benefit of long term capital, that
isn’t pressed to turn a profit in a year or two, but instead has a decade or so baked in
to the plan, the o↵er being, way out-sized returns.

Johann’s told me that my role is fluid, but it won’t be what I’m used to, upfront,
and will instead be cutting costs, probably headcount. I’m OK with this, and I know
it’s gonna suck, and be depressing, no coding, no discount cash flows, just some real
economics, of people likely getting hurt, and others likely getting rich. †
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“Precis”

The CEO isn’t part of the founding family, had a good thing going, for himself,
making just under two-million, every year, in an inexpensive region, at a stable firm,
stable clients, with a good life -

It’s not in his interests to take any risks, so they never invested in shaking up their
business, they just keep the place up and running, because it works, and he gets paid.

The CFO is a bit of a bookish type, has four kids, probably a nice life as well, and
I can tell, he’s nervous, and he probably should be. His initial thought was likely that
I’d take his spot, but it seems I’m acting CEO, though employed by Johann’s firm,
not by the logging firm -

Johann didn’t even ask, as he knew I’d never take their credit, given even what
little I knew about the plan.

...

“Precis.”, Goethe says, with a seriously deep voice, holding his drink, with such
great precision, exactly two fingers, his thumb and pointer, I can’t tell how the physics
works;

His outfit is just GQ, with an upturned, Flying-V-Collared shirt, simply incapable
of supporting a tie, such a statement, but so sharp, a classic patterned ascot, tucked
into his suit jacket, and his suit’s a bit shiny, almost flashy, colored pearl buttons,
nearly metal in appearance, but well below the line, he just looks good;

A really heavy beard, immaculately trimmed, dark blond hair, long but styled
back, perhaps even chin-length when let down, though I can’t tell right now;

From what I know, this is Johann’s main lawyer, though we have a team of roughly
twenty with us, even more back in Stockholm, slated on the deal.

I cut in to the Swedes, as I’m frankly getting bored,

“So have any of you been to Washington before?”, as we stand outside on a pavilion,
attached to the hotel, quite nice, the same sea beyond us, with the bridge now lit up,

“No, this is quite far from Stockholm, in many ways.”, he replies, and others not
quite impolitely agree with their laughter.

“That’s fair, and in some sense true, though I thought the grounds look like the
park on Valhallavagen.”

“You mean Gardet?”, he says, with a touch of confusion to his tone,

“No no no, the one on the other side.”, as he reflects,

“Oh my God you’re right, this is quite strange.”, he says, as looks out at the sea,
then out at the bridge, then back at me.
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“I thought the same.”, I reply.

“This is quite weird.”, his associate adds.

“Did you live in Stockholm?”, his associate asks,

“Yes for one year.”

“What were you doing? I thought you worked in A.I.?”

“This was after I got my Ph.D, I had a year o↵, did some more work in math.”

“So you took a year o↵, to do more work?”, Goethe asks, and I reply,

“Yes, I suppose I did.”, and he laughs,

“I hope you don’t expect the same of us, while on leave.”, now taking a sip of
his drink, his full hand around the glass, placing it down on the wooden beam of the
pavilion.

“Absolutely not.”

“Well that’s good.” †
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The dataroom

So these guys have a revolver, in their main credit line, which we bought all the
bonds for, and that’s what screwed them over -

They use it for cash, and the rate went through the roof, Venezuela zone, and so
they didn’t have any cash, because they had no chance of hitting such a high rate.

We called the syndicated bonds at par, so the only one that got screwed was the
lending agent bank, that held the bulk of the credit on their books, about a billion
flat, which we paid pennies on the dollar for -

Stealing is a bad idea, because it’s not just the cops that get you.

So that’s why we bought the bonds in a flash, knowing next to nothing, that wasn’t
public, because worst case, we liquidate the place, and make a fortune right away.

But like any deal, simply out of order, we make a data room, where you store all
the contracts, to get a sense, of where the liabilities are. And as it turns out, the place
is not a mess, just not up to date -

They keep their contracts on paper, with a scan in some database, though the
terms are hand-entered in a spread sheet, and of course, there are mistakes. So we
scrap the spreadsheet, scan all the contracts, hard copies, by hand, into our data room,
ask the lawyers, to then find every contract in the company’s database. If the lawyers
find a contract they didn’t, that’s fine; if the lawyers find a contract in the database,
that’s not in the dataroom, then either we screwed up, or they lost a piece of paper.

The point of this is not just getting sorted, it’s to a put price on the enterprise, as
it stands, which requires, knowing all the liabilities. †
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My apartment

It’s a corporate-style hotel, with the kind of wood you only see in an o�ce, or a
place like this -

It’s not low quality, but perhaps from the same place, perhaps from this firm, I
just don’t know the business well enough yet, though I read McKinsey papers, bought
a few textbooks, knowing that the real learning takes place on the job.

The room has a kitchen, a living room, bedroom, quite a nice view, of that same
sea and bridge, really can’t complain, though it’s strange, living in a hotel, with a
huge team of people, almost back at Harvard, except with better digs. †
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The mistake

So I send an email to a really young associate, that is covering the diligence report
on the dataroom, knowing that she’s probably the only one really putting it together.
I know the partners won’t want her handing me work directly, but this is not a normal
set up, as she’s living her, on site, and we have to work together at some point, so why
not right now?

She replies,

“Of course, can I have a few hours, just to finish up?”

“Sure, let’s say 18:00, if that works for you.”, as it’s 15:00 now.

“Of course, I’ll come by your o�ce then.”, as we also have rooms at the hotel set
up as o�ces, with most people in shared spaces.

...

“Hi Ingrid.”,

“Hello.”, she replies, as she slowly walks in, closes the door, and I say,

“Have a seat.”, and she laughs a bit, as she was simply standing before the door.

“So let’s have a look.”, as she hands me a stack of papers, binder clip at the top,
not stapled, I don’t mind, that takes extra time, with this many pages.

I already notice a typo on the first page, though I let it go, to find the format’s
a mess, it’s missing the plain English summary I requested of each contract type,
which is all I really wanted, followed by what looks to be two hundred pages of mostly
gibberish -

I pause, to make sure I don’t upset the woman, having realized, when she walked
in, that she is quite young, already knowing that she’s only been a lawyer for about a
year.

“This just isn’t good.”, and I can see her fear growing in her eyes,

“Look it’s fine.”, then the phone rings, a partner from Sweden, she must have told
him she was meeting me -

“Hello Petter, how’s it going”, not on speaker phone,

“Yup, we’re all set here, she can send it to you if you want, but I think we’ll be
set for now.”

“Great, speak to you soon.”, I didn’t break eye contact at all during the call, slowly
watching her cry the whole time.

“Relax, it’s fine.”
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“Thank you.”, she says.

“Why did you do this?”

“I didn’t have enough time.”

“So then say that.”

“But you asked for 18:00.”

“No, I asked for a diligence report.”, and she finally laughs at what was likely the
worst of her career, so far. †
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“I don’t know anyone”

“I don’t know anyone, I’ve met only the executives, who are almost all gone, and
Goethe, who I hardly see, because he’s so busy with the Fed.”

“Yes, we saw that coming though. So what do you want?”

“I want to meet the team, make a day of it, perhaps a Saturday, nothing too
expensive, just hiking, drinks after, something like that.”

“Of course, just expense it in our system, I’m not worried about the cost.”

...

So it turns out, the Fed noticed that a Wall Street Bank was paid pennies on the
dollar for a billion dollars worth of bonds, that were almost certainly paying par -

Johann owned it, said he could have sued them, and he didn’t, which would have
likely been far worse for the bank, but they have their interests to protect, so they’re
still asking questions, and Goethe does that all day long.
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Acculturation

I need to break the ice, these are Swedes, far from home, most of them are under
35, and likely would enjoy some fun, and to know I’m not a total prick -

It’s just the lawyers and the PE team, though Goethe has a few that didn’t make
it, mostly older ones, on account of what is rather serious work, fending o↵ the Fed,
though it’s all above board, as the bottom line is, Johann’s right:

He could have sued them, and he didn’t, which costs money.

And in fact, Goethe cautiously advised us that the bank itself might get fined, for
having hidden theft, rather than us getting into any trouble.

So I do the right thing, and take them tubing -

Something none of them have ever heard of, riding in an inner-tube, down a river,
though I nix the alcohol, and make them wait, as I’ve rented out a bar, a proper
dive, though with good food, again American, something they’ll remember, and likely
haven’t done before, not the Irish pubs you see in Europe, but the real thing.

...

“Seven Nations Army” blaring, as we’ve just gotten back from the hotel after
tubing, most of them lost their minds at the absurd sport, giving in to the fun of it all,
jumping o↵ cli↵s, swimming in what is clean water, reminds of Stockholm, a strange
bit of home, in a strange place -

Most of them overdressed, some suited up, perhaps assuming it would be like a
work event back home, the staid atmosphere of Stockholm, in general, almost too
beautiful to touch.

And she really is, Ingrid, with her disastrous diligence report, I can sense some
need for approval, which is only natural, perhaps an instinct for survival, and I know
myself, in this state, having had my heart ripped about a month ago. She’s working
for a solid guy, Christian, he’s simply brilliant, hyper-articulate, always ready, even
when he’s not, he can improvise, I almost trust him, since so far, he gets it done. I
also know, now, he lives with Goethe, back in Stockholm, for quite some time, so I try
to keep my space, despite the fact I really like him, knowing that when love touches
commerce, it rarely leaves things alone.

...

“What are you drinking.”, Ingrid asks,

“Just a vodka soda, not much soda.”, and she laughs,

“How bout you?”,

“I’m not so sure, the bartender made it for me.”
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“Is it good?”

“No, not really.”, and I burst into laughter.

“Well I hope you guys had fun, did you like tubing?”

“It was ridiculous.”

“OK not what I wanted but fun?”

“Yes, very fun, but ridiculous.”, she stops herself,

“What it is.”

“You’re ridiculous.”, she says,

“You can say these things, I’m not your boss -

You just can’t give me shitty work.”

“That was mean.”

“I’m sorry, that was.”, and she laughs,

“Thank you.”

“Oh cut it out, it’s fine, I don’t care, you’re new, that was my fault.”

“Because I don’t know what I’m doing?”

“On some level, yes, that was my fault.”

“Fine, I suppose.”

“You’re English is great, why?”

“I lived in England.”

“I guess that helps.”

“You’re English is good too.”, she says,

“My Swedish sucks though right?”

“Awful.”

“You’re flirting with me.”

“Maybe.”

“That won’t help your diligence report.”
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“You’re awful.”

“Maybe.”, she pauses as she stands, then leans in, her hand suddenly behind my
head, she kisses me, her tongue slowly breaks my closed lips, my apprehension, giving
way, they don’t care about this stu↵ in Sweden.

...

I have to walk the line, I really want these guys to have fun, and I also really want
to sleep with Ingrid, so I think, perhaps, it’s best to ask Christian, maybe give him a
boost among his piers -

Perhaps ask him to make sure people feel OK to cut loose, though perhaps that’s
unfair to him, so I instead ask him,

“Are people having fun?”

“I think so.”, he says,

“Are you having fun? You can say no, you know that.”

“Yea, I really am.”

“Is it inappropriate for me to buy everyone shots?”

“No, not at all.”

“Vodka?”

“Probably.”

“The liquor sucks right?”

“Yes, but it doesn’t matter, they get why you did it.”

“OK good.”

...

“What vodkas do you have?”

“We got a lot, what do you want?”

“Do you have Grey Goose?”

“Nope.”

“Do you have Absolute?”

“No.”

“Do you have Svedka.”
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“Yea, that’s good stu↵.”

“OK, let’s do a round for everyone, shots, chilled, no ice in the shots.”

“You got it.”

...

“Finally!”, someone shouts, as he throws back his shot, presumably on account
of decent liquor, presented in a familiar manner, The Killers blasting, as we own the
playlist, though I sent it to the bartender, as to not be a prick, knowing what it’s like
to su↵er music you can’t stand -

I was an audio engineer in college.

“I want to fuck you.”, she says,

“Jesus.”,

“Let’s go.”

“I can’t, we have to wait.”,

“Why?”

“Because I’m actually their boss, not yours.”

“Fine.”

“You don’t want to fuck me?”

“Obviously, I would like that.”, visibly, fighting her smile,

“Fine.”

“It would be more than fine.”

“More than fine?”, I lean into her,

“I want to have you on the bar.” looking at it, “But like I said, I’m their boss.”

“You’re not my boss?”

“No, and this is the U.S., so no boss fantasies, creep, you’ll get me sued.”, she
leans into me,

“You’re not fun.”, she says, slowly,

“Yes I am.”

“We’ll see.”, I don’t lean in, but simply say out loud,
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“No, you’ll see.”

“Such confidence.”

“You’re just noticing?”

“Maybe.”

...

“You look a bit like the singer.”, as The Killers continues to play,

“I get that often, actually, well, back then.”

“So I’m old.”

“Older than me.”, Christian replies, and I nod my head slowly, what a polished
young man -

“You’ll do well.”

“I think so.”, he replies, his confidence, he follows up,

“What’s weirder, Goethe looks like the guy from the video.”

“Holy shit, you’re right.”

“I know, we noticed.”

“What a weird life.”

“We also noticed.”, and I laugh, but stop my self, still smiling, staring at him, his
unexpected comment, real conversation. †
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Anything goes

I reach to put on a condom,

“Nej.”, she says, and smacks my hand away, grabs it herself, and I’m too fucking
drunk to care anymore -

In for a dime, in for dollar.

...

I wake up, the sunlight breaching the curtains, I closed in advance, last night,
which I don’t remember, like some kind of professional degenerate, in anticipation
of anxiety in the AM; I’m acting CEO, my boss is a maniac from Sweden, basically
stealing from Wall Street; I just slept with a first year attorney; I’m going to Hell; I
can feel her arms around me, they’re in front of me, her hands, she’s behind me, the
warmth of her skin on my back, I can feel her breasts pressed into it; I grab her hand,
her fingers move, grab mine, I let go, turn around, and she immediately starts kissing
me, grabs the back of my head, it’s Sunday -

There’s nothing going on but this. †
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Well that didn’t take long

I show up on Monday to a meeting with the legal team, and I can see the smiles -

“Yea whatever, get used to it -

You’re gonna get to know me, and everyone else, better than your best friends,
maybe even better than your families, this is going to take years to get done, and
you’re not going anywhere.”, and I can see some of them becoming anxious.

“We’re gonna have fun, but this is going to be bad, so don’t lie to yourself -

We’re taking people’s lives from them, their paychecks, their jobs, and they’re
gonna hate us for it, so you need to be ready for that, so you need people you love,
and don’t feel bad about it; no matter what happens, you can’t break this team,
because then you get fired, we get fired, all of us, even me.”, their faces now not so
funny.

“Anything goes, but don’t fuck up.” †
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Let’s make some money

We’re going to sell the bonds, on amended terms, and we’re going to make a
fortune, right away, because we paid nothing for them. This will also give the team a
chance to study the case, what wrecked the place -

Bad lawyers.

What’s your interest rate?

It’s a word on a page, and if no one paid attention to it, you’re fucked -

It’s really that simple.

What normally doesn’t happen is a maniac waiting for something like that to hap-
pen, with ears everywhere, that swoops in and eats your wooden lunch for breakfast.

...

We’re starting with a rep, as everyone on the street knows about Johann’s stunt,
knows I’m pointman, and so they also know we’re sort of in a weak position since any
price will make us money, but they also know, we don’t give a shit, because we have
enough cash to wait it out.

...

“We’ll charge an unsecured rate for the revolver, based on your credit rating.”

“Nope, based upon financials, we’re agreeing on a model.”

“No, we’re not doing that.”

“Then you’re not getting the bonds.”, I say.

Christian looks at me, suggesting I mute the box, so I do,

“We use the cash to pay bills right?”

“Yes.”, I say a bit annoyed.

“We pay that down with the receivables eventually, right?”

“Yes.”, I say more patiently.

“Let’s pledge the receivables.”

“You mean like an ABS facility.”

“Exactly.”

“Alright, we can ask.”, I unmute the box,
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“How about we pledge a set of receivables that we’re using anyway to pay the
revolver.”

“You want us to bake in a commercial paper facility for this?”

“For this? Excuse me?”, someone else cuts in,

“We don’t need to do that, you can pledge the receivables to a custody account,
we don’t need an SPV for that.”

“Correct - this is more than the lien, you get custody of the receivables, we do an
assignment, we can set up a master contract, have the payments made directly to the
custodian, it’s your cash.

You have models for this stu↵, it’s secured, it might not be bankruptcy remote,
but they’re not going broke, we own this place, this was and is money-good. We put
a good faith dispute clause on the models.”, I add.

“Let’s take it o✏ine, we’ll come back, but I get back.”, the same person says.

“Me too.”, I say, looking at Christian, smiling.

...

“Johann’s not worried about making too much upfront, but it doesn’t hurt, he’s
more concerned about getting a stable lender that won’t do what they tried to do,
which is ruin this place.”

“All that said, he gets the investors o↵ his back if he sends a big check to the
fund.”

“So what did you mean by custody?”

“You don’t need to have an SPV, you can simply hold the contracts at a third-party
custodian bank, I think anyway, we’ll see what they say.”

“Should I look into it?”, Christian asks,

“If you want, you can bill it, but it doesn’t matter, because it’s ultimately their
call, and even if you’re right, if their lawyers say no, he’s not gonna care what you say,
no o↵ense, because they’re writing the opinion.”

“Do you mind?”

“No, of course not -

The more you know, the more you can make fun of them.”, as he gets up, and
grabs the door handle,

“Christian.”, he turns around,
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“If you really think you’re right, and that their lawyer is being unreasonable, that’s
di↵erent, so bill the time, don’t go nuts, but spend a few days studying the question,
it’s the UCC, and the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, that’s where you start -

It’s worth it in the long run anyway.”

“Will do.” †
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“I think they’re actually worried”

“The plant employees look at us like we’re federal agents, I think they’re actually
worried someone did something wrong.”

“Did someone say something about them, about the Federal Reserve?”, Johann
asks,

“I don’t think so, and I didn’t see it in the papers.”

“It’s not in the papers.”, he replies.

“I think it’s how we dress, we look too formal, we look out of place, they sti↵en up
the moment we show up.”, there’s a silence on the line, the noise of an international
call,

“So what do we do?”, he asks, and I reply,

“If it’s OK, I was going to suggest they change to business casual, maybe jeans on
Fridays, so the workers feel less out of place at the plant.”, he pauses for a moment,

“Do you think the team wants to be less formal?”

“Yes, I think everyone knows what’s about to happen.”

“OK so do it, just don’t do anything the workers don’t do.”

“Understood.” †
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Denim Day

“I’ve got good news”, is the email subject -

“You can wear jeans on Friday, and dress down all other days, when you come into
the plant, but let’s keep it professional in the hotel, since we have investors floating
around at times.”

What I don’t mention, is that I also know it’s possible, we have visitors from the
Fed, and maybe even the FBI, but it’s not there yet, as Goethe says it is for now,
looking like the bank will take the hit, for what was in fairness, not only their tacit
involvement in theft, but also hiding it from their own regulators -

I plainly didn’t sign up for this, but here it is. †
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Treasury

They had a CFO, he’s still here, but we need a treasury, a group that monitors
the money, in and out, every day, all they do -

Doesn’t need to be an army, but someone needs to know, how much cash we have,
how much cash we’ll get, how much cash is late, and though it’s not GE, it’s a still a
big place, about ten-thousand employees, you need a thing like that.

So we interview, we pay well, expect to keep the person, the CFO is shitting bricks,
he’s not gonna lose his job, but I can’t tell him that, because it might not be true, I
just don’t know, but we need him -

He’s the guy that knows the place, and he’s good at what he does, but Johann put
the fear in him, so this is how it is, I deal with people’s personalities, their anxieties,
all while not really caring very much, but I’m decent enough to be nice about it.

Once we lock this down, and it’s been a few months of interviews, we can close on
the bond sale, make some real money, I can get paid, I can have some have fun, which
I need, because I know the real Hell is about to come -

Laying o↵ people.

I joke around, that I’m callous, and I am, but it hits me nonetheless, just not in
the moment -

It’s something shitty that reminds me, of the wrong I’ve done, never at the time,
convenient as it is. †
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“Where?”

Christian says,

“Just read it, it’s obvious, it says you get paid before all other creditors, which
contradicts the loan, with the lending agent.”

A pixelated voice says,

“Where?”

“It’s on page 85 of the Schedule to the ISDA, I can send an email to the group.”,
Christian says, looking at me as he says it, and I shrug my shoulders, suggesting it’s
fine, I just take his word for it.

The open air on the call, there’s a long pause,

“He’s right”, the pixelated voice says, the episodic beeps, a lawyer for the other
side, not our lending bank, then jumps in,

“He is.”, his voice clearer, not at a trading desk, in a real conference room.

“Fine, so let’s price at a secured rate?”, an unknown voice says, I guess in sales, I
jump in,

“What are we pledging? I don’t know you, no o↵ense, but no -

He just told you, our credit agreement forbids it, which is almost signed, you’re
wasting our time -

You’re getting market collateral, end of story.”

The trader jumps in,

“I don’t care, let’s talk Monday.”, and his lawyer says,

“I think we can regroup next week.”

I jump in,

“Christian, thanks for being the adult in the room.”, and the trader jumps in,

“Good catch.”

“Thank you.”, he says, and the trader’s lawyer says,

“We’ll talk next week.”, Christian looks at me and says,

“Let’s touch base and set a call for next week.” †
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“Where are we with the credit facility?”

“Hey, got a minute?”

“Sure.”, Christian replies.

“Where are we with the credit facility?”

“The agreement is done, the swap is not; you’re OK with their model right?”

“Yes.”

“Do you want me to push the swap providers to bless the model?”

“Yes.”

“OK, what should I say?”

“You should say the obvious:

That our lender thinks it’s fine, and they have much less at risk, so they should
shut up and deal with it.”

“You’re right.”

“That was not directed at you.”

“OK.”

“Christian, I’m a hateful person -

It’s not you I don’t like.”

“Hahah, OK.”

“Alright good, this is good work, we’re almost done, let’s get this done before
November, you tell everyone else, October, because we all need to get paid.”

“Will do.” †
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“Where are you going?”

“Where are you going?”

“I was planning on going to Seattle, then to Portland, Ingrid’s friends are coming
to visit, I was thinking Christian needs a weekend o↵, I know you’re tied up lately
anyway.”

“Yes, you’re right, thank you, for thinking of him.”

“Of course, he does good work.”

“He does, he really does.”

“So you don’t mind then?”

“No not at all, thank you for asking, I know he and Ingrid are good friends -

You’re a thoughtful man Charles.”

“I try -

So what’s up with the Fed? Am I going to jail?”

“I think they see the obvious, which is that they stole something, something of
tremendous value, and possibly in the billions, when you consider all in costs, litiga-
tion, claims, and reputation, so I think they understand, and are actually quite upset
that the bank hid it from them, and didn’t simply disclose what was an employee’s
malfeasance.”

“That’s a relief -

You’re a miracle worker, you turned this thing upside down.”

“No, I really didn’t, it just looks that way, but the reality is, what happened is
what it looks like -

Someone stole something, and that’s all that really matters, and there’s a cost to
that, which in this case, is significant.”

“So can we move forward with the credit agreement?”

“When are you expecting to sign?”

“I think we could sign in two weeks.”

“I would wait, if you don’t mind.”

“I really do mind, I want to get it in before year end, so that I get paid, so that
you get paid.”
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“I understand -

Let me call you back in a few days.”

“Sure, sounds good.”

“Does this impact the trip?”

“To be honest, yes.”

“I see, OK, let me make a few calls, and I can get back to, maybe even today.”

“That would be great, thank you.” †
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The lawyer’s answer

“I can’t promise anything, but it doesn’t look good for the bank -

That doesn’t mean it’s good for us, but the Fed is furious at what they’ve done,
and given what we’re doing here, which is not liquidating, that we’ve paid the other
bond holders out at par, the merits don’t support much intervention -

It looks like what it is, which is someone capitalizing on an inexcusable error, which
is not obviously illegal.”

“So can we close the deal?”

“I can’t say that, but I can say that if you do now, I don’t think you’ll have much
more comfort in six months.”

“I see, so then that’s it.”

“That’s up to you.”

“I understand, it is what it is, and it’s not changing.”

“I don’t think so.”

“I appreciate it, this is great work.”

“Have a good trip.” †
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“No one at this table is leaving, for now.”

We have the adults dinner, and the CFO is visibly horrified the entire time, con-
vinced he’s getting fired at some point, though the signatures are already in, this
time.

I can’t say I blame him, given the pace of change, given Johann, I guess me too,
the way I am everyday, around him, steamrolling people, making fun of them on calls,
in front of their peers -

He must think Johann’s the monster they only bring to dinner to fire people, and
maybe even eat them, lord knows what little he knows about Sweden:

A bunch of Pagans about a burning rock pile, with Christians on the menu.

Johann sees his anxiety, and says in front of everyone:

“This is not when we met, we have something to celebrate -

No one at this table is leaving, for now.”, and everyone bursts into laughter. †
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On the road

I’ve bought a Land Rover Defender, 1990, in anticipation of a massive payday
come February, and it wasn’t cheap, but less than my car back in New York, which I
still own, but I guess I should sell -

Nonetheless, it’s fucking awesome, engine sounds like a bus, plastic interior, high
o↵ the road, manual shift, everything original, except the system, which I had gutted,
Harmon Kardons, loud as fuck.

I pull up to the Best Western, in a proper cowboy hat, just for e↵ect, The Brim-
stones wailing, as Ingrid’s friends are convened outside, hysterical, as I scream at the
top of my lungs, laughing as I’m pulling up, Ingrid jumps in the front -

“You’re an idiot.”

“I know.”

Her friends including Christian pile into the back, the music wailing, just deafening,
the moment the hatch closes, I hit the gas, on our way to Portland -

It’s not good, I know, but again, the Europeans, they don’t care about these things,
but the Swedes, they do, which is why I asked Goethe first, but he knows, nothing
goes wrong with me, just like with him. †
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Golden Brown

I buy the most ruthless looking marijuana I can find, covered in what looks like
orange pubic hair and cocaine, though the proprietor assures me, it’s just pure weed,
and I oblige, both the man in question, who seems a harmless hippie, and my need for
something di↵erent, to get the fuck away from everything.

...

I get back to our hotel room, a hundred dollar baggie, I don’t need this, but I don’t
want to not have enough, so I’ve got a pack of Dutch Masters, as it’s been a while
since I’ve rolled, about ten years -

I’ve got no clue what I’m doing, but I’ve got enough to make a few mistakes,
expecting to take hit and go to sleep.

I put on Golden Brown, my high school days, high as a kite, all the time, never
alone, always with friends -

Perhaps that’s what I miss, maybe that’s why, but I don’t care, I need to do
something, I can’t stand it, I need to get away from everything.

So I light it up, a decent roll, the thick smoke of a cigar and dank weed, probably
toxic, hits me like a virus, coughing in a frenzy, like some kind of citrus in my lungs, I
can feel it hitting as each second passes, my eyes begin to water, I put the thing out
in the tray beside the bed -

I lay back in bed, watch the video unroll, my memory refilled, the sounds, the
high, the same, I’m back, I pass it to Ingrid, the only one that knows about this, I’ll
fire her if she lets Christian know what I’ve done, she lights it up again.

...

We stumble out of our hotel room to head to the bar to continue our shameless
campaign, when the concierge spots us, and seems to know we’re stoned, he waves us
over -

“Do you need something?”

“Look man, it’s legal here.”, and he smiles,

“No, that’s not what I meant -

Do you want more company.”, not what I expected, too stoned, unable to forgive
him, I consider it, the payment, the detachment, the diseases -

“No.”, I say, still mad, he fucked with my vibe. †
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So I was right

Ingrid tells me about her dreams -

“Did you think you had to sleep with me?”

“It’s not that, it’s that if I did, then things would be easier.”

“Alright, this is ... ”, I stop myself,

“Who does this?”

“What do you mean?”

“Who tells you what to do?”

“No one, I just know, if it’s going to help.”

“Help what?”

“Help me feel better.”

“What does that mean?”

“I don’t know, if I sleep with you, I know that it’ll be better.”

“You mean work.”

“Not just work, everything, when we party, work, my life, we all do it.”

“Who is we all?”

“All of my friends.”

“Christian?”

“I think so, he knows.”

“Why are you telling me?”

“I thought you knew.”

“I see.”

“Don’t get mad at me.”

“I’m not even remotely mad at you.”, she’s not going to change whatever this is,
but now I know.

“Do you like sleeping with me?”

“What do you think?”
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“I don’t know, you need to tell me.”

“Yes, a lot.”

“OK good.”, the best answer to keep a lid on this disgusting shit. †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Led Zeppelin, “Immigrant Song’ (1970).

2. Red Hot Chili Peppers, “Dark Necessities’ (2016).

3. Led Zeppelin, “California’ (1971).

4. The White Stripes, “Seven Nation Army’ (2003).

5. The Killers, “Mr. Brightside’ (2003).

6. The Killers, “Somebody Told Me” (2004).

7. The Brimstones, “Damaging My Calm” (2011).

8. The Stranglers, “Golden Brown” (1982). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8OtzJtp-EM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8OtzJtp-EM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDIz4talyQk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDuzszjrdcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGdGFtwCNBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGdGFtwCNBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFGzMSJJYF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-GUjA67mdc
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The Mud
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No thing left undisturbed

“Do you want to work for me.”

“I work for you, you mean on the PE side?”

“Yes.”

“I don’t know.”

“I’ll pay you more than you’re making.”

“Why?”

“Do you want to say yes or no?”

“This is unfair.”

“Life is unfair, yes or no.”

“I have to decide now?”

“Yes, don’t worry, I’m not going to fire you, but you won’t get a job with us
afterwards, if you say no.”, leaning back in my chair, unconsciously mad at him.

“Why are you doing this to me, I work so hard for you Charles.”, and I scream at
him,

“That’s exactly why I’m doing this, for you.”

“I need to ask Goethe.”

“No you don’t, but OK, that’s fine, end of today.”, still screaming,

“I can’t say if he’ll ...”

“He’ll be fine.”, still screaming.

“OK.”

“Why are you ...”

“He’ll be fine.”, finally talking.

“Alright, I understand.” †
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You did this

“I want to o↵er Christian a job with us, on our side.”

“He’s good for you now?”

“He’s fantastic, but that won’t change, he’ll be more e↵ective.”

“You pay him more?”

“Not that much, and it’s our expense, so you’re not paying their premium, and he
works full time anyway, he’ll work less with us.”

“OK, and what does Goethe say?”

“He’s gonna fire him.”

“I see, you did this.”

“Not exactly.”

“OK, no mess, right?”

“None.”

“Fine.”, he quickly adds,

“We need Goethe Charles.”

“I know.”

“OK no mess.”

“No mess.” †
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Yes

Goethe says,

“You’re obviously an important client, but you can’t determine sta�ng”, and I
immediately reply -

“Yes I can, by not paying bills, that will quickly cost you millions, and then I
imagine things will change -

You’re important to Johann, and I’ve tried to be nice to you, but you’re disrupting
my work;

This is billions of dollars at risk, and I rely on Christian, and you know that, and
you’re trying to take him away, and I know why, so cut the shit.”

“Again, this is not your place.”

“Wrong, this is not your place -

I’m CEO, you’re a guest in this company, so I’d suggest you take this seriously:

Christian stays until he leaves for our firm, and if you interfere, I’ll make sure that
you don’t, we’ll figure it out, without you, maybe he can take over for you, actually
I’m sure of it.”, a bit of mania in my expression -

That was too much, he gets up and walks away, turning his back to me, and just
before he opens the door I say, quietly,

“I know you love him, I get it, and I know you don’t like our friendship, but you
know I’m not gay, grow up -

Just because you love him isn’t an excuse to treat him like this.”

He turns around, visibly hurt, and says, plainly trying to hold himself together,

“Yes it is, mind your business Charles, please.”, and he looks at me, sincerely, and
though I feel bad, because I took his mentee, and his lover, and he’s stung, but what
he’s doing is wrong, unless I’m missing something -

“I’m not going to let you fire him.”, my tone now plainly a bit annoyed,

“I wouldn’t do that.” he says,

“I already approved the o↵er with Niklas, he told me you’re going to let him
go.”, I say laughing at him, and he’s instantly shocked at my shameless paranoia and
intervention into his professional life, unpacking the fact that now his managers know
he’s done something inappropriate -

“Fine.”, he says, leaving, visibly depressed.
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I concede that perhaps he was going to let him go, but not leave him romantically,
out of desperation, to trap him, but I can’t let that happen either, this is all insane,
and so I say,

“I’m sorry.”, and he turns around, the door partially open, one of his colleagues
quickly walking by, he doesn’t bother closing the door,

“Do you want him to hate me?”

“No.” †
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What’s worse, you did this

Ingrid spends every night with me, and we never have sex, but she won’t sleep
alone anymore. †
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Maybe

“So you must be happy.”, Johann says.

“I am, thank you.”

“It’s less expensive, you were right, Goethe will adjust.”

There’s an open mic on the call, it’s just the two of us, and I lose it,

“Why do we let them do this to us Johann.”

“Charles ...”, I can hear him crack on the phone, I’m not insane,

“This is not your job.”

“Not yet.”

“Maybe.”, he replies. †
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What it takes to win

I’m no pagan, but the early Romans knew what to do with ostensible kings. †
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VeGa

After the Wars

By Charles Davi
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VeGa: After the Wars
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“There is something more”, page 3. †
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There is something more

Terrence is black and I am white, as far as we know, so it’s not like everyone is
some mixed up ethnicity, but a lot of people are, which forces you to acknowledge the
obvious:

Our history is a lot more complicated than superfical race.

In fact, the relative peace allowed us to learn more about the real history of
humanity, and we uncovered dozens of species of early humans that didn’t survive,
but found traces of them in our DNA -

It turns out we’re all much more complex people than we thought, and people like
Sarah are reminders of this:

All of us come from di↵erent places to varying degrees, and so something else has
to bring us together, which was initially survival, and now it’s shared prosperity -

People are happy, it’s really something to see, things work, life makes sense, and
the ignorance that lead us to useless violence in the past is long gone; It’s a place
that people really take pride in, they take it seriously, and so when you do something
wrong, people really judge you, and don’t like you, because it doesn’t make sense;
People were initially worried society would turn into the Jetsons, or some kind of
dystopian nonsense -

It’s not what happened, some things got cheaper, others got more expensive, and
everything became cleaner and more e�cient.

Because the ship needs to account for every piece of mass during near-light travel,
we can’t move for hours at a time -

And that means exactly what you think:

Everyone’s literally shitting in their pants. It’s not something people can take for
very long, and it’s as awful as it sounds. So we break the journey up into pieces,
spread over a few days, so that everyone keeps their sanity.

In 2039 the light architecture gets implemented, completely dedicated to A.I., and
nothing else -

It’s not a classical computer, it’s a massively parallel machine designed solely for
A.I., though it has components that can perform all the standard operations as well.

By 2040, poverty is eradicated in the U.S.

The sounds of the intercom are noisy, there’s so much electrical activity coming
from the planet, it’s like we’re in the 80’s, like a walkie talkie, the signal cracking in
and out, but we can hear them -

The ship separates from the dock, and I don’t feel a thing, these guys are geniuses,
the machines are ghosts, designing other machines, that humans don’t even notice
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working, it’s all setting in, there’s something so unreal about it all, despite the fact I
do it all day;

The planet slowly comes into view as we continue to tilt in direction, and it’s
remarkably blue, the greys and metals and glass of our base dissapearing with each
degree, the planet looks like a jewel in a void, almost glowing, its blue sun behind us,
I can’t tell if it’s coloring its surface, we have no idea what’s beyond the atmosphere,
we couldn’t break through the electrical activity above the planet -

It’s all static.

The ship tilts down, again, no detectable acceleration, when suddenly the burners
kick in, and I can feel myself begin to be pressed into my seat;

This whole routine, simulated and executed millions of times, by a machine that
will simply not give up, will not stop, until someone tells it to, or pulls the plug;
The results are astonishing, as if a fluid is moving in a total vacuum, not a hint of
mechanical motion, despite all the metal, living up to her name -

A proper angel.

The drones drop from the bay below, before we hit the atmosphere, thousands in
number, and completely surround the ship -

I can see the flaw of humanity in their motions:

Like mechanical dandelions, they can change their shape at will, to create air
resistance, or minimize it;

They can produce a positive, negative, or neutral electrostatic field, which allows
them to change the density of air around us, allowing us to move, assuming it’s charged,
which in this case it is, it plainly is;

There is no apprehension or fear, they simply do the right thing, because that’s
how they are designed, but they will never do a thing without us.

Angel comes in over the com, with no interference at all:

“Prepare for entry, the atmosphere is multiples more dense than Earth’s; There
will be significant turbulence and heating.”

We can see the drones ahead of the ship start to glow, knowing we’re about to hit
the atmosphere as we dive, we all look at each other -

There are simple mirrors attached to our seats and in the cabin that allow us to
all see each other, all of the time.

We hit the atmosphere and the view panels become covered in condensation from
the frost of space, hitting the moist atomsphere of Planet X, as they’re fed by cameras
outside the ship, and Angel burns them clean in an instant -
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This ship is a beast, it sounds like the inside of a furnace due to the equipment
inside the ship rattling, despite the absence of a sound from the external world, as
no machine can hide the violence of our descent, into something new, that is perhaps
quite old, though all the systems are holding up, without a hint of malfunction -

Everything so wildly redundant, its complexity approaching that of a living system,
that no one person can understand in its particular details, and only in abstraction,
understanding instead the processes that generated it, leaving to mathematics our
bodies and our fates:

Do you believe that the Universe is subject to Law?

This is the ultimate test.

I look up in the mirror mounted to my chair to see Terrence when the ship partially
flips, suddenly, thrown like a toy in an alien wind, he looks back at me, while we
straddle the line between being alive and annihilation -

Both of us want to live, for us, for our home, for VeGa, for competition, to survive,
to be the ones, that win.

We can all see the drones chasing the ship as we dive, our ship twisted, unstable,
blowing sideways, the drones flank us on all sides, start glowing hotter, the ship starts
to tilt towards level, eventually reaching it -

I can see their mechanical struggle, their relentlessness, their viciosness, it is super
human, correcting things, all of the time, as the violent osciliations of the ship reduce
to a background, our tilt almost perfect, these things, just incredible, like animals.

It’s green, there’s green everywhere, this place is alive, the electrical activity is
apparently nonstop, the lightning, constantly, in the sky, it must be a million degrees
down there -

The clouds are thick as molasses, the whole place a greenhouse, as Angel comes in
on the com:

“Life detected, basically everywhere.”

We all see projectiles floating and plainly anticipating our arrival, what look like
small ships -

Terrence asks,

“Angel: Are those projectiles living matter? How are they animated?”

“I don’t know.”

...

“I don’t know” -
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That’s not good news.

That’s not why we did all this work, why we spent all this money, all this time,
but Angel is actually a machine, and we all know that, so there’s nothing else to ask,
and there’s absolutlely no reason to be agnry -

This is our lot.

So what do you say?

What do you do?

It’s all too late, it just doesn’t matter -

“You don’t let anything near the ship when we land, you kill it.”, Terrence says.

“Will do.”, Angel repiles. †
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If you don’t build it, then they won’t come

We wake in the morning, and she swims at dawn, before the blue sun comes up,
she’s gone, I grab my gun and quickly leave the tent completely naked, to see her
swimming, she turns to see me, her enormous smile, the gentile tide, the trees atop
the cli↵s above, a gentle wind, my love for her, we are such insane people, our poor
children, my introspection broken by wild animals apparently everywhere around us,
having surrounded our camp, our hubris, everyone else, gone -

I fire into the sky, the kickback of what are massive rounds hitting my shoulders,
with mechanical regularity, they scramble, I scream, with every ember of sanity I have
left in me, at the top of my lungs,

“Angel!’, I can see their eyes, they’re lurching towards us, I don’t want to kill -

“Angel!’, shooting, again and again, into the sky, they won’t stop, I fire a missile
from the launcher, blown back into the beach, on my back, I can feel the skin ripped
o↵ my back, the rocks cut in, into my skin, I see the echoes of my frame a few feet in
front of me, burrowed into the sand, I see the warhead explode over the beach, in the
sky, my poor decisions unfolding -

Finally she appears:

A swarm of drones appear over the scene, with spot lights on all of the animals
around us, brighter than the Sun, bolts connecting to the beach below, burning the
sand, making a horrible noise, I scramble to my feet, naked, hold the gun up ready to
kill, my eye in the scope, and they don’t look like anything I’ve seen before, I don’t
know what to do, but I will shoot them -

Some of them are plainly luminescent, I will not be Columbus, I will not be Colum-
bus, but I will not let her die;

The drones dive, making an insane noise, and striking the beach with lighting and
blowing sand all over the place as they descend:

Buddha never told me what to think about God -

He only told me how to think about God.

Christ taught me how to sing.

The rest is up to the rest of you.

Swimming towards me, viciously, Sarah finally makes it onto the beach, her gun
just by the shore, she picks it up, not a single shot fired -

Both of us focused, my back in shreds, hers soaking wet, neither of us moving,
only two outcomes:

Angel sorts it, or we torch the place.
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My guilt overpowered by my love, my fear, they’ll be fine, they’re running, and
Angel won’t kill unless we tell her to. †
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The Family You Choose

Our ship automatically moves overhead, we hear Terrence over the omni-com -

“Visitors?”

“Fuck you, sort this shit.”, I scream, as the lights, as the insanity continues,

“Porno stars.”, he adds,

“I hate you.”, I add,

“Good, we’ll sort it.”

And a bolt hits the beach so violent, as Sarah and I are holding each other com-
pletely naked and afraid, against the rocks behind us, it blows the trees and everything
around us, into a single direction, away from us, illuminates the sky into a blinding
light, we turn away into the rocks behind us, including the animals that surrounded
our camps, away from us, the tide unchanged, the many moons not moving, we lean
into the rock face behind us, and hold each other like animals, tears pouring out of our
eyes, our noses, our mouths, griping at each other in total fear of our environment. †
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Musical references

Note that song titles are hyperlinks

1. Tool, “Lateralus’ (2001). †

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8OtzJtp-EM
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The few things I believe

I see a house, unafraid of Nature -

A house that is transparent, in design.

Private, and modest, but splendid,

For one family, by no means fit for any king -

Modest inhabitants, wise, and weary alone of God.

Our minds are one -

This is the way it apparently is.

I have only my modest beliefs as to why,

But ultimate causes are beyond all of us here.

We have only our senses, our bodies -

Fragile things,

Subject to the whims of an indi↵erent external world.

Does this imply that our Creator is indi↵erent as well?

This is again not for us to know,

For it is either the case or not,

Regardless of our aspirations for higher Love.

The attachments of the external world,

Stain our minds -

Confidence, a victim,

Sometimes deliberate,

But otherwise an accident of history:

The thing that reminds us of our shame,

Our self-doubt,

Our loss,
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Pinned to something new,

With which we have found Love.

It is upon us to shed these apprehensions,

And to see the undisturbed object before us,

As best we can.

This is, as far as I can tell,

As close as is possible to true happiness:

To Love,

And yet to know.

To be alive is to su↵er, at times,

And for some, it is to su↵er often.

But it is an error to say that all of life is su↵ering -

This is plainly not the case.

This is a life worth living, at times,

And in those times,

It is upon us,

To try and see the undisturbed experiences before us,

So that we can discern what is true from what is not;

So that we can discern what is worthwhile from what is not;

So that we can discern what is done out of Love, from what is not.

We cannot pretend that the body does not poison our consciousness,

And perhaps even our intentions -

These two are inseparable in this life.

It is therefore the case that those with conditions that damage their bodies,

Will struggle to attain clarity of mind,
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For it is only common sense that pain,

Like all unwanted experience,

Is a nuisance.

This is simply our condition.

And though we cannot know with certainty how others su↵er,

We can instead seek to avoid making it worse than it already is,

And join the chorus of those eventually afraid before the end. †


